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5UMMARY 
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rpuolic A~:t/l.at.J...on 

D.AdrrUn.. 

Uni..vVL-1UY.: Uni..vVL-1UY. ot DUfl.ocm-We-1:tviJ.J.e 

This doctoral thesis essentially investigates what is currently done 

by South African municipalities with regard to the training and development 

of their personnel. The study was necessitated by the fact that personnel 

plays an important role in the viability of any local authority. Therefore, 

the quality of manpower should be above suspicion. Moreover, with the 

advent of the expected implications of the new constitutional dispensation 

it is imperative that attention shall be focused timeously on the 

training and development of the human resources available to local 

government and administration. The need for training and development 

also dominates the arena in view of the continued extention of government 

activities and the concomitant creation of new State institutions. 

Thus, the above reasoning serves as /l.at.J...onale for the background 

description of the right of existence of local authorities. The term, 
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local authorities, is, therefore, viewed as a collective noun for all 

institutions engaged in governing and administering community life on 

the local level, be it municipalities, village boards, health committees 

or institutions for the peri-urban areas. 

A discussion of municipal administration is also given as it justifies 

a review of the location thereof within the spectrum of public 

administration, given its distinctive environment and character. 

Furthermore, an exposition of municipal personnel administration within 

the context of municipal administration is imperative should one wish to 

understand the delicate processes of provisioning, maintenance, 

utilisation and above all, training and development of scarce manpower 

resources. 

Coupled with the description of the components of municipal personnel 

administration, follows an explanation of the constituent parts of the 

activities, training and development. The study revealed that training 

is a process of which the groundwork is done by a related field, called 

education. Education starts at birth and continues ad ~~. 

Education also provides the preparation-for-life foundation, whereby 

training continues as the preparation-for-work process. As a prerequisite 

for both processes to be successful, is an intellectual process, called 

learning. The will to learn then also prepares the individual with a 

willingness to develop at the hand of various ways and means. 

Thereafter the need for and the objectives of training within the 

institution is acknowledged and a description is given of how to identify 
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and describe these needs and objectives in order to meet the common 

objective of local authorities, vi~. the improvement of the general 

well-being of the citizenry. A responsibility rests on the individual 

municipalities to provide, through training and development programmes, 

the opportunity for municipal officials and employees on all levels, 

to develop. It is to this end that municipalities should endeavour to 

provide suitable training and development facilities and to utilise it 

to its fullest extent. Whether the facilities utilised, refers to 

on-the-job - or off-the-job training, the methods should be applied only 

after its relevant advantages and disadvantages have been carefully 

weighed .and if it meets the _requirements of the specific circumstances 

of the municipality. 

The study proves that in South Africa, there is not necessarily a 

shortage of available municipal manpower, but that a question-mark 

could be placed after the quality thereof in terms of training and 

development. It is, therefore, recommended that, in an endeavour to 

promote training and development activities, the following aspects, 

int~ alia, deserve consideration: 

(a) the introduction at school level, of a course in environmental 

or public studies; 

(b) the establishment of a school of municipal government and 

administration in the Core City of each region specified in 

terms of the Re9ionai 5~vic~ Coun~ Act, 1985 (Act 109 of 

1985 ) ; 
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(c) that municipalities should devise a unique approach to training 

and development methods; 

(d) that training sessions should provide for the individual 

needs of the participants; 

(e) the publication of an annual report by the Local Training Board 

giving a detailed exposition of the nature and extent of 

training individually and collectively undertaken by leading 

South African municipalities; 

(f) the provision of specially designed and well-equipped technical 

training facilities; and 

(g) the establishment of resources centres or reading rooms to 

put periodicals, journals and relevant newspaper articles at 

the disposal of all the municipal employees. 



TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT OF MUNICIPAL PERSONNEL IN 

SOUTH AFRICA 

CHAPTER I 

JNT'ROmCTJON 

Since the inception of mankind, people acknowledged an interdependence 

1 ) 
of one another. It is this very realisation that caused people to 

group themselves together in specific geographical areas. The 

objectives for this grouping were, ~~ alia, the greater ability 

to protect themselves against invasion by hostile groups, to form 

socio-economic entities and to develop cultural and religious customs. 

In this way, urbanised areas were created as people were now living 

in close proximity to one another as opposed to being scattered over 

the vast rural areas. 

To reach the objectives for which people initially started to live 

within reasonable distances from one another, necessitates the 

introduction of behavioural guide-lines. This is because a certain 

discipline is expected of people in their endeavour for peaceful 

co-existence. It is essentially this need for discipline, order and 

guidance that led to the establishment of governing institutions at 

a scale and on a level perceivable by all citizens, irrespective of 

their level of development. 2 ) 
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With the gradual transmutation from rural to urbanised societies, the 

demand for more extensive and more efficient governing institutions, 

especially at the regional and the local levels of government, increased.
3

) 

These changes in the lives of the citizens, ~~ alia, caused their 

environments to change and the latter in turn influenced the nature and 

scope of the activities to be undertaken by the governing institutions. 

This development again, augmented the need for sufficient and suitably 

qualified personnel. A 1 1 t . . 1 h 4) s oca governmen lS a unlversa p enomenon, 

all countries in the Western world are in the invidious position that the 

available manpower has to be trained and developed in such a manner, that, 

despite financial and socio-economic difficulties, local government 

services are rendered effectively and efficiently. Through training and 

development the skilfulness of public officials, especially on the local 

level, could be enhanced. Local authorities are significant,not only 

as the provider and administrator of basic services, but also as the 

promoter of community values. 5 ) 

Owing to a multiplicity of connotations and definitions of terms to 

be used in this thesis, some clarification a-t --the -introduction is 

required. 

Before any study into the nature of a State can be undertaken, it is 
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necessary to determine the society in which it operates. 

Society could be defined as the interaction of collectivities of people 

who within their distinctive collectivity share common beliefs, 

f t ' 6) 
attitudes and modes 0 ac 10n. Collectivities could refer to smaller 

and larger groups of people which could be a family, or a group for 

the promotion of interests or a voluntary group, like a recreation 

7) 
club or church. 

State 

The term State is used, int~ alia, to refer to the basic development 

and maintenance of a social order of a specific group(s) of people 

occupying an area of land within given territorial boundaries. 

Woodrow Wilson's definition, " .•. a ~tate ~ a people o~~aniJed, to~ law 

wi..JJUn.. a def.inj..;te tVlJ1.l.;to~Ij" serves as an acceptable basis for the 

purpose of this study.B) Together with this it is accepted that a State 

has its own constitution, laws, a unique civil service and body(ies) 

of citizens: in other words, the combination of pe_ople, territory and 

government. 

Public ~~vice 

The Public Service refers to that group of personnel working in government 

institutions/departments on a permanent or temporary basis aimed at 

reaching specified national objectives and who is commonly known as public 

officials, public - or civil servants.
g

) The latter term is borrowed 
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from Britain's administration in India defining the selection of people 

on the basis of merit. It also indicated that applicants were appointed 

on a non-political basis and were ensured of a permanent tenure of office 

10) I d t . t . and executing functions prescribed by law. n or er 0 maln aln 

uniformity, the term Public Service also includes Civil Service. 

Although p~~onne1 also refers to human beings, it is more specific, in 

that it bears 

would include 

upon employees active in an organisational structure which 

business, public undertakings and the armed forces.
12

) 

In every State the sovereign power of securing law, order and peace is 

vested in a central body. This body is called the government which has 

legislative power to channel the people's activities in a predetermined 

direction. Strong maintains that the government is the instrument used 

to not only promulgate, but also enforce the legislation of a State. 

Therefore, any discussion on government should refer to the terms power 

and authority. ~ow~ is the right that government holds to make and 

enforce laws, whilst autho~~ refers to the means of legitimate power 

whereby citizens could be forced into doing something even against 

their will. 13) 
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Within the confines of the authority and function delegated by a higher 

authority, local government refers to the governing of defined parts of 

a country, for example towns and cities. Owing to its close proximity 

to the electorate local government may be defined as the "detemnination 

ami .unpJ...emen;tation of- dew.i..oM /l.e[)a/l.dm[) J...ocal public fYi-o[).l1.GmmeA ,,~4) 

For purposes of uniformity, locaf government could also include municipal 

government. 

To execute local public programmes statutory bodies, which are constituent 

parts of local government are created. These bodies derive their 

authority from a higher source and are bound by the terms and conditions 

by which they were created. 15 ) To prevent any misinterpretation the 

term local authority may also include the term fTIJ..1f1.i.cipa.LiJ:.Ij:6) 

As one man learnt to overcome the obstacles of his environment and 

circumstances, he passed the knowledge on to his fellowman. This was 

done either through examples, words or signs and was a delibe/l.ate attempt 

to convey information and skills. If the message was successfully 

received, it is taken that learning took place and that the recipient 

had been subjected to training. 17 ) For purposes of this study, training 
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is regarded as the deliberate, definite attempts of a more learned 

person to instruct, through formal or informal means, a less knowleqgeable 

person. 

De veJ..o pnen.;t 

Although development and training are concomitant phenomena, it is not 

synonymous. Training can only have long-lasting benefits for both 

employer and employee, if development has taken place as well. Development 

is more mind-o~en.;ted18) than training and refers to the increased levels 

of maturity and ability to judge and deal with new, unknown circumstances. 

It should be kept in mind that in this study the emphasis is on both 

training and development and, therefore, the one cannot be divorced from 

the other. 

2. STUDY AReA 

The introduction of any new constitutional dispensation entails changes 

and adaptation by the ci~izenry. South Africa is no exception to this 

rule and, therefore, the introduction of a new constitution on 3 September 

1984, requires adaptation by the citizenry over a broad spectrum of 

community life. One component of this spectrum specifically relates to 

municipal government and administration, which, before 3 September 1984, 
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was in the main the responsibility of White town - and city councils. 

The promulgation of the Repub~c ot South A~ca COnA~on Act, 

1983 (Act 110 of 1983) which heralds the new political dispensation of 

South Africa, int~ ~a, earmarked the establishment of own local affairs 

committees for the Indian, Coloured and Black communities, which 

necessitates a new approach to the government and administration of local 

authorities. Consequently, it has become necessary to establish smooth

running administrative infra-structures in an endeavour to provide a 

multiplicity of municipal goods and services to the citizenry. Specific 

need-orientated manpower training and development programmes are regarded 

as the crux of the eventual successful, continued existence of service

oriented local authorities. The afore-mentioned explanation serves as 

~ationa1e for the subject of study, viJ. training and development of 

municipal personnel in South Africa, which will be dealt with along the 

following lines: 

However, in order to discuss municipal administration as a specialist 

field of public administration meaningfully, Chapter II is devoted to 

a brief explanatory description of the concept public administrat~on. 

Furthermore, the term pub~c a~~ation has a dual meaning which 

led to considerable theorising that tend to not only be confusing, but 

also creates semasiological problems. In additio~ the environment of 

public administration needed clarification for meaningful discussion of 

municipal administration as a specialist field of public administration. 
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Since 1682, thirty years after Jan van Riebeeck established a refreshment 

post at the southern most tip of Africa, an atmosphere of local government 

and administration prevailed in the Cape. The reason being that the 

citizens were adamant in their wish to watch over the affairs of their 

settlements and also because the necessity of orderly co-existence was 

realised. Thus, Chapter 11 further describes the establishment and right 

of existence of local authorities in South Africa. 

Municipal administration is a collective noun for a number of functions 

which have to be executed when dealing with people. Once the framework 

for personnel administration is known, definite steps need to be taken 

to obtain and retain the services of capable and conscientious employees. 

Consequently, a discussion of how this objective could be reached follows 

in Chapter Ill. In order to obtain the best qualified employee, whether 

in terms of education or experience, for a position, the institution's 

recruitment and selection policies should provide for the effective 

screening of applicants. Closely linked to this objective, is the 

development of skills applied to improve the level of utilisation of 

personnel. These skills include the ability to liberate the will of 

subordinates to work, the versatility to use communication to obtain from 

and convey to colleagues required information, as well as the talent to 

lead the energy of others in reaching institutional objectives. For the 

continued efficient rendering of goods and services, a stable work force 

should be maintained, by, ~~ a)ia, keeping record of the movement and 
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quality of personnel and by remunerating personnel at an economically 

and socially acceptable level. 

Coupled with the above, is the necessity that personnel should be able 

to keep pace with the continual changes taking place in life. This is 

possible only through the development of man's own mind and through 

training in the use of skills and abilities. To train personnel is, 

however, not enough, for they should be motivated to participate in the 

training of themselves, and through that, develop to maturity. Therefore, 

Chapter IV explains the relationship between training and development 

in the process of preparing man to deal with the vicissitudes of life. 

In establishing this relationship, a third dimension, VLJ. education, 

is added. Education, training and development are inseparable and are 

linked by a mutually inclusive process, called learning. Learning, 

which has distinctive principles and requires a specific climate for 

occurrence, can only take place once the official is sufficiently 

motivated and willing to be educated and trained. Having due regard for 

the quest for modernisation on the nature and principles of training, 

it has become commonplace to visualise the training process at the hand 

of suitable systems and models. 

Providing the opportunity to be educated and trained, is the responsibility 

of the State as it aims to improve the general well-being of all its 
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citizens. Legislation has, over the years, been passed to explicitly 

deal with this preparation-for-life-activity, whether at the central, 

regional or local levels of government. Training can, furthermore, not 

be without direction or take place in a vacuum. Therefore, the objectives 

of training as direct results of underlying training needs, should be 

defined clearly. Accordingly, in Chapter V an attempt is made to justify 

the need for training by determining its root causes at the hand of 

systematic and orderly methods. Once the needs have been clarified, 

objectives can be set, thereby paving the way for properly designed and 

suitable training programmes. 

Manpower is regarded as one of the most important resources of any 

municipality. Municipalities in South Africa are not really experiencing 

a manpower shortage, but a question-mark could be placed after the 

availability of suitably qualified personnel to undertake the specialised 

duties and administration. Therefore, in Chapter VI attention is given 

to the indispensable presence of enough facilities to undertake and 

initiate the training of manpower. People tend to be resistant to new, 

unknown situations and, consequently, the manner in which the newcomer 

will be introduced to his job would be of cardinal importance in achieving 

future job satisfaction. Once the official has been introduced to his 

new environment various training and development methods could be applied 

to improve his productivity and competency. Each of these methods has 

inherent advantages and disadvantages which should be weighed carefully 

before selection and application. 
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The thesis is concluded by Chapter VII which contains general 

conclusions and recommendations which, hopefully, could be of value in 

the training and development of municipal personnel. 

The factual bases of this thesis have been obtained primarily from 

books, official publications and correspondence. However, unpublished 

thesis, periodical articles, Acts of Parliament, provincial ordinances 

and municipal bylaws and regulations were referred to extensively. 

Where information could not be obtained from other sources, high-ranking 

State, provincial and municipal officials were interviewed. 
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allocated restricted statutory decision-making responsibility, 
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whilst the third one is an independent local authority which is 
fully autonomous and is afforded extensive statutory responsibilities 
in differing degrees and which can render most services and provide 
most facilities required by the community. 

17. Craig, R.L. & L.R. Bittel (ed.): Training and development 
handbook (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967), p. 1. 

18. Steyn, W.I. in Viljoen, A.J.: "Personeelopleiding en - ontwikkeling 
as h voorvereiste vir doeltreffende mannekragbenutting", 
SAIPA, Journal of Public Administration, vol. 10, no. 4, December 
1975, p. 165. 



CHAPTER 11 

MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION AS A SPECIALIST FIELD OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

1. JNT'ROmCTJON 

Before a disease can be cured, it is necessary to determine its cause. 

In the same way it is necessary to determine what is expected of the 

available personnel within an institution, viJ. to what extent can it 

be trained and developed before recommending i mprovements. In order to 

make any recommendation it is, therefore, necessary that the location 

of municipal administration within the broad spectrum of public 

administration should be described, as public administration is the valid 

point of departure for any other level of administration in a country. 

?uolic ~~ation in itself is, however, so broad that some 

explanatory clarification is required. In search of an acceptable and 

clear definition the problem arises, t hat the theorist and practician 

are confronted with a dual possible meaning, viJ. P (p)ublic A(a)dministra= 

tion, which can either refer to an academic study or a process of 

d " " t " bl " ff" 1) Cl "t h 1 a m~n~s er~ng pu ~c a a~rs. ar~ y s ou d, therefore, be obtained 

regarding the usage of the terms in this discussion. 

2. Tc'R/rl ?UBLJC 

An English dictionary describes the term public as: ";tha;t d -V::J open to 

oe UAed Oil. -jhall.ed olj W memoell.-j of- ;the cofTlfTl.Llfl.-i.tIj; devoted Oil. diIl.ected 

to the pIl.omotion of- the [}enell.aJ... wuf-aIl.e". 2 ) 



An Afrikaans dictionary states: 

;toer;.ankLi..k. of- be1;tem". 3) 
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"publiek. - openbaC1//. V../../l. iedV7..een 

In a Dutch dictionary it is explained as: publiek. - openlijk; ~ he;t 

openbaC1//.; van di...e oveA.hei.d ui..;tr;.aande of- ;to;t haC1//. di...erw;t behol/..en". 4) 

It is indeed no easy task to define the term public. When an effort is 

made at equalising public with the government or state, clarity should 

prevail concerning aspects such as sovereignty, general welfare, the 

legal status of citizens and the underlying philosophy of these concepts 

and phenomena. A definition of public can also be sought in the opinions 

and ideas of the electorate as to what activities they regard as public. 5 ) 

The general layman's idea of the term public is that activities are 

undertaken in the open, without secrecy. This, however, is disputable 

as government does undertake activities not generally known to the public, 

the reasons being protection of state security and also the delicate 

nature of political negotiations between nations. On the contrary, 

the principles of democracy force the political office-bearer to 

continuous reporting to the electorate regarding governmental actions. 

For purposes of this study, the term public will be used to refer to 

all activities undertaken by governmental institutions, whether a degree 

of secrecy is attached to these activities or not. 

3. Tt7</Yi AfJ'r1JNJ5T'RIITJON 

It is difficult to define administration as authors and dictionaries 

each tend to give an exclusive meaning to it. The several nuances in 
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the usage of admin1A~ation create a real terminological labyrinth for 

the student in public administration. The English word ~~ation 

is derived from the classical Latin noun a~z~, meaning servant 

or attendant. The verb ad min1A~~e can be used in two distinct senses, 

(a) to help, assist or serve; and 

(b) to manage, direct or govern. 

The increasing influence of government and governmental services on 

the lives of individuals, seem to have given various shades of meanings 

t dm "" t t" D" 6) f 1 f t t 1 t f"ft o a ~n~s ra ~on. uns~re, or examp e, re ers 0 a eas ~ een 

different meanings and connotations of the term. Three of these meanings 

can specifically be mentioned for purposes of this thesis: 

(i) ~ov~enZ and ~ection in the implementation of 

a given purpose or end: meaning execution; 

(ii) ~e~oh or exe~on in the interests of someone 

else: government acts in the interest of all 

citizens; and 

(iii) collective noun for the non-judicial machinery of civil 

offices: referring to the totality of government 
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departments including the political office-bearers (councillor 

at the local government level) and public officials (municipal 

7) 
Cloete 

personnel). 

descri bes admin.i..AtAa:ti...on as "... a colledi...on o/- p;z.OCeA-1eA 
w!U.ch -1hould a.J.walj-1 and eVVl.!JWhVl.e be pVl./-o/lJTled whVl.e 
two O/L mO/Le PVl.-10n-1 WOIlR. tOf}eJ:.hVl. to /Leach -1peci..4c 
objedi...veA -1Uch M the p/Lodudi...on o/- f}OOM ••• O/L the 

d · .p . " /Len e./Unf} 01- -1 Vl. V'{'CeA. •• • 

8) 

According to L. D. White "... The Q/Lt o/- admin.i..AtAa:ti...on .fA the di.A.edi...on, 

co-olldi.n.a:ti...on and contAol o/- manl,t Pe.lL-10n-1 to aclU.eve -1ome pu.lLpo-1e O/L 

1_· -+.: ,,9) h f· · t· . d· t t · t · 10) oUie~ve • Bot de lnl lons ln lca e co-opera lve ac lon. 

Although administration is taking place when people are co-operatively 

11) 
working towards a common goal, administration as an activity is not 

a goal as such, but a means toward attaining a goal - for example, in 

converting the Old Station site in Durban into an exhibition and shopping 

mall, administration is not the goal. Admi nistration will, however, be 

necessary for arranging the building and renovating activities and will 

have to continue whilst the building operations are in progress. The 

. 
goal is a showpiece of relaxed and exclusive shopping and tourism, and 

not administration. Administration is the behind-the-scene, infra-

structural enabling activity. Despite diversified definitions regarding 

administration, the following seems to be mutually accepted characteristics 

of the term: 

deals with /La:ti...ona.U..;tlj; 

deals with -1peci..4c P/LOCeA-1eA and /-undi...onal adi...v-U:.J...eA; and 
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through co-op~ative action an effort is made to reach a 

12) 
pl1.ede:tvz.rrU.n.ed objective whether in the public 011. puva:te -1ec:tol1.. 

4. DE.5CRJ'PTJON OF 'PUBLJC AfYr1JNJ5T'RATJON 

Due to semantic problems and the fluid boundaries of public administration, 

no adequate one-sentence definition exists. The student in public 

administration is often caught in a web of apparent anomalous arguments 

regarding the subject, because of unfixed definitions. When an one-

sentence definition is, however, used it will rather lead to mental 

paralysis than understanding. 13 ) Public administration is an ancient 

acti vi ty as "a.d.rrU.ni.AtJz.ation hQ-1 been one of- :the e-1-1e.n;t,Lal luunan 

14) 
PO-1-1e-1-1iOM -1.uLce :the memol1.lJ of- man l1.unne:th". As the needs of the 

public increased, the demands on public administration became greater and 

likewise the meaning and contents of the activity changed to suit the new 

circumstances. In the ancient civilizations the citizenry merely asked 

protection against invasion by foreign forces and the securing of domestic 

1 d d f th ' t 15 ) T d h th' t t . aw an or er rom e~r governmen s. 0 ay, owever, e s~ ua ~on 

has changed noticeably and there is hardly any activity of human life not 

being guarded, guided or influenced by governmental regulations, laws 

or even indirect interference. In this regard Peters asserts that 

There is no shortage of definitions or attempts in defining public 

administration. From the definitions supplied by Nigro and Nigro,17) 
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public administration may be defined as co-operation between officials 

of public institutions on all tiers of government and becomes part of 

the political process by influencing the policy formulation process. 

Despite fundamental differences there are, however, a few similarities 

with institutions in the private sector. Gladden
18

) views public 

administration as that part of social activity which not only confronts 

the citizen at any point, but is also responsible for running the show 

and getting things done. 

According to the tnCljcJ...o pea.dJ...a B;U;t~ca~" public a~uai:.i...on 

uacLi.tionaLLy, compl'l..iAe/.J tjw~e actJ...vw..e/.J in.voJ..ved in. CG/Vl.yiJ1..9 old. the 

poliue/.J and (Ywf)/l-amme/.J 01- [)oveJU?Jnen.t" .19) Public administration is 

also regarded as the conscious directing of activities of groups of 

people who permanently or temporarily share some political or non

political inspired goal. 20 ) For purposes of this study it can be stated 

that public administration is the conscious directing of the activities 

undertaken by members of governmental institutions in pursuit of an 

agreed objective, which will contribute to the satisfaction of specific 

community needs and the betterment of the general welfare of the citizenry. 

5. [JVVJ'RONfr£J.lT OF PUBLJC A/Yrl.1N15T7(AT1nN 

Public administration cannot be undertaken in a vacuum or without 

directing boundaries. The administrator must know what the scope and 

limits of his activities will be. The physical and human environment 

is never static and due to technological developments, a dynamic fluid 

entity, which urges governmental machinery to effect changes in order 
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to meet new requirements of the citizenry. It is essentially this 

constant ebb and flow of requirements which requires of a government 

to honour the predominant objective of public administration, namely, 

the effective rendering of services to improve the general well-being 

of all inhabitants. 

The prefix public in the term public administration indicates that 

administration of this nature takes place in the public sector and is 

distinguishable from administration in the business or private sector. 

Any description or definition of the administration of the two sectors 

should, therefore, indicate how they differ or coincide. In 1916, 

Henri Fayol, with his historic Admini4~~on Jn~~el).e et Cen~ale 

publication, regarded administration in the public sector as one of 

the functions of government. 21 ) Fayol had two notions regarding 

administration namely, p~cipl~ of good administration and ~ul~ of 

administrative doctrine. In analysing Fayol's principles, it is found 

that the term is flexible in its usage and he actually refers to pro= 

cesses which include amongst others, division of labour, discipline, 

remuneration, initiative, stability of tenure; whilst his rules of 

administrative doctrine refer to processes and activities such as 

organisation, command, co-ordination and control. 22 ) Fayol's principles 

prefigured Luther Gulick's P05DCORB which is an acronym for his ~cipl~ 

of planning, organising, staffing, directing, co-ordinating, reporting 

and budgeting. 23 ) According to Cloete, there are six categories of 

enabling processes of thought and action, v~~. determination of policy, 

organising, financing, provision and utilisation of personnel, determina= 

tion of work methods and procedures and finally, control. 24 ) In discussing 
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the substance of administration, both Cloete's processes and Gulick's 

o 0 1 0 od 25) prlnClp es COlnCl e. 

Administration is also undertaken in the private sector, but more attention 

is, however, paid to mana~ement as the emphasis is placed on the utilisation 

of resources. 26 ) Administration, a~ain (in the business sector) is 

used to describe functional activities of a subordinate nature, v~~. 

o d dk 0 27) bookkeeplng an recor eepln~. Nigro and Nigro refer to a p~vate-

pub~c ~~~hip, because, whether in a public or private setting, 

d o 0 t tOO tOff t 28) a mlnlS ra lon lS co-opera lve group e or. Differences are also 

to be found in the peculiar characteristics of public administration. 

29) 
For example -

public administration is unavoidable and as the individual is 

living in an administrative a~e he is affected bv government from 

before his birth till after his death; 

citizens expect more of government administration than any other 

form of administration, in so much that the public wants to be 

convinced that it is bein~ undertaken efficiently and effectively; 

the top echelon comprises politicians and therefore, the 

consequences of (expected or otherwise) any unpopular decision 

taken cannot be ignored as it could mean loss of votes, because 

government ~ politics; and 
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public administration can expect ultimate obedience and citizens 

can be forced to comply with governmental activities, e.g. in 

times of crises or potential dangerous situations, government can 

imprison people or nationalise industries. 

Another distinctive characteristic of the milieu of public administration 

comprises politics. Public administration has as its main aim the 

provision of a good life to all citizens, whilst the private enterprise, 

although the contrary could be stated, remains mainly profit-orientated. 30 ) 

In 1887, Woodrow Wilson said "... aJ.J:Jwu[)h po-Li..tiC4 .-1et the tG/.JR..-1 f-o//. 

~t/Lati.-on, U .-1hould not be .-1uf-f-e/Led to mani...pula;te U.-1 Of-f-icM". 31 ) 

Though Wilson tried to build a frontier between politics and administration, 

Frank Goodnow, thirteen years later explained that politics and 

administration are interrelated and that it " ..• COn..-1~t.-1 la/L~~ O//. 

- : - I . ,J./... ...J: -ch .p ,J./... ,J./...e 0,J./...,.,,,,,.32) 
muu~~ ~ ~Le ~ a/L~e o~ ~Le one o//. ~L ~L~~ As government 

institutions serve as instruments for the execution of the decisions 

taken by the legislative body in a country, it is inevitable that politics 

is an integral part of the process of government. 

In the final analysis it can be observed that owing to factors such as 

the legislature, public opinion and concern for the individual, a public 

institution cannot be equated with one in the business sector. 33 ) 

Therefore a municipal council can also not be compared with the board of 

34) 
directors of a large company. In the same vein Caiden observes that 

". .. pubh..c acI.miJU.At/Lah..on ~ cii..f-f..e/L en.t , o//. if.. U ~ not, U our;JU:. to be, 

becQU.-1e of.. .i..t.-1 pubh..c quah..t~, conce/Lf1.. f-o//. .-1 oc.i..etal ~o~, como~o//.~ 

POWe/L.-1, and //.uati.-ve Open.n.M.-1". 35 ) With the above exposition of public 

administration in mind, the field of municipal administration can now be 
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discussed. 

6. CONCePT /rlUNJCJ7JAL ;J.f)r)JNJ5T'MTJOV 

On examination, it is 

term encompassing the 

clear that public administration is a comprehensive 

diversity of administrative actions36 ) undertaken 

in conjunction with the nemerous functional actions of the different -
bl · . t· t t· 37) types of pu ~c ~ns ~ u ~ons. In all Western countries more than 

one tier of government is found 38
) and each tier has its own distinctive 

administration, e.g. state administration, regional/provincial administration 

and municipal or local administration. According to stanyer, local 

government belongs 

". •• to meR. -1 ectoJZ. 0 f- me mac/U..n.MIj 0 f- g.o VeAf7.Jnen.;t 
meR. .w no;z.maJ.J..1j caJ.J..ed. f decen:t.JZ.w3-a:tl...on Mea 
czdmi.rUA:t.JZ.a:tl...on.f ••• and ••• mean-:! -1.i.m.pJ..1j meR. 
mMe .w a g.OVeAf7.Jnen.;tal bodlj wilh. a j.wz..i..Adi..cti..on 
J..l.mJ..;ted to onllj a pa;z.:t. of- me total te/lAdoJZ.1j of-
a coun.:tA..Ij~I. 39) 

Adlem maintains that the environment 

" ••• wOJZ.d hoo{..-1aakLi..k. dewz. bepaalde pJ..aa-1-Li.J?e 
omg. ew.i.Jl.g.-1 f-aR. to JZ. e 0 p -10 'n. wlj-1 e b e.i.JI. v J..o ed deR. rTI.I.J.IU./., ipaJ..e 
adJn.i..n.J.A:t.JZ.a-1ie !Li.;t:h;z..wtaJ..J...w eM" . 40 ) 

The word municipal is an adjective used to refer to " of- a town OJZ. cJ..:t.1j 

hav.i.Jl.g. -1 eJ..f--g.o VeAf7.Jnen.;t". 41) The word town, city or village are by nature 

geographical expressions and refer to specific forms of social interaction 

or habits of utilisation of land. 42 ) Furthermore, Botes defines a town 

as "a pJ..ace of- JZ.eJ..a:tl...ve den-1e population chMacte/Z.-Wed blj {..;z.equen.;t and 

mean.i.Jl.g.f-uJ.. intMacti..oM". 43) The term municipal ac/mi..n..J.4:t.JZ.ation, therefore, 

refers to the specific type of administration found in municipal areas 

enjoying local self-government. Due to the unique characteristics of each 

local area, the frame of reference of municipal administration could 

enjoy differences in emphasis from town to town. The uniqueness of 
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municipal administration, could according to Adlem and du Pisani be 

attributed to certain factors. These factors are categorised to be the 

external municipal environment ,44) the urban political process and internal 

. . 1 . t 1 f t 45) 
mun~c~pa env~ronmen a ac ors. 

The external municipal environment comprises the various environments 

in which inhabitants live; whether it is constitutional -, socio-economic -

cultural -, historical - or physical by nature. As municipal authorities 

currently form the third tier of government preceded bv the central and 

provincial/regional authorities, it stands to reason that the former may 

not be ignorant of statutory arrangements enforced by the latter. 

Althou2h this fact
46 ) could lead to some restrictions on the freedom of 

movement of citizens and their elected representatives, all government 

actions should still be in the eventual interest of the total population 

in the whole country. For example, the principles of the political policy 

of the central government should not be jeopardized by the political 

policy of the local government. Accordin2 to Barber, local authorities 

are subordinate institutions instituted by statute. 47 ) Local authorities, 

therefore, are representative of both the need for poJ.AhcaJ.. p<lI1-ticip~on, 

as well as a~~~ve convenience, especially to gather data and 

recognising local differences. 48 ) An interaction between local authorities 

and central government ex::sts so that the former may en.ioy a large degree 

of administrative self-regulation. and at the same time provide central 

government with essential data on community values with regard to, 

~~ alia, politics, cultural and social growth, industrial and commercial 

development. 
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The urban political process has a predominant local atmosphere. Whilst 

inhabitants in a more cosmopolitan society may have less racial and 

residential prejudices or little interest in cultural customs, it may 

be totally different in a smaller town or village. Although these emotions 

may be influenced by, for example, job opportunities, wealth, or 

educational facilities, no one community could merely be subjected to 

socio~political changes. Every municipal area in South Africa has a 

multiracial or multi-cultural society which lends a cosmopolitan aura to 

the government and administration of that area. It is especially the 

values resulting from this cross-cultural composition and the external 

municipal, environment that generates the urban political process. 49 ) 

Citizens of all races, creeds and denominations form various organisations, 

such as ratepayers associations, recreation clubs and chambers of commerce 

to express and satisfy, ~~ alia, their cultural, political and 

commercial feelings and needs. Not all citizens are equally articulate 

in expressing their needs and wants. The culmination of the urban 

political process is the election of representatives to activate and 

execute local government functions. 50 ) 

In fulfilling the task of government and administration of the municipal 

area, the councillors have to provide the frame of reference within which 

municipal personnel could operate. This frame of reference provides the 

internal municipal environment for officials to execute their daily tasks. 

At this point it is necessary to indicate that local government could be 

divided into rural and urban local government. Urban local government 

on the one hand, refers to the government and administration of a proclaimed 
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51) 
municipal area ranging from a city or town to a borough or village board. 

Rural local government on the other hand, concerns itself with the 

government and administration of the vast, scarcely populated areas between 

municipal boundaries. To deal with the administration and government of 

these areas, various boards have been established, the best known of which 

are the divisional councils of the Cape Province established in 1855. 52 ) 

This study, however, concentrates on urban local government and therefore 

it is apt to explain the ~ai4o~ d/~e of municipalities. 

7. ~JfHT OF CXJ5TtNCc OF MUNJCJ~ALJTJc5 

The aura of municipal government surrounds South Africa since thirty years 

after the landing of Jan van Riebeeck at the Cape in 1652. 53 ) Owing to 

the distinctive settlement history of South Africa, the Dutch and British 

. 54) substantially influenced the ~ loco development of local government. 

It is essential, therefore, to briefly look at the history underlying the 

creation and riQht of existence of municipal government and administration 

in South Africa. 

The term ~cipality is derived from the Latin word ~cip~ meaning a 

borough, free town or municipal town, whilst ~cipal ste~s from the 

Latin ~ci~ meaning belonging to a ~cip~,55) 

The cncyc)opea~a 8~~ca defines a municipality as /la political 

~ub~v~~on ot a ~~ate w~ which a ~cipal co~po~~on h~ been 

~~ab~hed ~o p~ov~de ~en~al local ~ov~~ to~ a ~peci~c popul~on 

conc~~on ~ a de~ed ~ea".56) 
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An Afrikaans dictionary defines municipality as "1) 5~ad, do~p w~ 

pJ..aQ..1li.fl.e -1eJ..f-Oe.1~Wl/l. hd. 2) Be.1t.wLende J..l....g..g..aam van. -10 'n pJ..ek. w~ 

de.wz. oeJ..cuti..ng..OdaJ..M-1 g..ek..ie.1 wo~d". 57) 

An English dictionary provides the same description, v.{.3-' "~own, GV:.1j 

o~ w~c:t. po-1-1e.1-1mg.. J..ocaJ.. -1eJ..f--g..ovvz.n.m~; g..ovMn.ing.. oodlj of- -1uch a 

pJ..ace".58) 

There are as many answers as to "what a local government?", as there are 

authors on the subject. 59) Although J..ocaJ.. g..ovvz.n.m~ refers to a 

distinctive level of government, munici~1j refers to the governing body 

of one specific urbanised geographical area with an own name and identity 

and which is different to any other urbanised geographical area irrespective 

of its size or level of development. In the words of Rogers, a municipality 

in the strict and proper sense, is the 

"oodlj co~po~~e cOM~~ed olj &e mco~po~~on of- &e 
mhaod~ ~e.1.idmg.. wdhm a de(.med ~ea upon wh-ich &e 
Le~J..C!t.wLe kM, edhM diAec:t.J..1j o~ mdiAec:t.J..1j ~oug..h 
-1ome ~Mmed.i~e ag..enClj (m 50u& A/Al-ca, &e p~ovmce.1) 
conf-~ed co~po~~e -1~~U-1, u~ an.d J..l....ab~e.1, mcJ..ud.ing.. 
&e ug..M ~o w:/m.i.n.,W~M ~oug..h &e ag..enClj of- an. eJ..ec:t.ed 
counc.iJ.. o~ O&M g..ovMn.ing.. oodlj, -1uch m~M-1 of- J..ocaJ.. conc~ 
Q..1 ~e exp~e.1-1J..1j -1pecif--ied o~ nece.1-1~1j .iJnpJ..l....ed ~om &e 
n~~e an.d ex~~ of- &e au&0~1j conf-~ed". 60 ) 

For purposes of this study, a municipality could be described as a legal 

pM-10na or body corporate who could sue and be sued in its corporate name 

and who, through duly elected representatives decides the future growth 

and development of an area within specific boundaries. In this study no 

in-depth analysis will be undertaken into the essence, peculiarities or 

distinctiveness of local government and administration. In order to 

justify the effort, one should, however, briefly look at the ~~OM d'~e 

of municipalities in South Africa. 
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Since the establishment of a refreshment post at the southern most tip of 

the African continent, it became evident that the Dutch East India Company 

was in no position to maintain a viable production unit, as well as to 

61) 
look after the diverse interests of the burghers. Although there was 

no adherence to so-called town planning principles as are known today, 

the burghers realised that unorderly and undisciplined settlement and 

running of affairs would lead to chaos. 62 ) Owing to a distinctive 

atmosphere and location no one municipality is identical to another and 

therefore each municipality has to function and regulate to suit its own 

needs. Acknowledging physical and other differences, each town: 63 ) 

"1 -

2 -

J -

4- -

5 -

6 -

-UJ a UfL.i..;t ot. [J-o vvmrnen..-t wilh e4:t.abfuked boundCLll.i.e4; 
wilh eJ...ected J..eade.ll/) and .Li..mJ..;ted Cl.Ld.h..0/L.U:.1j and wilh 
:t.ax.in[J- and Il.e[j.i-Ua:t.oll.!/- POWe/l/J. 

-UJ an economi..c pll.oduc:ti..on UfL.i..;t, -1Upplij.ing. [J-OOcM and 
-1e1l.viCe4 t.01l. public COn-1umption. 

-UJ a ca:t.aJ..Ij-1:t. t.01l. human .i...n:t.eIl.ac:ti..on. 

can be det..i...ned M a -1ociaJ.. CO~Ij, M d bll..i...n~ 
peo pJ..e :t.o[J-e:t.hell. .in :the -1ame pJ..ace. 

kM aJ..walj-1 -1 ell. ved M a 
educa:t.oll. ot. man. 

64-) 
t.ond ot. knowJ..ed[J-e and :the 

can, t..i...naJ..J..Ij, be det..i...ned M :the CIl.adJ..e ot. civ~ation 
and :the c.u.U:.wz.aJ.. J..aboll.a:t.oll.lj ot. man". 

Despite the apparent physical and developmental differences, three 

mutual or uniform characteristics are evident in all municipal areas. 

Firstly, all municipalities have to render distinctive functions whether 

of a cultural, administrative or economic nature. As municipal government 

could be regarded as the management of own affairs by the inhabitants 

of a locality,65) citizens tried to secure income for the rendering of 

essential goods and services. Although these goods and services were in 
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the early days of the Cape more judicial by nature, it later was extended 

to include police, civil and military matters.
66

) As the villages 

developed into towns and later cities, the number and extent of services 

required of local government institutions increased. Nowadays the 

"extent of goods and services rendered by these institutions is impressive 

and noteworthy and includes, .i..nteA. wa: 

/la} 

b} 

cJ 

d} 

e} 

the pfuJ-1l...cal pll.ot.ecU.on of- the cofTlfTl1.lf1.-.ilj - civu 
def-ence, cUlj police; 

the pfuJ-1l...cal envi...ll.onment. of- the comrnundlj - Il.OaM, 
plannl...nfj, hOU/.JLnfj, -1J..wn cJ..eall.ance, paIl.R..-1 and open 
-1paCe-1 whetheA. molffLt.al...n -1pot.-1 Oil. beache-1; 

peA.-1onal and envi...ll.onment.al cofTlfTl1.lf1.-.ilj health 
-1 eA. V l...Ce-1 : f-Oll. example, di...-1t.1l.l...ct I'W./1.ALnfj, ant.e
nat.al -1eA.vl...ce-1 and poll.t. health; 

cofTlfTl1.lf1.-.ilj weJ..f-aIl.e -1 eA. V l...Ce-1 : f-Oll. example, doml...ciliall.lj 
and 1l.e-1l...dent.l...al -1eA.vl...Ce-1 f-Oll. the afjed; 

the educat.l...on of- the comrnundlj: exua-rnLU1.al and 
adult. educat.l...onal pll.of)-ll.amrne-1, en v i...Il.onment.al (JJJ)aIl. ene-1-1 ; 

f-) cuJ..;tWLal f-acililie-1 f-Oll. the comrnundlj: libll.aIl.i...e-1, 
mU/.J e..uJT1/.j , all.t. fjweIl.i... e-1 ; 

fj} the di...-1pO-1al -1eA.vl...ce-1: Il.e~e coilecU.on, cJ..eaMLnfj 
and -1 e.weA.afje " . 67 ) 

Secondly, due to the administrative and economic facilities provided by 

municipalities, it causes its buildings to have a distinctive structure. 

Although the architectural style of residential houses may differ 

extensively, houses are at least placed in an orderly street pattern. 

Many a South African town is still renown for its religious -, cultural-, 

and market b"uildings. 68) 
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A third distinctive characteristic and reason for existence, is the manner 

in which the buildings, depicting the various aspects of community life, 

are arranged or grouped together. This in itself gives effect to the 

group and aesthetical values and feelings of the citizen. A definite 

distinction is made between residential -, industrial -, and commercial 

areas. Although the habit to settle in specific areas could be a natural 

tendency of people, it nevertheless has a practical basis as well, VLJ. 

protection against diseases, prevention of air - and water pollution, 

facilitation of the performance of services like night soil removal, 

eradication of vermin and noxious weeds, as well as water - and electricity 

69) 
supply. 

Despite valid justifications for the establishment of municipalities, 

the latter could only be viable to the extent t hat the inhabitants are 

willing and able to pay for the expected services that should in return 

be rendered. For this reason, "a -1mw J..oc.a."L ,tax f-O/l. Iwad and wa;te/l. 

PWlP0-1<VJ,,70) was first introduced in 1682. This tax paved the way for the 

introduction of property taxes and levies in lieu of other goods and 

. d d b th .. 1 . t 71 ) serVlces ren ere y e munlclpa l y. 

Although municipal government and administration seem to be only of a 

practical goods and services nature, the contribution of municipal 

government to the satisfaction of the political feelings of the citizenry, 

the total political milieu and political process of the country as a whole 

could never be overlooked. Although municipalities form the first step 
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in the political stratification of citizens, it still remains that 

t 1 - 1 1 1 - t - 72 ) relatively few citizens do in fact participate ac ive y ln oca po 1 lCS. 

It seems as if the taxpayer does not realise the impact of municipal 

regulations on his life, or its contribution to a good life, despite the 

fact that municipal government and administration with its open elections 

73) 
are the- cornerstones of democracy. Alexis de Tocqueville aptly wrote: 

". •. f711J.f1i.upaJ.. i..n.4.ti;tu;ti..oM cOMti.J:.u;te the -:J:Vl.enrP:h 
01- (Aee nCLUoM. Town meeJ:.i.J7..f)/.J QAe to libvU:.1j what 
p!UJnQAIj -:JchooJ.A QAe to -:Juence; thelj b!U..n{) il w.i..;tJU.n. 
the people I -:J I/.each, thelj teach men how to IMe GJ?.Ci. how 
to enjolj il. A nCLUon malj e-:Jtabli-:Jh a (Aee ~OVel/.nment, 
but wilhout f711J.f1i.upaJ.. i..n.4tilui:.,i.OM il cannot have the 
-:Jpi..Ail 01- libvU:.Ij".74) 

With the above in mind, it is imperative that municipal government and 

administration should not only keep pace with fluctuations on the economic 

front, or the socio-cultural needs of the inhabitants, but also be 

watchful for the ever-changing political expectations of the town in 

itself, as well as the country ~ toto. South Africa saw the introduction 

of a new constitution on 3 September 1984,75 ) whereby a new political 

dispensation for the White, Indian and Coloured population groups became 

operative. A further measure highlighting the right of existence of local 

authorities became evident as a result of this development, v~~. the 

devolution of more authority to local communities to determine and decide 

their own socio-political and economic future. 76 ) 

8. 5U(rJftJA'R1J 

A distinctive type of administration depicts the processes of dealing 

with the affairs of a State and is called public ~:Vl.CLUon. Public 
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administration provides the legal framework within which each citizen can 

toil to improve his position in life, as it has the general well-being of 

the citizenry as basic objective. This type of administration further 

distinguishes itself from administration in a profit-oriented private 

sector, by being open to scrutiny to all and to enforce accountability 

from all involved in the application thereof. Whilst public administration 

carries an aura of remoteness, it becomes explicitly concrete in the form 

of municipal administration. Municipal administration, as a specialist 

field of public administration, honours the same objective as public 

administration and is the type of administration applied in urbanised 

areas where a number of people live and work closely together. The 

existence of municipalities is furthermore a direct result of citizen 

participation in the government and administration of their affairs. 

No discussion on or assessment of the contribution of municipal government 

and administration to the improvement of the general well-being of the 

community is possible without an investigation into the human attributes 

available to municipal institutions. Given an accepted, well-planned 

policy, sufficient funds, a workable set of procedures, a well-planned 

organisational infra-structure and effective control measures, still would 

not guarantee an efficient and effective system of municipal government and 

administration. To give effect and viability to municipal institutions, 

a further essential component, vi~. personnel, is needed. In the next 

chapter an effort would be made to describe the development, environment 

and components of municipal personnel administration. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE PLACE OF PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION IN 

MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION 

1. JNTROnuCTJCW 

Municipal authorities are regarded as co~tit~onal co~~~ton~l) 

in South Africa, as it affects the lives of citizens more directly and 

intimately than any other governmental institution. This phenomenon 

could be attributed to the fact that people _in their daily activities 

regard the central and provincial/regional governments, and even 

governmental corporations and control boards, as being more remote and 

out of easy reach. As people became more advanced in terms of their 

needs and standards of living, a higher degree of self-determination 

was demanded from the higher authorities. This led to an initial 

decentralisation of functions and later a devolution of authority to 

local authorities to determine the cause of events. 2 ) 

Therefore, it should be the objective of every municipality to render 

services and goods of such a nature that the result would contribute to 

the enrichment of human life. To achieve this objective, municipalities 

are dependent on an efficient and effective officialdom to perform 

functions in pursuit of a better town or city. To complete the cycle 

for acceptable municipal authorities, trained personnel with the 

knowledge and expertise as to how a municipality should operate is required. 
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2. LeC;J5LATJVe PRA/tJEJ))aRl{ FaR frJUNJCJ'PAL 'PeR50NNeL A{)YJJNJ5T'RATJON 

In South Africa local government forms the lowest tier of government. 

The 'Republic of.. 50ld:.h. AfJU-ca COfVJ.:tU:..ution Act, 1961, (!Act 32 of 1961), section 84, 

provides for the establishment of muni cipal authorities~ 

"( 1) 5ubi-ect to the Pll.ovi/Ji..OfVJ of.. ;th.v, Act, ••• a 
pll.ovi..nciaJ. counci..l may make Oll.cUnanc01 i..n Il.uati..on 
to mattell./J comi..nf} wi..thi..n the f..oilowi..nf} UM/J01 of.. 
/Jubi-ect/J, namuy -
f..) ( i..) muni..cipaJ. i..fVJtituliofVJ, di..v i/Ji..onaJ. councf.M 3 ) 
and othell. locaJ. i..fVJ.:tU:..utiOfVJ of.. a /Ji..mi..J..aIl. natull.e ••• " . 

In order to meet this obligation, the provincial governments of the 

four provinces constituting the Republic of South Africa, vi..J. the 

Cape of Good Hope, Natal, the Orange Free State and the Transvaal, 

promulgated ordinances to give effect to the creation and continued 

existence of municipalities. The frJuni..cipaJ. Oll.cUnance, 1974 (Ordinance 

20 of 1974) of the Province of the Cape of Good Hope provides, i..ntell. 

alia, for the establishment of new municipalities and affords existing 

municipalities their framework of movement. 4 ) 

Despite the delegation of authority with regards to municipal government 

to the provincial level, the Constitution, nevertheless, explicitly 

stipulates in section 30 that Parliament (is ) "me /JOVell.uf)I1 J..e~J..a;U.ve 

Clilj:.!1.WU...:ty i..n and OVell. me 'Republic, ( and) /Jhail have /..uil POWell. to make 

lClUJ/J f..OIl. the peace, oll.dell. and f}ood f}OVell.nment of.. the 'Republic". 5) This 

implies that should the local electorate continually be disillusioned 

by the actions and decisions of local authorities, the central government 
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. 6) 
could be forced to ~ntervene. Although municipalities enjoy 

legislative and executive authority in order to govern and administer 

a municipal personnel policy, such regulations and personnel codes 

would be subject to the approval of a higher authority. To the same 

extent, municipalities have to adhere to and honour the provisions of 

acts promulgated by the central (national) government, as well as 

ordinances passed by the provincial councils. Municipalities could, 

therefore, find themselves in the unenviable position that their personnel 

policy may be construed in such a manner to meet the specific requirements 

of their town or city and yet not be implemented as it could be in conflict 

with the purport of higher authority legislation. Despite the fact 

that local government forms a tier of a politically constructed governmental 

pattern, it's foremost objective is not primarily one of providing a 

political platform for politically-minded citizens,7) but providing 

"public -1vz.vice...1 on a rn.i..n.u:te-t.o-rn.i..n.u:te, hOUA-t.o-hoUA, dalJ-t.o-dalJ and 

lJeCl/l.-t.o-lJeCl/l. ba-1-iA, ott-en. f-o/? 24 hOUA-1 pvz. dalJ in.c.J..udi.JLg. 5un.dalJ-1 and 

Public hOlidalJ-1,,·8) A remark by McPherson, after a municipal career 

spanning 48 years, leaves food for thought " f P}a/l.t.1J polit.iC-1 Cl/l.e in.evit.abJ..e 

in. :the nat.ionaA.. g.OVe/U?J71.en.;t of- :the coun.t./l.lJ, but. whvz.e J..OCaA.. g.OVe/U?J71.en.;t 

-iA conce/l.f1.ed :the -iA-1Ue...1 Cl/l.e -1eJ..dom polit.iCaA.. ••• ".9) This follows that 

although municipal personnel administration transpires in a politically 

motivated milieu due to the multiplic i ty of acts of Parliament and provincial 

ordinances which have to be adhered to, it is mainly directed at building 

a functional relationship between offi cials themselves, officials and 

councillors, and officials and the public. 
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According to Burger, a functional relationship "(~hou1d) ex~~ wh~e 

people ~og.~~ p~f.ollJTl. ~Mk~ w!U..ch have C1J7.. end p,wduct 017.. l7..e~~ M 

me combmed objec:ti...ve" .10) Looking at the objectives of municipal 

administration and, indirectly, municipal personnel administration, 

it is realised that only through continual teamwork and thinking 

together, can it be realised. Due to the directing influence of the 

decisions of the higher authorities on the direction and intention of 

municipal personnel administration, a brief look at these acts and 

ordinances, is imperative. 

2.1 A~ of. POA.J..i...am~ 

The South African experience of higher authority interference, 

especially by the Central Government, i.e. its interference in local 

government affairs, is in no way unique or unmatched. Throughout the 

world central governments reserve the right to mould and guide local 

governments into a pattern that renders the required services and at 

the same time contributes to the execution of the ruling political dogma. 11 ) 

Although the term personnel12 ) is taken to include any official in any 

tier of government, the provisions of the Public 5~v~ce Act, 1984 

( ) 13) Act 111 of 1984 are not applicable to officials serving local governments. 

One would imagine that a personnel act such as the Public 5~v~ce Act, 

1984, should not only provide for the total complement of people in 

the service of the State, but that as far as public personnel matters 

are concerned it is all-embracing and thorough. A brief survey of labour 
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relating legislation does, however, show that rather a diversity of 

other Acts have a direct influence on the administration of personnel 

matters of local authorities. These Acts are, int~ alia, the 

Unemploljfflent JnAWl.ance Act, 1966 (Act 30 of 1966); 14) and the WOIl.k.meJ7./.j' 

CompenA~on Act, 1941 (Act 30 of 1941).15) Moreover, some professions 

require not only legal registration before practising, (e.g. compare 

accountants, doctors, dentists and artisans) but also prescribe a period 

of clerkship or apprenticeship. Although determination of these require= 

ments fall outside the scope of municipal regulations, municipalities 

have a legal obligation not to appoint persons who do not meet the 

. b d . t t' . t 16 ) prescrl e regls ra lon requlremen s. In this regard the ?ubJ..Lc 

Accoun.;t~ and AucLi.;toM Act, (Act 51 of 1951), the /rIedi...cal, Dental and 

5upplementG/l.1j Hea}.;th 5~vicVl ?ll.o/-Vl-1ionA Act, 1974 (Act 56 of 1974) and 

the Appll.enZLce Act, 1944 (Act 37 of 1944) serve as examples. 

Since the early 1950's, employee participation in management and determination 

of the lines of actions of institutions increased and it became evident 

that some legal framework had to be provided within which both employer 

and employee could operate. The result was the LaboWl. ReJ..~onA Act, 

1956 (Act 28 of 1956), whereby provision was made for the creation of 

trade-unions as a forum for employees to air their views on a diversity 

of matters. One such association which was created is the South African 

Association for Municipal Employees (Non-Political) .17) 

Despite the leverage that the existence of this Act gives municipal 

employees, i.e. to negotiate and express grievances, it should remain 
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clear, that, like all other government officials, municipal officials 

are rendering indispensable community services . and should, therefore, 

not succumb to political - or other negative pressure to strike. 

In addition, some aspects of the conditions of service, as determined 

and designed by municipal authorities are subordinate to Acts of 

Parliament, v.i..J-., iJU:..eA. a1i...a, office hours, overtime payments, rest 

periods, the provision of rest rooms, work areas, lighting and training. 

In this connection specific reference is made to the 5hop~ and Otti..c~ 

Act, 1964 (Act 75 of 1964) and the ManpoweA. T~ainin~ Act, 1981 (Act 56 of 

1981). Although one is used to seeing non-White people working as, 

iJU:..eA. a1i...a, refuse removers, gardeners, clerks and cleaners, Parliamentary 

legislation controls the movements of these people. In this regard, compare 

the provisions of the Black Labo~ Act, 1964 (Act 67 of 1964)18) 

2.2 'P ~o 1I.inci..al o~d.inanc~ 19 ) 

Although provincial governments were i ntroduced at the time of unionization 

in 1910 in order to maintain the specific governmental identity of the 

. 20). 1 
p~OIl~C~ lltt e disparity prevails in the various provincial ordinances 

which were introduced in an effort to deal with municipal personnel matters. 

Whether the ordinance is prefixed by t he term local or the term 

. . nn I,. +- 21) 
~CLf~~' the issues dealt with in respect of personnel are in 

agreement, II~J-., iJU:..eA. a1i...a, conditions of service, appointment of personnel 

and emoluments. To afford individual munic i palities the highest degree of 

self-determination, the provincial ordinance provides only a framework 

or guide-line regarding the extent and nature of decisions to be taken. 
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The recent development where an Act was passed in Parliament classifying 

towns into certain categories and coupling such categories to the 

remuneration of town clerks, v~J. the Remun~ation ot Town Cl~~ Act, 

1984 (Act 115 of 1984), is seen as a direct interference of central 

go~ernment in the personnel matters of local authorities.
22

) 

However, with regard to specific positions, local government ordinances 

carry defini te in~tr1.lctlG)1l.S. For example, the Cap~ fYjunJ..ci..p<U O.ll.cLiJz.ance, 

1974 (Ordinance 20 of 1974), for example, reads "60(1) - cV~!j coun..w 

be nec~~QIl.!j; p.ll.ov~ded that the ot~c~ ot ;town u~ and ;f:..Il.eCIAW1.~ mGiJ 

23) be held b!j one p~on". Moreover, the Orange Free State Loc<u 

~ov~en;f:. O.ll.cLiJz.ance, 1962 (Ord 8 of 1962), contains similar provisions, 

V~J. "67( 1) - A coun..w ~hw appo~ a ;town u~, a ;f:..Il.eCIAW1.~ and ~uch 

~L.. I . d~ .I.' " 24) 
O..uL~ emp-<..o!je~ CIA il ma!j e.t..e/IJTUJle... .• 

In addition to the prescriptions regarding the appointment of specific 

categories of personnel, a number of other measures prevail where 

little, if any, differences are evident. These measures could be 

summarised as follows: 25 ) 

council may not request applicants to indicate the remuneration 

packages that they would like to receive, though the candidate may 

be called upon to indicate the salary notch at which he would be 

prepared to accept a position; 

a councillor may not be appointed as a paid official of council, 

unless a prescribed period has lapsed since his resignation as 

councillor; 
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municipal officials may not actively participate in the electioneering 

of candidates during forthcoming municipal elections; 

full-time paid municipal officials may not perform any 

remunerative work for any employer other than the municipal 

council, unless prior council approval has been sought; 

municipal councils are allowed to establish pension funds on behalf 

of their officials and to make contributions to such funds. Councils 

may also, on behalf of their officials, establish medical aid 

and other schemes that could be beneficial to their well-being; 

in some cases, age restrictions are prescribed. On attainment 

of the age of 65 it is expected of officials to retire and they 

may only be re-appointed on approval of the Administrator; 

candidates for employment may not canvass the goodwill of any 

councillor; 

officials responsible for handling council funds, are expected 

to provide ~arantees, though councils generally subscribe to 

honesty insurance policies without expecting of officials to pay 

the premiums; 

the fact that South Africa is a bilingual country, has contributed 

to stipulations on language proficiency in the Ordinances. It 

could be expected of officials to be proficient in both official 

languages. 
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Despite the importance of training and development, it is noticed that 

no comparable guide-lines on this aspect are found in the four municipal 

ordinances. 

3. DCV[,WPM&VT OF MUNJCJPAL P['Y<SONN['L AfYrJJNJST7<ATJON 

Both the Netherlands and the United Kingdom participated in the early 

government and administration of South Africa and the influence of 

especially the British system of local personnel administration on the 

system operative in South Africa should not be underestimated. The 

Dutch influence on municipal administration was secured with the introduc= 

tion of a landdrost and heemraden system which primarily had a legal 

base without differentiating between the administration of justice and 

the administration of other matters. 26 ) The heemraden system was based 

on the principle that citizens should actively participate in local 

government and administration. 

Initially the British retained the landdrost and heemraden system in 

South Africa till 1827. As a result of the Lett~ Patent of 1827 and 

1832, the judicial and other administrative duties were separated. 

On the judicial side, the colony was divided into local magisterial 

districts where the resident magistrate dealt, ~~ alia, with the 

execution of the laws and criminal cases. On the civil side, the colony 

was divided into local civil divisions, with a civil commissioner who 

undertook the non-judicial duties of the landdrost. 27 ) 

In the beginning the duties were few enough for one person to deal with . , 

but as the scope of services to be rendered increased and diversified, 
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so did the need for more personnel. As more and more towns were 

established due to a change in public attitudes towards local self-

government, and the distance to the Cape grew bigger, every town 

appointed its own personnel to execute the indispensable duties.
28

) 

Even as early as 1798, town councils administered its affairs primarily 

in accordance with the unique characteristics and needs of the town 

and the example set by Cape Town - the then heartland of government 

decisions. In other words, although a formal umbrella ordinance was 

promulgated many years later, i.e. in 1839, this measure only served 

as confirmation of a historic and automatic process. 29 ) Up to 1910, 

the systems of local government and administration which applied in 

the Natal Colony (Natal ~unicipai O~~ance, 1847), the Transvaal 

(Transvaal ~unicipai O~~ance, 1853) and the Orange Free State (Orange 

Free State ~unicipai O~~ance, 1856) were primarily based on the Cape 

model, which again was based on the following three principles: 30 ) 

(i) local government and administration was vested in the hands of 

an elected council; 

(ii) local authorities were controlled by higher authorities; and 

(iii) all goods and services rendered by the local authorities were 

paid for by the citizens. 

Being a colony prior to 1910, South Africa's affairs of state were dealt 

with by the mother country, Britain e . g. the signing of treaties and 

the determination of foreign policy, with the result that the format 

of municipal affairs was significantly different in those days than it 
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is today. In the time of De Mist (1802) the municipal council was, 

.iJL.teA. aJ.J...a, also responsible for "-Look..i..ng. a?teA. :the ..l..JwC1J?e,,31) , whilst 

today it is the duty of a State department, v~~. the Department of Health 

and Welfare. The councils were also in charge of ".(JeCLVl..i..n.g. tood .(Juppli~" 

32) 
and "appo.iJL.t( .i..ng.) :town ot~ci..~ .(Juch. M .(Jch.oO-/m.M:teA..(J" . Therefore, 

the emphasis of municipal administration was one of being responsible for 

all activities of government and administration not dealt with by the 

colonial power. The above state of affairs and the lack of an intermediate 

tier between the municipal and central lev'els of government, could be some 

of the reasons for the distinctive atmo.(JpheA.e of municipal government and 

administration. In fact, officials of council were appointed to act on 

behalf of the central (colonial) government. 33) 

Despite the initial emphasis on iu~ci..aJ.. administration during the early 

34) 35) days of the Cape, and the diverse spectrum of duties undertaken, 

municipal councils could appoint and deal with their personnel in their own 

particular fashion. However, over the years the nature and extent of 

municipal administration have changed. Consequently, the approaches to the 

recruiting and appointment of personnel also changed. Whereas officials 

were initially appointed as extended righthands of the colonial governors 

it, nowadays, is accepted that the "-1UCC01-1 of- -Local .f/.efY1-e-1em~ve g.oveA/?JTlem 

( M) ~out.ed :to :the ef-f-ective como.i..n~on of- :the ~f-teA.em q,u~~ 

w~ch. Q.f/.e co~out.ed Olj. elected .f/.ep.f/.~em~v~ clnd. non-elected emp-Lolj.e~" .36) 

The above assumption implies that councillors and officials have to 

complement one another with regard to, .iJL.teA. aJ.J...a, the gathering of 
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. h bl ' 37) information on community needs, decision-making and servlng t e pu lC. 

Due to a lack of time and expertise and working under considerable 

pressure, councillors tend to rely on the contributions of officials to 

achieve its objectives, with a resultant increase in the size, extent and 

t b 
. 38) 

complexity of local governmen ureaucraCles. Meeting the challenge 

of objective achievement, as well as the demands for increased technological 

sophistication, municipal councils are faced with the task of providing the 

best equipped personnel complement. 39 ) 

It is essentially the increased awareness of the contribution of and reliance 

on the officials in the efficient functioning of municipal government and 

administration that led to the awareness of proper staffing of municipalities. 

Countries differ with regard to physical characteristics, levels of local 

representative government, as well as how the levels of authority of 

municipalities are granted. These factors, as well as the realisation 

that municipal staffing cannot be done on an ad hoc basis, led to the 

formulation of essentially three major types of municipal personnel systems, 

v~~. (i) the separate system; (ii) the unified system and (iii) the single 

municipal service. 

3.1 5 epaACLte -'J!I--'J;tem. 

Under this system, municipalities have the prerogative to individually deal 

with all aspects of personnel administration. Being the lowest tier of 

government, the higher authorities (in this instance, provincial and central 
. 

government) do, however, impose some legal constraints on the extent of 

authority.40) The restrictions are mainly directed at the conditions of 

service of the chief executive and administrative official ( town clerk ) 
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By implication, this system means that the municipality is a cio4ed ~ 

dealing with its personnel affairs in a manner deemed fit by the elected 

"1 42) COunCl • This separate or individual system is, amongst others 

applied in South Africa, South West Africa/Namibia, United Kingdom, 

" d B "1 43) France, Yugoslavla an raZl. 

3.1.1 Advanta~e4 

The municipality in dealing with its personnel affairs, may in view of the " 

prevailing local circumstances, attract local inhabitants to join the 

municipal service. In that way people knowledgeable of local conditions, 

attitudes, needs and feelings are recruited, with the resultant 

advantages of staff being sufficiently sensitive for the betterment of the 

local general well-being. 

The ability of a municipality to meet its objectives, is largely relative 

to its accrued income. Salaries and other personnel expenses are, 

therefore, also relative to the income capacity of the municipality. Being 

responsible for the provision and maintenance of sufficient personnel, 

each local authority may now, in terms of the ~emun~ation ot Town Cl~4 

Act, 1985 (Act 115 of 1985), offer salary packages without fear for 

excessive competition from other local authorities. 44 ) The municipality 

now has to face competition for employees and salary packages only from 

other locally-situated industries and businesses. 

Another advantage of the separate system is that personnel are not liable 
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to transfers from one place to another. Apart from being a social and 

emotional disturbance, personnel subject to transfer, do not necessarily 

work with the same degree of dedication for the well-being of the 

45) 
community, than those knowing that they have no-where else to go. 

3.1.2 

The smaller municipalities may, as a result of their inability to pay 

competitive wage packages, loose personnel to the larger municipalities. 

The smaller municipalities would then have to make do with what ever 

46 ) 
calibre of personnel they have locally. 

A further disadvantage, coupled with the inability to offer competitive 

market-oriented wage packages, is the inability to maintain high and proper 

standards of personnel practices. This could lead to nepotism and 

victimisation in the appointment and promotion of personnel. Having to 

make do with what one could get, is often cited as the underlying reason 

for the lack of sense of direction, initiative, dynamic leadership and 

group feeling experienced in some smaller towns. 47 ) 

A second personnel system, the unified system, refers to the custom whereby 

all government officials, irrespective of their level of duty, are 

appointed by central government. In this way a single government work 

force is created. This system is found in co'untries such as Taiwan and 

Morrocco. 48 ) 
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3.2.1 

A unified system allows the central government to standardise and 

centralise personnel practices such as recruitment, selection, placement 

and most important of all , training and development. The system also allows 

for the transfer and promotion of officials across tier boundaries for 

their optimum utilisation. In addition, the unified system ensures 

that even the smallest local town board or health committee could benefit 

from the services of competent and trained officials. In this way, the 

technical and administrative know-how of personnel could be shared by 

f t 1 t · · t · 49) every exponent 0 governmen a ac lVl les. 

3.2.2 Dw ad. vant.ag.e/.J 

Should there be no guardian, in the form of a centrally-controlled 

government service commission, the more competent officials will be 

retained for central or higher levels of government. As a consequence 

local government in particular, and especially the smaller town boards, 

have to be satisfied with less qualified and competent officials. 

Moreover, local authorities could only serve as training ground or stepping 

stones for trainees. Since central government is usually situated in centra 

where, int~ alia, a wider scope of activities, more educational 

institutions and a large variety of recreational facilities prevail, 

officials may tend to move to these areas. Hence municipalities are 

deprived of their trained personnel. 50 ) 
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In Ireland a system was introduced whereby all officials in municipal 

employment are grouped together in a single municipal service. Sri Lanka 

and Nigeria took this system one step further and established a local 

public service commission. Based on the principles of a central personnel 

authority, the local commission carries the responsibility for all 

personnel activities. 

3.3.1 Ad vGf//ta[)e/.J 

A major advantage of a single municipal service is the creation of a 

country-wide municipal staff complement. Through uniform training 

programmes, a staff body with, ~~ alia, the necessary knowledge, 

leadership skills, enthusiasm and concern for local affairs could be 

created. Competition for staff could also be eliminated as officials 

could be transferred to wherever a need for their services exists. 

3.3.2 

This system according to Cloete, could only be viable to the extent that 

a central control body, such as a local public service commission, could 

guide and lead the municipalities. In the absence of such a controlling 

body, nepotism may lead officials to prefer working for a municipality 

of specific size or in a particular locality, i.e. a province or town. 

Having to control these activities, another disadvantage comes to the fore, 

v~~. infringement of the local autonomy of municipalities and the 

creation of a feeling that the wishes of central government override' the 
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th . t· 51) needs of individual local au orl les. 

Irrespective of the system of municipal personnel administration applied, 

a number of activities, nevertheless, need to be performed. As Stahl 

indicated, personnel administration is "):.he t.ot.a.LU:.!J of- conCeAn wi.;th ;the 

I' . ~+; ,,52) luunan. Il.e,-jOW1.Ce,-j of-- OIl.[}G.lU..3-UA..A..on • 

In the following subdivision, a brief look will be taken at the activities 

53) 
required to deal with the human resources of local authorities. 

4. CO'r1'PON[}IT5 OF MUNJCJ'PAL 'PeR50NNeL A{)'r]JNJ5T'MTJON 

The nature and extent of municipal administration are determined by the 

level of civilization reached by the inhabitants. A further factor 

determining the extent of municipal administration is the size of the 

population in relation to the area of jurisdiction of the municipality. 

As the inhabitants become wealthier, they can expect higher quality and 

more diverse functions other than the basic water - and electricity 

functions, because they can pay for these improved and expanded functions. 

Irrespective of the nature and extent of services to be rendered, 

municipalities have to render such services as requested by the inhabitants. 

This means that personnel have to be provided, utilised, maintained and 

trained. To satisfy this need, a number of activities, referred to as 

personnel administration, have to be carried out. Municipal personnel 

ad . . t t . . . tit f . . 1 d· . t t . 54 ) d · mlnlS ra lon lS an In egra par 0 munlclpa a mlnlS ra lon an lS 

indispensable in the endeavours to reach the objective of municipal 

administration,vi3-. the improvement of the general well-being of inhabitants. 
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The acti vi,ties consti tuting person~el administration, have b een grouped 

into four broad components and will be discussed hereunder. 

Because of the ever-increasing demands on local authorities to render more 

. . d l· t 55) services, municipalities increase In Slze an oomp eXl y. Irrespective 

whether the municipality is complex and large in size or whether it is so 

small that it only renders the basic municipal services, people are used 

to man these institutions. The statement that" 

01.) [)-0l/V1f1JnerU:. caJ'1J1o;t be -1epCl/l.at.ed /Aom me quaJ.iJ:.!j 01. i.L1 emolo!jee-1 .", 56) 

underlines the importance that should be attached to. prov~ding people to 

serve in municipal service. Provisioning of personnel includes a number 

of functional activities, briefly dealt with hereunder. 

4.1.1 

Stahl asserts that 

"( A) ny.. UCM-1i.../.-i-ca:ti.on ~ me -1~;tema:ti.c CLIlAan.9-emerU:. 01. 
Uem-1 i...n;to f)AOUp-1 upon me bCM~ 01. common O/l. 
~t.i...n~fUn..(t tact.o/l.-1, ;to me end mat. me mind ma/j. 
mO/l.e /l.eadU../j. f)ACMO what. would ome/l.llJ~e be an. an.Cl/l.ch..tJ 
ot de:tCLU.." .57) 

For the same reason some classification is required for any large work 

force. In this regard reference could be made to the fact that by 

31 December 1984, no less than 236 100 people were employed by local 

authorities country-wide, 58) each fulfilling a specific role and 

collectively rendering services of a diversified nature. Under such 

conditions individual treatment of the large variety of classified 
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positions would not be possible. Every municipality, therefore, needs some 

classification of its personnel in order to prevent inequality in terms of 

salary, conditions of service and promotions. The classification of 

positions provides the framework for, int~ alia, establishing prerequisites 

for employment, compensation, the dealing with personnel matters generally 

as well as the optimum utilisation of personnel. 

To determine the relative value of positions and to establish where these 

positions will fit into the hierarchy of positions, particular procedures 

and techniques are used. One of these is the formation of classes. 

4.1.1.1 

A class comprises a number of positions which are "-1uf-f-j..cienUy -1-i.JrU..J.G/l.. 

M to kmd of- WOM Oil. -1ubjec:t:. mati~, level of- dLf-f-j..cu.J.;ty and 

ll.e-1poM.i...buuy and q,ualif-j..cat.i...on Il.eqp.i...ll.em~ M to WQIl.Il.ant -1-i.JrU..J.G/l.. 

tIl.eatment .in p~-1onnel and pay a~tIl.at.i...on". 59) The obj ecti ve is 

that classes should be clearly distinguishable in terms of their 

quantitative and qualitative requirements. With definite classes in 

existence, it is expected to serve as a proper and clear guide-line for 

the allocation of analysed and described positions, although it is not to 

be accepted unconditionally. 50) The formation of classes also provide 

the basis for the organisational pattern of the municipality. 

The number of classes and therefore, departments, will vary form 

municipality to municipality and is a matter of the particular classification 

policy. With the exception of a few of the larger municipalities, the 
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,/ 

South African municipal administration does not adhere to the same rigid 

classification plan of the Central Government, v~~. an administrative, 

technical, professional or occupational grouping of positions. Municipali= 

ties tend to evaluate the post and then to group it into departments. 61 ) 

Most municipalities have, for example, the following divisions or 

departments ,62) v~~. administrative, financial, electrical and civil 

engineering, health and protection services. Some, depending on size 

and income, also provide for separate departments of personnel, work study 

and parks and recreation. A typical hierarchical structure of a South 

African municipality of medium size, indicating the relationships between 

the municipal council, its committees, town clerk and the municipal 

departments is depicted in figure 1. 
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[-----------------] MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 

-------1--------

------------ -----------
MANAGEMENT/FINANCE and/or 

OTHER COMMITTEES 

------------r-----------

[----- ----] 
TOWN CLERK 

-----]----

ADMINISTRATIVE TREASURERS CITY ENGINEERS PARKS & 

MANAGERS DEPT DEPT DEPT RECREATION 

Figure 1. 

[---------------] CITY ELECTRICAL 

ENGINEER 

---------------
[~~~~E~~~~~l SERVICES631 

-----------

A TyrJC4L HJtn4~CHJC4L 5T~UCTU~t OF A 50UTH AF~JCAN 

MUNJCJrALJTY OF MtDJUM 5J2t, JNDJC4TJN~ THt 

~tLATJON5HJr5 BeTWteN THt MUNJCJrAL COUNCJL, JT5 

CO'r1MJTTtt5, TQI)N CLt~K AND THt MUNJCJrAL DCrA~TMeNT5. 
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Creation of classes should be handled with discretion and judgement 

as officials are forever comparing status and terms of employment. 

4.1.1.2 

The objective of task analysis is to establish individual positions 

within the determined classes which fall within the framework of 

physical and mental ability of an official. The po~~on-concept should, 

however, not be tied to the concept of emplo~ee. According to Stahl, a 

posi tion is "... cJul/1.ac:te..ll..i.Aed b~ cvU:.aU7. (~i...cJ d.J.J.;ti...~ and /l..~poMi...b~~ 

_ I I P -J-J.. d 'P , ..J: 'du- III 64) wlU.ch CtuA.. f-0/l.. A. .. /Le :time an a:t:t.en;ti..on Of- ~ome one .uz.tJ.A-V.{. tJ.A-. As 

long as positions remain the same in terms of duties and responsibilities, 

various occupants on their way through the organisational hierarchy 

id ' t 65) cou man l . In analysing the tasks of each position, the contribution 

thereof in achieving the ultimate objective of the institution could be 

established. Furthermore, on the grounds of such contribution, the position's 

eventual location in the overall institutional position hierarchy could be 

determined. 

Information is indispensable in the process of analysing posts. For 

example, questionnaires and interviews are used to obtain the required 

information. The information available from task analysis, could be 

syste at ' d d l ' d t d tb' b t t k d ' t ' 66) h m lse an conso l a e 0 rlng a ou as escrlp lon. T e 

eventual task specification67 ) can be established from the description, 

stating amongst others the requirements to be met by the prospective 

incumbent. This specification is also used for purposes of selection68 ) , 

t " t f 69) , ralnlng, rans er and promotlon of officials. 
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4.1.1.3 

Once a class has been set up and the physical, mental and educational 

requirements for the post determined, the classification plan needs 

implementation. Due to constant changes in all fields of life, the 

original classification plan should periodically be re-evaluated to 

determine whether it still answers the needs of time and place. Close 

co-operation should at this point exist between line - and staff 

functionaries to ensure that the position structure keeps abreast of 

institutional growth. Periodic inspections could be undertaken by 

technically competent analysts with a fair degree of social intelligence 

in order to determine the continual applicability of the classification 

plan. The method carries the advantage that the continuation of the 

institution ~ ~o~o is studied and the classification plan could 

repeatedly be subjected to the criteria and regulations prevailing at 

th ° ° 1 ° 1 t t ° 70 ) e orlglna lmp emen a lon. 

4.1.2 

Once it is known how many people has to be appointed, the task of 

recruiting and selecting suitably qualified personnel could start in all 

earnest. Selection is a process bound to influence the success of an 

applicant's performance in his new job, as well as justifying 

expenditure on the recruitment and appointment of such an applicant. 

Therefore, only trained personnel with the necessary and correct 

experience, understanding and mentality should undertake this costly 

t o °t 71) ac lVl y. 
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Acceptance of the merit system as basis for personnel administration 

t f . . 1 ff· . 1 72 ) opens the way for introducing a career sys em or munlClpa 0 lCla s. 

Therefore, recruitment policies should be directed at attracting people 

of high quality to join the municipal service at a young age and to 

remain until attaining retirement age. The success in obtaining this, 

depends not only on the attractiveness of the remuneration and other 

benefits, but also on the quality of the recruitment campaign undertaken. 

The expected growth rate and increase of needs of the specific local 

authority, should encourage the introduction of a fixed recruitment 

policy, as no municipality could allow a curtailment in services to be 

rendered due to a personnel shortage. Mere reliance on ad hoc 

advertisements in local newspapers or word-of-mouth advertising, in search 

of suitable qualified people, is not enough. Recruiting is an ongoing 

process, the scope and intensity being influenced by the availability of 

people meeting the set physical and educational requirements. 73) 

Well-known methods of recruiting include, Lnt~ alia, the following: 74) 

advertising in national newspapers, magazines, radio, television 

and cinemas; 

distribution of booklets on careers, fringe benefits, conditions 

of service to students and scholars; 

invitations to job-seekers to make all relevant information 

regarding their qualifications, interests, abilities, known to 

the personnel section; 

open ho~e sessions held at schools, universities, town halls, 

sport clubs where various types of positions available in municipal 

service are portrayed; and 
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personal examples, attitudes and behaviour of municipal officials 

could be utilised to persuade candidates to join the service. 

Successful recruitment methods could lead to an overflow of applications. 

Not all prospective candidates would necessarily be appointed, either 

because their qualifications, skills and experience do not meet the set 

requirements or due to lack of vacancies. From amongst the applications 

t d b . d 75) received, suitable candidates are selec e to e appolnte . 

The size of the municipality, geographic conditions and population 

distribution, the specific circumstances of operation, available local 

manpower and technical requirements of the job, help to determine the 

selection procedures to be used. These circumstances could cause a 

deviation from otherwise strict selection criteria. Selection is also 

influenced by movement of personnel already employed. When deciding on a 

recruitment and selection policy, the municipal policy regarding 

utilisation of existing personnel should be taken into account. In order 

to aid in setting basic selection standards and to guide departmental 

heads in using their discretion, a system of scrutinising eligible 

candidates should be introduced. The procedure of scrutinising newcomers 

[ t I : - .J. - I : 76 ) or even ua appointment entails, ~~~ ~a, the [ollowing: 

preliminary screening - whereby applicants are eliminated on 

grounds of completed application [orms, physical appearance and 

conduct; 

checking references - valuable information could be obtained by 

referring to previous employers, educational institutions and 

even relatives; 
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psychological testing - elimination of candidates not possessing 

the minimum qualifications, or skills or suffering from a 

personality disorder; these candidates should not, however, blindly 

be disregraded as unemployable as people under observation tend 

to react unnaturally; 

physical testing - elimination on ground of poor health or lacking 

strength to meet the physical requirements of the proposed job; 

interviewing - to determine verbally whether personality and 

motivational traits are more or less in correlation with institutional 

needs. At this stage, the applicant's and the employer's mind could 

be made up, although unwritten, important information is nevertheless, 

obtained; 

discretion - despite information gathered during the earlier 

stages, the final decision rests on discretion based on values 

honoured by the employer. 

7> J..acemen:t, ptLobalion and :Uz.(]fVjf-V/. 

4.1.3.1 7>J..acemen:t 

Even if the be4Z
77

) candidate has been selected for a particular position, 

it cannot be guaranteed that the work will be performed satisfactorily. 

In municipalities more than one person could do the same kind of job, for 

example, typists, clerks, nurses, builders, though there could be 

differences in the nature of the work performed. When placing the 

official care should be taken that the work environment and his personality 

are as compatable as possible. It would not contribute to high morale and 

productivity should some-one who is incapable of dealing with the public, 
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be required to do so. However, within the first few days after placement 

the supervisor should detect any circumstancial unhappiness of the official, 

78) 
in order to reconsider proper placement. 

4.1.3.2 'Pll.obatJ...on. 

79) 

Probationary periods are regarded as extentions of the selection process. 

A probation period serves as a tool to ensure that the selection, and 

in fact, the placement processes are successful. The primary objective 

of appointing an official on probation, is to ensure that work standards 

will be met. Therefore, the process should be repeated every time an 

official is promoted or transferred to another position with new and/or 

added responsibilities. 80 ) Barton and Chappell regard the probation 

11 J> 4.1. . b t 4." ~ " 81) 
period as a ~oll.t o~ on.-~~e-io e~~~~, and the supervisor should 

realise the importance thereof to ensure the continued survivial of the 

newly appointed official in the institution. Should any flaws in the 

make-up of the official be detected during this period, the necessary 

correcting steps should be taken to place the official in a more suitable 

position, or to dismiss him to ensure that unnecessary false hope of 

competency is not created. 

4.1.3.3 

In any institution where the career system82 ) is applied, officials are 

often moved from one position to another. Depending on the success of 

the initial placement and the probation period, officials could also be 

transferred. Transfers are usually employed to facilitate the optimum 

utilisation of available manpower. This implies that the official 
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may be transferred from one geographical area to another (town/province) 

whether on promotion, demotion or retention of rank. Transfers, 

especially geographically, could lead to a number of problems, i.e., 

domestically, socially and economically. Therefore, transfers should be 

effected with care and not on an ad hoc basis. Officials are susceptible 

to environmental changes and the aimed increase in productivity, 

efficiency and growth, may not materialise should the exact consequences 

not be explained beforehand to the official involved.
83

) 

4.1.4 

. 1 f d t ~+.. 84) d Termination of services 1S a so re erre 0 as ~e~~on, an 

attention should, therefore, be paid to the breaking of ties between the 

official and the municipality. To be dismissed due to incompetency, 

misconduct and retrenchment could be a traumatic experience for any 

official. However, officials may also wish to terminate their services 

as a result of dissatisfaction with their job environment or purely 

because another job looks more attractive. But, since the career personnel 

system applies in the municipal services, it is hoped that officials will 

only terminate their services on attainment of the pensionable age of 65. 

There are, also, unpredictable reasons for the termination of service, 

such as death, terminal diseases and failing physical and mental illness. 85 ) 

The provision of manpower for any institution calls for a well-defined 

planning and policy strategy. Should timeous provision not be made for all 
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possibilities, such as, ~~ alia, expansion or decrease in scope and 

nature of products, financial and economic recessions and political 

instability, the municipal council may find itself in a position where 

it would be unable to meet the required personnel demands. 

4.2 U~ati..on of.. p~-1onne1 

Few organisational structures are as dependent on teamwork as local 

authorities, especially as all officials should work in the common 

interest of the municipal area. The optimum utilisation of personnel 

is not generated by the proper execution of the personnel provision 

functions alone. Administrative officials, by undertaking a number of 

activities, should have the ability to enhance the quality of performance 

of subordinates. In the following subdivisions specific attention is paid 

to each of these activities in an effort to obtain optimum utilisation of 

personnel. 

4.2.1 /rJotivati..ng. f..o/l.ce 

Even if the process .of appointing an employee, (which includes meeting 

of all the physical and educational qualifications of a position), was 

undertaken conscientiously, it cannot be assumed that the official will 

perform well at all times. Though "WO/l.R. i-1 :the lif..ebJ..ood of.. man/-1 

• 4- " 86) th ff . . l' ex..u.l-t.en ce, e 0 J.cJ.a s qualitative and quantitative levels of 

production are influenced by the conditions under which he is expected 

87) 
to work. Dimock and Dimock describe motivating force as releasing 
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11 /j~ wlUch. CAeat.e cVU...ve, wlUch. -U1.. twz.n UJ ll.eULf-oll.ced blJ me Of-f-M 

P ..J. 0 P l.. : - ..J .L l.. 11 88) 01-- ll.ewQ/1..U/.J 1-- one I<-ULU Oil. ano-uLM • With the objectives of increased 

well-being of all citizens and the most advantageous application of money 

in mind, municipalities should try to mobilise optimum human and technical 

. h" t 1 89) energy 1n reac 1ng 1 s goa s. 

Despite the complexity of the specific local authority, it is still the 

human element that brings the institution's image, creativity, flexibility 

and status to the fore. Due to the institutions financial impediments and 

the lack of resources, leading officials should make the work situation 

and the conditions under which services are to be rendered as attractive 

'bl 90) as POSS1 e. This is so, largely because municipalities, unlike private 

enterprises, cannot motivate employees by offering substantial fringe 

benefits, individual treatment or by changing working conditions at every 

h · f d' t' ft' 91 ) w 1m 0 1ssa 1S ac 10n. 

Opportunities for the satisfaction of off-the-job needs 92 ) of municipal 

officials are of the utmost importance, as officials should be able to 

live out their lives to the full and be acceptable to the surrounding 

community. If the aim of of-f--me-job-acceptance -has been reached, it 

serves as a great reward in itself and would contribute to acceptance of 

the work-situation and environment. Despite the modern-day strong 

emphasis on off-the-job motivation, many an official realises the necessity 

that the objective of the institution should also serve as their objective. 93 ) 

Such a situation should not, however, blindfold leading municipal officials 

for the importance of on-the-job satisfaction and the realisation that no 
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. b b b . 94) or low motivation would result, should the JO e orlng. 

4.2.2 

Information plays a key role in the successful operation of an institution. 

In order to motivate officials and create a feeling of co-operation, 

officials need to be informed regarding their contribution to reach 

. . t t· 1 b · t . 95 ) personal, as well as lnstl u lona 0 Jec lves. The process through 

which this information is transmitted, is called communication. 

Communication patterns could be classified as formal or informal; external 

96 ) 
or internal; upwards, downwards or lateral. Communication could also 

be conveyed by different media, vi~. oral, written or even in a silent 

manner. Communication could also be formal or informal. Formal and 

informal communication networks are not easily separated and might often 

97) 
~upplement each other. When, according to a fixed hierarchical pattern, 

a directive or order is sent from someone higher in the hierarchy to an 

incumbent of a post at a lower level in the hierarchy, it is said to be 

98) 
formal. Formal communication could include, for example printed 

documents, procedure codes, letters or even formal oral discussions between 

superior and subordinate. Incumbents of posts of equal ranking could also, 

by holding meetings or in writing letters to each other, communicate 

99) formally. 

The experienced leading official would, nevertheless, realise that far 

more communication in the institution takes place informally than formallylOO) 
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and would know how to utilise this situation in pursuit of institutional 

. . 101) obJect1ves. In addition, it is also realised that as public opinion 

on the quality of municipal services is imperative for the successful 

execution of municipal policies, the public should be kept informed 

on their activities and intentions. External communication is facilitated 

through information programmes, news media, television and meetings with 

interest groups. Internal communication is a prerequisite for understanding 

the functional activities of the institution. Through internal communication, 

officials are informed of what they are supposed to do, how, when, with 

102) 
what and why. Leading municipal officials are also provided with 

information of what they want to know, for example the abilities of personnel, 

e4p~ de co~p~, and information on what they should know, for example 

acceptable levels of performance. 

4.2.3 

The culmination of the successful utilisation of leadership skills is 

the emergence of a highly motivated personnel force within the institution, 

through the effective application of communicating skills. Although the 

t f 1 d h · . ht t b 1 103). t . . d' concep 0 ea ers 1p m1g no e c ear, 1 1S an 1n 1spensable 

. d' t· h . t t · 104) 1ngre 1en 1n uman 1n erac lon. With the requirements to be met by 

municipalities, leadership skills should be employed to fully exploit the 

latent potential of all officials in pursuit of institutional objectives. 

Although multiple definitions exists on leadership as a factor, influencing 

people remains the main theme of each description. In defining leadership, 

authors like Ghiselli and Brown, differentiate between "~eal ~ead~~ and 

men .in 1U..[fh-~;ta:t:.Lv., pO~.i...i:J...oM". 105) For purposes of this study, however, 
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the term -Leadvz. would be used to refer to /lthe mO-1:t mf-l-uen£i..a-L/I 

.P Iuun ' " - +. .. .P .. +. .. /I 106) participant in /la PIl.OCM-1 0t- cm. m:tvz.act.i..on , -UVl.MpeLA..A..Ve 0t- po-1-<.A.A...on • 

With this in mind, it becomes clear that leadership is not a static, isolated 

activi ty, but a dynamic /lbehavLoUll.a-L /Yl.OCM-1/1, taking place in dealings 

107) between people. The need to influence people stems from the necessity 

to co-ordinate the activities of the l arge number of people in municipal 

employment. Dimock and Dimock describe leadership in administration 

/I. •• M -1u..ppJ..yj..nf} the envz.f)1j, the -1L~aJ..-1 a.nd the exampJ..e needed :to -1U-1:tam 

108) 
co-o pvz.a:ti.ve ac:ti.vulJ /I. 

According to the traits theory, leadership abilities are ,innate to the 

leader and are transferred from generation to generation. The traits 

theory further hypothesises that leaders tend to share common characteristics, 

VLJ. friendliness, intelligence, strong opinions and a well-built physical 

109) appearance. Empirical research could, however, not validate these 

, 110) 
assumptlons. Through further research it was established that the 

specific circumstances requiring leadership abilities, could change and 

that different people show proficiency as leaders in different situations. 

These findings led to the acceptance of the /I -1uu..a:ti.ona-L theOIl.IJ/I,111) which 

~+. +'11 112) COfVLex,o(", • In recent years a concept of /li.lU.Ad mcm.af}eIl.i.a-L dy.namiC-1/1113) 

has emerged whereby emphasis is placed on interrelationships between 

individuals and groups, with psychological motivation and human values, 

especially human growth and satisfaction, as main elements. Traits should, 

therefore, not totally be discarded in dealing with leadership and rather 
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" 114) be regarded as one of many var1ables. With the above knowledge in 

mind, the question could be asked: What abilities are then required to 

emerge as a leader in any given situation? The answer is impeded by the 

continual changing of facts and circumstances, which lends a dynamic 

" 115) atmosphere to the requirements of leadersh1p. 

At first glance, it appears as if the leading official should be a gifted 

person, with the ability to comprehend every situation and utilise it in 

pursuit of institutional objectives. Each municipality has an own 

distinguishing atmosphere portrayed by its objectives, rules and regulations, 

which could call for different leadership abilities. 116 ) Being sensitive 

for subordinate feelings and encouraging enthusiastic participation, the 

1 ff " 1 Id " 1 t t f h" f I" h t 117) eading 0 1cia cou st1mu a e suppor or 1S sense 0 accomp 1S men . 

Requirements set by the fast changing world, in which time tends to be a 

pressurising force, result in a variety of problems being caused for leaders, 

whether political leaders or administrative officials. llS ) The strong 

belief in individualism and the need for self-actualisation of officials 

tend to override the necessity of and need for group participation and _ 

identification with institutional objectives. 119 ) A successful leadership 

ability could lie in the extent to which institutional objectives could 

be married to -tne personal objectives of officials.· To obtain such a 

situation, intelligence, creativity, imagination and innovative capacity 

are of the foremost abilities required of a leading official. 120 ) 

The skills and competency required of a leading official could be summarised 

as having the analytical and judgement ability to utilise the potential of 
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all officials to the advantage of employee and employer. These abilities 

should be executed with a strong, but fair sense of determination and 

flexibility to accommodate as much individualism as deemed fit for the 

institution. 

4.3 friaiJLtenance of- pe;VJonn.eJ..12l
) 

Some general acceptable system should be developed to provide a framework 

within the provision and utilisation of officials could be undertaken. 

Every employer, whether it is the municipality or a private company, would 

like to keep his customers satisfied, by rendering the highest possible 

quality service at the lowest possible cost. This is, however, only 

possible if the available personnel, which should be suitably qualified to 

do the work, is, within the institution, utilised to its fullest. Once 

the work forc~ is secured, it has to be maintained. This means that 

officials should be at ease with regards to, int~ alia, tenure of office, 

leave, facilities and hours of duty. Should they be properly maintained, 

a relaxed, happy and motivated work force will exist. 

A brief look now will be taken at the two important functions that secure 

the maintenance of a well-motivated wOFk force, v~3. the remuneration 

that they will receive in return for the services that they render on 

behalf of the employer and the records that are kept on their movement 

and performance. 
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4.3.1 

Although position classification is regarded to be the framework for 

salaries, the determination and allocation thereof call for distinctive 

procedures and actions. On the one hand, the determination of the package 

of remuneration is regarded as rather difficult, but on the other hand, 

it is the essential aspect of municipal personnel adminstration as it 

deals with rewarding people for selling their skills, knowledge and 

experience to an institution. Although rewards could include "di.Aect 

f.J-n.anci...al ll.eUnoU/Vjem~ aJ?IiJ Oil. iJldi.Aect rwn-f.J-n.anci...al ll.euJCl/l.r:M", 122) 

money eventually tends to be the most wanted and important factor. 

Monetary rewards form the backbone of the eventual utilisation of personnel 

and the importance thereof is likely to increase, as the days to work 

123) 
simply as a labour of love seems to be long passed. Although the 

fallacy exists that the overall spending ability of any government 

institution is unlimited (and therefore also in terms of employee remuneration), 

the issue " •.. .w flAea;U1j complicated ••• olj the need tOll. economlj and 

ll.educiJlg. expend.i;tWl.e on g.OVeAJUTleni:. '.-1 .-1ide". 124) The municipality is in the 

invidious position of having to keep both municipal officials and members 

of the public happy in terms of expenditure of tax money. An effective 

compensation plan should, nevertheless, be comprehensive, simple and 

methodical. The municipality's ability to pay is influenced by a number 

of factors, some of which are, the economic and social conditions prevailing 

in the area and the country as a whole. 

The price of labour is not only influenced by the interplay of supply and 

demand, but also the municipality's ability to pay. This could lead to a 
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remuneration structure not always corresponding with the present prevailing 

"econorrU.c ciACJ.J/TV1;tan.CM 01- J:fle G/Lea an.d -1hoLdd J:fleAel-o/l.e /l.aJ:fleA be /l.eJ.at.ed 

4.i.. _ J } _ J .p . .p .. +-, } " 125) ;to -ULe f}-eneAUA... -<.ev~ 01-- .u1..come 01-- -0{/J peop-<.e • The economic conditions 

are again influenced by, amongst others, the monopoly in the rendering of 

specific services such as fire-fighting, health inspection and traffic 

control. To draw a parallel for salary purposes between these categories and 

an unparalleled group in the private sector is impossible, and it calls for 

costly studies of detailed duty sheets and duty descriptions to find a 

private equivalent in terms of responsibilities, hours of duty, conditions 

of service and tenure of office. DMpit.e the econorrU.c envi/Lonment. 

specific services remain to be provided, for example, removal of waste and 

provisioning of water and electricity. A remuneration package should, 

therefore, be fixed to ensure sufficient personnel in those groups in times 

of an economic low-tide or during stages of positive growth. 

With regard to the social conditions, it is realised that municipal officials 

should be in a position to compare favourably with their private counter= 

parts in terms of material belongings, prestige and pride, as unfavourable 

comparisons could contribute to an unbecoming image of the municipal 

service and a resultant loss of potential officials. 126 ) The quality of 

service rendered by the municipality is directly linked to the quality of 

staff, which again is linked to the comparability of remuneration between 

the two often competing public and private sectors. 127 ) This issue of 

remuneration should not, however, be exploited by the municipal officials 

to such an extent that a mass exodus of municipal officials to private 

employment is encouraged, as happened in France during the late fifties 
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l Ot 0 128) and ear y SlX les. People work to earn a living at a level that will 

o 129) ensure acceptance by the communlty. Determination of compensation 

policies also calls for securing a 1iv~~-wa~e earning for officials, though 

this is a highly sensitive, subjective and ethical issue, as conceptions of 

I : 0 ff b t 0 d O od 1 130) T 11 0 t th a ~v~~-wa~e could di er e ween In lVl ua s. 0 a eVla e e 

difference between cost of living and actual income, and to answer some 

questions of 1iv~~-wa~e, the municipality could in the short term 

131) resort to payment of allowances. To solve this problem in the long run, 

would, however, mean continual studies of the cost-of-living index and 

salaries and to provide for timely corrections. Fringe benefits such as 

retirement and pension benefits, provision for leave, extra rewards for 

extra efforts, holiday bonusses, contribution to medical aid fund$ and 

subsidised canteens are ways of trying to deal with an otherwise unsatisfactory 

remuneration package. Each of the aforementioned additions to fixed income, 

carries its own importance in the eventual success of the total remuneration 

plan. 

4.3.2 

Simultaneous with the aforementioned functions, proper records on the 

performance and movement of officials should be kept up to date.- ~T11e ~ 

reason being that the municipality would require knowledge r~garding the 

extent of available personnel resources. 132 ) Records are defined as 

1/ ••• any ...jet of- data of- mOll.e -than con.;tempoll.QI1.y ...jJ...QJuo-f._icance w!U..ch. -l..--1 

.i...rU:.ended Q...j e v Mence abou:t. f-ae..:0:J 011. e v en.;f:....jl/. 133 ) It is believed that 

records were introduced many years ago in an effort to obtain rational 
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1 d " " t t" 134) procedures and information regarding personne a mlnlS ra lon. 

Although recordkeeping could be regarded as an I/~ew~din~ p~ojectl/, 135) 

correctly completed records could be useful in providing facts for 

determining the results in executing the accepted policies and procedures 

" 136) of provision, utilisation and malntenance of personnel. Other reasons 

for keeping personnel records are that information could be needed by other 

departments or mayors in answering questions in council meetings. Records 

also serve as means of communication in that, not only is information 

conveyed on the individual's performance, but also to help in identifying 

problem areas such as lack of training and development. Information on 

day-to-day personnel activities such as appointments and dismissals is easily 

obtainable and could be used in compiling reports on the extent of personnel 

" 137) transactlons. To be of value and use, records should provide relevant 

information, at least be up to date and accurately completed. Records 

which leading officials regard as useless should be destroyed and periodic 

evaluations should be undertaken to determine its usefulness, i.e. whether 

it is still worth its cost and if it is related to the reports which are 

to stem from it. 

138) Personnel records and person&l records are the two main categories of 

records used in executing the personnel function. Personnel records are, 

amongst others, used to ensure standardised procedures in dealing with the 

establishment. The number and classification of positions should be 

available at short notice and standard practice is to have a visual 

representation thereof in the offices of leading officials. 139 ) Other 
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personnel records include the duty sheet which is used by the interviewer 

as it provides all the required information on the appointment requirements 

for a specific position. It is also used to determine training and 

th 0 tOt t o 140) development needs in e lns 1 u lon. 

o 141) 
Every official has a p~on~ tile which is kept ln the personnel department. 

These files contain complete records on the official's movement in the 

institution, such as his application form, health certificate, educational 

qualification certificates, leave forms and merit assessment forms. 

Application forms and health certificates are used to obtain basic information 

of an applicant. These forms should supply relevant information, such as the 

applicant's age, qualifications, experience and his general health history, 

which could be used for early elimination of unsuitable candidates. A 

rather important record is the personal record chart of each official. It 

provides quick information on date of appointment, ranks held, salary 

scales, salary notches and incremental dates, as well as leave records and 

training programmes attended. Normally the record charts are kept 

142) alphabetically in cabinets for easy reference. 

If the objectives of easy reference and quick (er ) decision-making are to be 

attained, the keeping and evaluation of records should be the responsibility 

of suitably qualified functionaries and be properly filed and indexed. 143 ) 
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4.4 T~ainin~ and development 

As the training and development component of municipal personnel 

administration forms the pivot point of this thesis, it will be discussed 

in detail in chapters four, five and six. 

5. 5U/'r1frJARY 

Since the inception of a refreshmen~~t at the southern most tip of 

Africa, a special kind of government and administration was created, V-L;f-. 

local government and administration. From the earliest times it was 

believed that the citizen should take the decisions that affect his life 

the most, namely that at the local level of government. Throughout the 

years local government and administration experienced significant 

turbulence. In fact, since unionization in 1910, uniformity in local 

government and administration was experienced at an increasing tempo. 

Though a number of acts and ordinances restrict, int~ alia, the 

discretionary authority of municipal personnel, individual municipalities 

do, however, enjoy a considerable extent of freedom in own decision-making. 

However, no number or extent of legislation can prescribe the quality and 

quantity of personnel that are required to render indispensable goods and 

services to the community. For this reason special care should .be taken 

in the application of the diverse number of functions comprising the 

concept municipal p~~onnel a~~ation. This term is used to refer to 

all activities and functions engaged in executing all matters pertaining 

to the work force. It is an umbrella term referring to personnel 

provisioning, utilisation and maintenance, as well as personnel training 
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and development. A fixed list of functions undertaken in these component 

parts of municipal personnel administration is not possible due to the 

constant growth of institutions requiring complex personnel administration. 

It is a truism that employees would like to know what their ultimate 

career possibilities and financial gain would be when joining and staying 

with an institution. It is only after establishing this framework, that 

an institution could endeavour to recruit, select, appoint, pay, motivate, 

lead and train its personnel. The way in which these functions are 

executed, will largely determine the initiative, motivation, enthusiasm and 

willingness with which municipal officials will serve their clientele. 

Being individuals, people expect ~pecial treatment of their qualifications 

and qualities and will, therefore, always try to promote their own personal 

well-being first. To enable officials to improve themselves, the local 

authority should, in executing the personnel functions appropriately, 

amongst others, provide opportunities for training and leave sufficient 

room for development of the potential qualities of its personnel. 

The following three chapters deal explicitly with the comprehensive role 

and contribution of training and development in and to the continued 

successful survival of the local 'authority. To this end, in Chapter IV 

some parallels will be drawn between training and development, indicating 

not only the areas in which they differ and concur, but also the ability 

and will to learn from the focal point of both these concepts. 
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councils and to provide for items like personal telephones, a 
thirteenth cheque and other allowances. In exceptional cases, the 
Administrator may approve deviation from the Act. The groups are 
as follows: 
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CHAPTER IV 

TRAINING VERSUS DEVELOPMENT 

1. JNT'ROfXICTJON 

Since the early days of man's existence, " .•. tAaJJU.n.g. became an. eA~e.rl.-ti..al. 

mfYLedi...en.;t m the maA.ch.. of- cJ..vi..J..i..3-a.;t.i..on". 1) Through the years acquired 

knowledge has been transferred from generation to generation. Although 

it appeared as if mankind had reached saturation point in producing 

something completely new, inventions, nevertheless, keep on appearing. 2 ) 

The only ways in which human beings would be able to keep pace with 

continual changes in life, are through development of his own mind and 

through training in the use of skills and abilities. Human beings form 

the pivot of institutional survival, which is closely linked to the 

institution's commitment to provide training and development opportunities. 

2. T'MJNJN(;, cfXICATJON AND DCVcUYPM&VT 

It is apt to clarify the terms training, education and development, before 

embarking on a discussion of training needs and facilities. 
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Web~~~/~ ~d new int~ational diction~~3) defines the term trai~ing 

" the ~eacfU..n.g., dA.iJ..J.. Oil. wci..p1i..n..e b~ w!U..ch. pow~~ 
of- miru:L Oil. body ~e deveJ..oped; and ~o UcU.fL ••• ma~ 
~ug.g.~~ methodical, thOll.ough .i.I1Auuction and [fJUdance 
wdh. a ~peci..f-j..c end in rn.i..J?-d un;til Il.apw and ~ucc~~f.ul 
exec.uti.on of- d.u;t.i..~ and ~Mk.~ ~e M~UIl.ed". 4) 

Furthermore, Adu regards training as, 
". .. ~ f-Oll.m of- .i.I1Auuction d~i..g.ned ~o .i.mpll.O ve an 
of-f-j..c~ I ~ capa~~ in W pll.~~ job Oil. ~o enabJ..e 
IU.m ~o p~f-Oll.m a mOll.e ll.~po~i..bJ..e job. T Il.ai..ni..ng. 
~o .i.mpli~ f-Oll.mal .i.I1Auuction i..n theoll.~ and 
pll.actice ~o pll.efXMe a p~~on f-Oll. the p~f-oll.mance of
a ~ peci..f-j..c ~Mk.". 5 ) 

Finally, steyn views training as "(OJi..e bew~~e(hleJ voll.mi..ng., oUeweJ.. 

beg.eJ..eWmg., w~ die wMk.nem~ deUll. die bemoei..~ van die wMk.g.ew~ 

oMvang.".6) 

From the above definitions it could be gathered that training is primarily 

directed at the preparation of an individual to do a job corresponding with 

h " b "l"t" 7) 1.S a 1. 1. 1.es. This preparation could, int~ alia, take the form of 

". .. in-1uuction, pll.actical ex~ci..-1e and coacfU..n.g. .•. f-Oll. a ~per..1.f-j..c 

vocation, Pll.of-~~i..on Oil. ~Mk.".8) Moreover, training is a dynamic, conti= 

I 

nuous process. Thus, due to the continual changes and developments in the 

fields of economics, politics, industry and techonology, training programmes 

should be reviewed periodically to ensure that it remains applicable and 

"bl 9) V1.a e. In addition, through the training process, officials should be 

10) physically and mentally prepared to accept and adapt to changes in the 

skills required to fit into the environment in which they operate. 

2.2 OeveJ..opm~ 

The objective of training employees is not only to make them more skilful 
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in doing a job, but also to provide a stimulus for self-development. 

Development is "concvmed wi..;th the f}/I-owth of- the whole man"ll) and is 

.-.l.. _ "I, "ch" 12) defined as "... f}/I-adual advance, O/l. f}/I-owth A../I/LOU';f'" p/l.of}/l-VJ-1-Lve anf}VJ. 

Owing to the stimulus provided by training, the extent of development would 

be detected in the ability of the individual to judge and deal with new 

and different situations by using his acquired knowledge.13) Development 

is therefore more mind-oriented than training and the extent thereof could 

also become evident in the levels of maturity and growth reached by the 

" d" "d" 1 14) ln lVl ua . Development is also regarded as "the -Label g,Lven to 

educational p/l.oced.u/l.VJ dVJi[Jned to teach conceptual in-1tead of- technical 

-1k~".15) Although development is closely linked to training sessions, 

16) development should not be regarded as a matter of course. Development 

would be brought about, only if the official has a desire to achieve more 

17) maturity and growth and if he possesses the ability to be developed. As 

the lines of demarcation between the concepts t/l.aininf} and development 

1 " b 18) +- " " cou d at tlmes be lurred, ~La..t..n-Lnf} could for purposes of this thesis, 

be defined as steps taken by the employer to provide employees with the 

knowledge and skills required for daily task performance, whilst development 

is mainly the responsibility of the employee (with the help of his employer) 

to obtain a higher level of competency in those directions set by training. 

2.3 education 

As training is regarded to be career-orientated with improved competency 

development in mind, it is accepted that the individual already has a 

certain foundation of knowledge to build on. This foundation is essentially 

the forum of education. Although training and education cannot be separated19 ) 

as the one often flows into the other, a distinction should, nevertheless, 

for the sake of clarity, be made at this stage. 20 ) It should not be 
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inappropriate to mention the importance that a firm basis for training 

and development ought to be laid by the school education system. Although 

this thesis is not concerned with the ethical norms underlying the 

prevailing educational system of the country, it would be incomplete 

not to mention the educative role thereof. In this regard, McClellan speaks 

" . d - .J. : .J. ,,21 ) of training and education as cou4~ an comp~o~~. The term 

education is derived from the Latin word educ~e which is essentially 

concerned with the bringing up or leading upwards of children by adults 

in "... :thei.A own (]/.J cent. :to adul:t!wod (]/.J :the f-o~al and ~a:te o~ :to:tal 

Q...UTVj of- education". 22) In other words, the "p~oc~~ whMeby :the m~e 

lead :the i.mm.a:twz.e :to m~". 23) The success of the ultimate and optimum 

training and development of municipal personnel, is, therefore, dependent 

on the extent to which employees as children were, through education, made 

aware of their environment and its contribution to man's existence and 

survival. 

Education can be described as the planned transfer of knowledge, insight, 

behaviour patterns and values.
24

) Moreover, education is an ongoing process 

which does not stop once the individual leaves an educational institution. 

Education mainly takes place within the confines of a recognised or official 

educational institution, such as a school, technical college, technikon or 

university. Education could be general or career-orientated, but, the 

aim remains to improve the intellectual ability of the individual. In 

addition, in a wide frame of reference education aims to increase the 

intellectual and cultural levels of the total pOPulatio~.25) Therefore, 

education for purposes of this study is taken to mean the schooling process 

of any individual from birth to death. In other words, it is the continual 
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adaption of the individual to his environment. 

2.4 CONCLU5JON 

In conclusion, the relationship between training, development and education 

could be seen as (i) acknowledging the fact that training is narrow in 

scope and mostly concerned with the acquisition of skills; (ii) development 

though still job-related, is much broader in scope; whilst (iii) education 

26) 
involves the acquisition of knowledge of a general nature. This 

relationship can, therefore be illustrated as follows: 

EDUCATION 

DEVELOPMENT 

Increased breath 
of knowledge 
versus acquisition 
of "how to" skills 

Figure 2. 'RcLATJON5 OF c!1JCATJON, DCVcL(}Pf'tICNT AND T'RAJNJNC; 

3. WHAT J5 Lf.AYWJNC;? 

From the above exposition it is clear that training and development 

generate an increased level of competency, not only with regards to a 

specific job, but also to personal maturity. To give effect to this 

intention, the individual has to be subjected to a process whereby a 

relatively permanent change in behaviour becomes evident. This process 

is usually referred to as learning. 27) 

According to Folley, learning forms the crux of the training process and 
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For purposes of this study, 

it has been accepted that education, training and development are 

°t 29) If inseparable and cannot be regarded as entitites on 1 sown. 

learning is then the crux of training, the component parts can be illustrated 

schematically as follows: 

EDUCATION 

1 
LEARNING )DEVELOPMENT 

1 
TRAINING 

Figure 3. C()'r)'PON&VT 'PARTS OF LEARNJNy 

Accordingly, learning is a generic prerequisite and mutually inclusive 

activity for increasing the competence of anyone individual. P t
o 30) 

e aS1S 

describes learning as a change in behaviour which could either be permanent 

or semi-permanent. Gagne and Fleischmann view learning as " •.. the int~a1 

neWl..a1 Pll.oc.e/J/j cv,-1umed.. :to oc.CWI.. whenevell. a c.hang..e m peIl.f-omnanc.e, no:t due :to 

[J..Il.owth Oil. f-a.;li.g..ue, exhibi...:t.-1 i...:t.-1eJ..f-". 31) Beach defines learning as 

".that. human Pll.oc.e/J-1 by w!U.c.h -1ki...J.h, knowJ..ed[}e, habi...:t.-1 and a:U:..i...t.ut.e/J all.e 

ac.qpvz.ed and u:U.J..i..J.ed m -1u.c.h a way that. behavi...oll. .i...-1 modi...f-.i-ed, ,,32) whilst, 

Kimble maintains that learning ".i...-1 a 1l.eJ..a.;li.veJ..y pemnanent. c.hang..e m 

behav.i...oll.a1 po:tent..i...a1.i...t.y that. oc.CWI..-1 cv, a 1l.e/Ju.J..t. of- Il.emf-oll.c.ed pll.ac..ti..-c.e". 33) 

Learning cannot be observed directly, except under various controlled 
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. t 34) clrcums ances. However, in order to cause voluntary and rational 

changes in behaviour patterns, four levels of learning should apply.35) 

The four levels of learning are: knowing- about; understanding; acceptance 

. 36 ) 
and ability to apply and can be lllustrated as follows: 

Non-awareness 
of something 

Knowing-about 
level 

~ -,-~__ __ ___ A .. ___ ..... -~-- ) C 

i 

Understanding 
level 

A 
r 

1 i 
)Continuum 
knowledge 

of 

Point of awareness 
that something or 
concept exists 

Degree of under= Mastery of subject 

Figure 4. 

standing- just 
enough to permit 
a person to use 
the thing or 
concept 

LeVeLS OF LCAMJNC; 

involving concept 

These four levels of learning remain in for~e, irrespective of the 

locality or level or extent of training programmes. For this reason, 

as well as the fact that various factors may influence or affect 

1 . 37 ) d . t . f . . 1 f ff t . 1 earnlng, some con l lons or or prlnclp es 0 e ec lve earning 

have been devised. 38 ) 

As learning cannot take place in a vacuum, a susceptible learning climate 

should be provided.
39

) Trainers carry the responsibility to provide an 

atmosphere or climate conducive to learning. The required climate is one 

"that. encoWLaf}e.-1 and cz...1-<JM.&l the ua.U7.ee.-1 to p!'Lof).ll.e.-1-<J th..!'Loug.h. each of- the 

f,.oWL J..evw of- Ua.iJU.J?.f}".40) Such a climate allows f or the individuality 
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of the trainees to investigate situations, devise and apply solutions and 

to learn from positive and negative achievements. In this climate no 

unnecessary emotional harassment takes place. Trainees are at ease with 

their behaviour and vulnerability and can openly, without fear for 

punishment, learn at their own pace. Through this process, a more 

effective willingness to be subjected to new information, could be 

sustained. 

In essence, the characteristics of a climate condUCive to learning in 

municipal environments could be summarised as follows: 41 ) 

"1. LeG./l.l7.inff taR.e4 place .ut a gAoup -1ettUtff. 

2. Openn..e4-4 an.d mutual.. acceptan.ce ex.wt-1 between 
the gAOUp membeA.-1 an.d membeA.-1 have a -1tA..onff 
attA..ac:ti..on to the gAoup. 

J. The ~tA..uctOIl.. .w peA.cuved by gAOUp membell..-1 
M bemff -1uppoll..uve an.d [}enumeJ...y mteA.e4ted 
.ut thei.ll.. J..eG./l.l7.inff the concept-1 bemff tauffht, 

. M WW M .ut them M peo pJ..e. T he ~tA..uctOIl.. 
.w en~iMUc about the concept-1 bemff tauffht 
an.d -1how-1 eaffell..ne4-1 /.Oll.. tA..amee4 to J..eall..n them. 

4. The concept-1 coveA.ed Me -1eqpenced .ut J..offical.. 
oll..deA. an.d Me coveA.ed at a pace that Call.-1e4 
the acceptan.ce o/. new thmk.utff patt~ an.d 
fYWCe4-1e4 an.d the acqp.wilion o/. new -1k~ 
an.d new /.01l..m-1 o/. behavioll..-1 to OCCUll.. ff/l..ad.uwy. 

5. T ll..amee4 have a de4i1l..e to know. 

6. LeG./l.l7.inff.w an. ac:ti..ve PIl..OCe4-1. T ll..amee4 Me 

[}a.utmff ~iffht-1 an. d nuk.utff ffeneA.alij-aUOM 
an.d con~ioM /.Oll.. them-1eJ...Ve4". 

To learn requires of the trainees to be motivated and eager to receive new 

information. Should the atmosphere be one of anticipation to share new 
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information and to inspire the trainees to assimilate that information, 

much has been achieved in creating the correct breeding ground for , 

42) 
training and development of municipal personnel. 

3.2 

3.2.1 W,u.) to ieG./Ul 

Authors43 ) agree that without a w,u.) to learn, no effective learning could 

take place. This w,u.) to learn could only be generated once the receiver 

or trainee is receptive to instructi on,44) in other words, willing to 

d t ' l' 45) except and ~~pon to s 1mu 1. 

3.2.2 Need to ieG./Ul 

The need to learn stems from an indi vidual's motivation to satisfy certain 

needs. Psychologists and administrators agree that employees are stimulated 

b ' d dd' t h ' 1 46) Y 1nner nee s an r1ves 0 ac 1eve a goa . Environment and conditions 

of life, do, however, influence the inner drive. Consequently, resultant 

behaviour patterns and practices of employees of municipal personnel 

administration should be recognised. Due to the influences exerted on 

motivation from either within the individual, or through external stimuli, 

t ' e t 1 ld b 1 ' f ' d 't" d t' , 47 ) A mo 1V s 0 earn cou e c aSS1 1e as 1n r1nS1C an ex r1nS1C. s 

learning could only be effective to the extent that trainees are motivated 

by a perception of a satisfied need, a brief look at the need hierarchy is 

necessary. 
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3.2.2.1 Need Me/l.G/l.cIuj 

According to Maslow, a specific need hierarchy exists within each individual. 

48) This hierarchy can be illustrated as fOllOW~S~:~ ________________________________ -, 

Esteem Secondary needs 

Love 

Safety Primary needs 

Physiological 

Figure 5. f'rJ115[jJJ)'5 NaD HJE'M7<.CHIJ 

As the primary needs in the hierarchy are satisfied, the satisfaction of 

the secondary needs receive preference and become the dominant motivating 

or driving force. Criticism against Maslow's theory hierarchy lies in 

the apparent ignorance of individualism i n need preference and lack in 

49 ) supporting evidence that needs are activated in a consistent sequence. 

With individuals more and more wanting to prove their individuality and 

administrative officials realising employees are not on a par with machinery, 

research had led to the development of a needs model, 50) indicating that at 

any given time man would attempt to meet multiple needs at different levels 

as is depicted in figure 6: 51 ) 
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.....:l ~ (/) 

Physiological and safety 

Figure 6. trJULTJ'PL£, NeeD HJe'RA7<.CHY 

3.2.3 MotLvaiion 

Ul 
'0 
Q) 
Q) 

c: 
... 
Q) 

..c: 

.j..l 

0 

Regarded as 
intrinsic needs 
of all individuals. 

As learning could only take place within an individual once the underlying 

motivation is present, due regard should be had for the satisfying of 

needs set out in the individual's need hierarchy. One of the first things 

a human being therefore learns, is how to satisfy basic physiological 

needs like eating and washing. However, for the learning process to take 

effect, both intrinsic and extrinsic mot i vation should be present. It 

stands to reason that should acceptable extrinsic incentives be present, 

but the intrinsic will to respond is lacking, the chances for effective 

l Ot t k l OO ° d 52 ) T ° h kId earnlng 0 a e p ace, are mlnlmlse . r alners ave to ac now e ge 

the existence and interrelationship of needs, motivation and learning. 

To the same extent that one expects s ome kind of reward once a need is 

satisfied, e.g. not to feel hungry after you have eaten,53 ) one expects 

to be rewarded when something was learnt. Therefore, rewards, whether 

positive or negative, play a role in the mot i vation to learn. 
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3.2.4 Stimuli and ~eApon~e 

In addition to motivation, appropriate stimuli and response are required 

if learning is to take place. 54) This means that trainees should be 

stimulated by relevant and applicable information. For example, should 

one wish to train a trainee how to complete questionnaires, it would be 

nonsensical to hand him completed forms. Learning cannot come about only 

through listening to or watching somebody else works. It is only once 

the trainee is literally thrown in by the deep end and performing the 

task, that he learns anything substantially. 55) It should, however, be 

realised that learning a physical· task, differs from learning a mental 

task with regards to practical opportunity. The nature and extent of 

appropriate stimuli would, therefore, be determined by the type of 

learning required. The training officer has to take cognisance of the 

fact that correct and incorrect examples of the teaching matter have to be 

presented. For example, when explaining to an official what type of 

bricks are acceptable in terms of the municipal building regulations, he 

should also have examples of the illegal or unacceptable bricks. 56) This, 

however, does not diminish the role of theory in the training process. 

Trainees should learn enough theory to understand the principles and reasons 

underlying their skill and art. This is also necessary to be able to cope 

in a satisfactory manner with the problems inherent to any work situation. 

3.2.5 P~fomnance con~ation 

Motivation, correct simuli and practical responses are not enough to 

guarantee effective learning. The trainee needs to know how he is 
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progressing. For this reason some confirmation or response as to progress, 

is required. Confirmation is regarded as the make O~ b~eak phase of 

learning. Behavioural scientists ma i ntain that it is not necessarily the 

time between response and confirmation t hat is the determin.ing factor in 

effective learning, but the activ~y taking place during that time. 57) 

Research has further proven that the occurrence of learning increased as 

f h ' h ' t 58) people are informed 0 t e~r ac ~evemen s. Confirmation or feedback 

of response should not be only negative or positive. It could be detrimental 

to the motivation of the trainee if he is only corrected and never complemented 

, 59) 
or VLce VM.-1a. Some criterion has to be devised by the trainers whereby 

the trainee could measure his own standard of performance. Providing such 

a criterion measure, the trainee not only knows whether he is progressing 

or not, but also where he stands in relation to what remains to be learnt. 

It, therefore, is imperative for confirmation to be automatic, immediate 

. d 'f 1 60) an mean~ng u . 

As training and learning go hand in hand61 ) the trainer should not only 

be knowledgeable with regards to the principles and conditions of learning, 

but also realise the effect of the application of the principles of training 

on effective learning. Training is job-directed, in other words, it aims 

to improve and develop a higher level of competency with regards to a 
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specific task. d b h
' 62) 

The intention is to generate change e aVlour. In 

preparing trainees for improved competency, the principles of both learning 

and training are interdependent and should not be examined or applied in 

isolation. This is equally applicable to on-t he- j ob and off-the-j ob 

, , , 63) 
tralnlng seSSlons. 

Application of training principles is a prerequisite for successful training. 

Successful and adequate training are further prerequisites, should trainees 

be expected to take responsibility for the execution and consequences of 

their work. One of the cornerstones of municipal administration is 

'd l' f bl' t b'l ' t 64) adherence to the gUl e- lnes 0 pu lC accoun all y. In other words, 

the official should be able to justify and explain his actions. This 

accountability could be exercised only to the extent that the official is 

trained in his job and realises his contribution to the ultimate objective 

of municipal administration: improvement of the general well-being of the 

community. 

3.3.2 

To the same extent that motivation is required to generate a will to learn, 

motivation is indispensable for training. If trainees are to assimulate and 

l' de t'f 'th t " th h tb' t t d ' d '11 ' t 1 65 ) n 1 y Wl ralnlng, ey ave 0 e ln eres e ln an Wl lng 0 earn. 

Another principle of training, is that everybody involved in the process of 

learning, should know what is expected of them. Trainers and trainees should 

understand their respective responsibilities, and what is expected of them. 

Personnel is the most valuable asset of any municiapal authority, and, 

therefore, enough time, money and effort should be spent on the training and 

development of this basic human resource. 66 ) Training and development of 
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personnel also refer to self-development. Although trainees should utilise 

each training session for self-development, it remains the responsibility of 

leading officials to determine time constraints and performance standards. 

In addition, training should be directed at the individual and the collective 

needs of trainees, to satify immediate and future requirements. 

3.3.3 Qualit~ ot the ~ainee 

A training principle which should not be underestimated is the quality of 

th t · 67) e ralnee. The approach used should be "f-uJ.).~ wuif!./L-1tood and 

app~oved b~,,68) the supervisor or leading official. As was shown earlier,69) 

knowledge of results in itself serve as learning stimuli. The rate and 

effectiveness of training are directly linked to the quality of knowledge 

on performance fed back to the trainee. 70 ) Some trainees learn faster than 

others and can assimilate a wider variety and spectrum of information at 

one time, whilst others learn slower and only a little at a time. The pace 

set at training sessions should suit the ability of individual trainees to 

learn. Thus, the trainer, in planning the training session, should take 

cognisance of th~ individual's inherent limits. When imparting results, 

sensitivity and humanity should be dominating the attitude of the trainer. 

In most divisions of municipal institutions, e.g. administrative, clerical 

and technical, the highest quality and longest lasting training are obtained 

where theory was accompanied by practical exercises according to fixed 
71) 

standards under skilled supervision and coaching. A final principle of 

training is the importance of training sessions to be "p)<1flfl.ed, exeCLLted and 

evaluated -1~-1tematical1~", not losing sight of specific and general organisa= 

tional needs. 72 ) 

The principles of training enumerated above, indicate that a large pool of 

diversified information should be classified and utilised by the trainers 
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in order to reach the whole person and not only certain skills. Training 

programmes should, therefore, provide fully for an effort to cooperatively 

and systematically improve the quality of life of the trainees. To this 

end a holistic or systems approach to training is required. 

4. 5Y5TEJrl5 A'P'Ptp,QACI( TO TMJNJN~ AND DcVcWPf'r]{)IT 

Training is not an end in itself, but a means toward an end. To the same 

d d · bl t · · t . 73 ) extent that training and development are regar e as lnsepara e ac lVl les, 

training cannot be perceived as an isolated process. Training should be 

regarded as a "du.i.beAa:te1y d01.i.gn.ed PIl.OC01-1",74) formulated exclusively to 

bring about desired improvements and changes, given the required appreciative 

learning climate. It is essentially this broader view of the essence of 

training and development and the fact that man is constantly in touch with 

75) 
systems, that led to the introduction of the systems approach. 

Blum describes the system approach as "conceAJ1.ed wi;th objec.J:.i.ve of- the 

t.ot.cu.. -11j-1t.em". 76) This statement is supported by the conte'ntion that human 

skills and activities could be divided into three broad categories, v.i.~. 

technical -. conceptual - and interpersonal skills. Although the emphasis 

on the three types of skills may differ according to the grading or 

seniority of the trainee(s), all three are, nevertheless, stimulated during 

t 
. . , 77) any ralnlng seSSlon. 

An explanatory Afrikaans dictionary defines the term -11j-1t.em (stelsel) as. 

"f)/loep due of- d.i.n[)e wa:t t.ot. 'n [)e.heu veAbind M, wa:t -1aam 'n [)eoll.dende, 

-1ame.han[)ende [)e.heu VO/l.m".78) An English dictionary defines a system 

as a "g/wuP of- th.i.n[)-1 Oil. paIl.t.-1 WOIl.R.in[) t.O[)et.heA in a ll.eguLQIl. Il.uat..i.on". 79) 
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Both these descriptions coincide with the definition provided by Beach, 

v-i...3-' that, "a -1!J--1-tem -i...-1 an oll.g..an.-i...3-ed whole, COn-1-i...-1:ti..ng.. of- i..ntell.ll.ua:ti..ng.. 

and i..ntell.depen.den:t ~. ,,80) Although it would appear that there are as 

many systems approaches as there are authors, the main theme remains one of 

. 81) component parts, wlth stress on eventual feedback. . Mockler also refers 

to interrelatedness of various components when he defines a system "a-1 an 

Three distinct characteristics of the systems approach become evident 

from these definitions, v-i...3-': 

i) some order and discipline in the arrangement of the components 

are required. The distribution may be hierarchical; 

ii) communication is unavoidable as the constituent parts are 

interdependent; and 

iii) the intention of the system is to reach the set objective. All 

activities, individually or as a group effort, should, therefore, 

be in pursuit of the predetermined objective. 83 ) 

As the training and development programmes directed at municipal personnel 

endeavour to satisfy identified needs and objectives,84) a typical systems 

approach may include the following components: looking at the job, the need 

for and objectives of training becomes known, criteria for the evaluation of 
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training are determined, training content decided, training methods and 

material designed, the trainees and training programmes are integrated and 

finally the lasting effects of training ar e evaluated. The extent and 

nature of the systems may vary in complexity, depth or content, depending 

on the eventual expected result. The following three illustrations of a 

system serves to substantiate this point of view. In the final analysis, 

all have determined the needs for training, designed programmes and 

evaluated the trainees, yet the methods of achieving these objectives 

differ considerably: 

1- - - - - - - - - "I - - - - - - -FEEDBAGK ::;. - - - - - -, 
I 

Define Derive Design methods Training Grad 
training ~ training ~ & training -7 programme I 
objectives content material & trainees 

1 3 4 5 6 

-
\~ 

Develop criterion .. measures i1 , i 
2 

Figure 7. 85 ) THe BLJJ(r) AND NAIJLOR. 51J5T£Jrl APPROACH TO TMJNJNf 
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Conduct The job Determine 

programme I------------------~) performance 

standards 

Design Evaluation Measure 

training of training employee's 

programme performance 

Select Select Determine 

training learning training 

methods theories needs 

Figure 8.86) THe !XINN 4MD 5Te7>H&v5 51J5TCJr1 47>7>7{04CH TO TMJNJN(; 



Technological 

change 
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~ 
Training and 

development needs 

identified by 
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Figure 9. 87 ) 
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Policy 

change 

1 
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Organizational 

goals and programs 

J 
~ 

Training and development 

needs identified by the 

strategic planning 

process 

I 
'" 

Training and development 

goals and objectives 

Training and development 

goals and strategies 

Training and development 

implementation process 

Training and development 

evaluation process 

Social 

change 

J 

..v 
Training and 

development 

needs identified 

by the performance 

appraisal process 

I 

A SYST&'rlS VJ8)) or TIJE, jfUfrJAN-'RE,SCXIR.CE, T'RAJNJN~ 

AND [){,VE,LaPfrJ&VT 7>'R(xE,SS-
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5. 5UMMA~Y 

Although some individuals would possess some minimum educational and 

tertiary qualifications when employed, employees, nevertheless, have 

to be prepared for the specific task they are to fulfil. It is, further= 

more, important to keep in mind that most officials will aspire to 

higher positions in life. In order to provide them with the skills, 

drives and competency obviated by a senior position, training and 

development programmes have to be devised . These programmes, however, 

should take cognisance of the inter-relat i onship between training and 

development, as well as the essential prerequisite, v~J' the will to 

learn. Training and development programmes and projects can no~ take 

pl2ce in a vacuum, but should follow a predetermined path. Irrespective 

of whether the approach or more directed at development of human resources, 

it should never loose sight of the objectives of the institution and its 

environment. At the same time the condition of the learning process has 

to be highlighted by the trainers, otherwise the lack of progress may be 

attributed to the wrong reasons. The above is only possible once the 

objectives of the training programmes have been established. As prerequisite 

the need(s) for training and development should be known and, therefore, 

the next chapter will endeavour to identify these underlying needs. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE NEED FOR AND OBJECTIVES OF TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT 

OF MUNICIPAL PERSONNEL IN SOUTH AFRICA 

1. JNT~ODUCTJON 

For training to be evaluated meaningfully, it has to be purposeful. 

Training should endeavour to equip municipal personnel to perform their 

daily tasks and future job demands efficiently and effectively. For 

this reason training can not be undertaken on an ad hoc basis, but has 

to be planned and programmed. One is never to old to learn and it is in 

this vein that Stahl writes "tAa.i.n..i..n..f} M neVe/l f..u.-L/..!J accomph..4hed; .it -l...-1 

~a~~ ~ p~oc~~".l) Training, therefore, is a lifelong process. It is 

sometimes overlooked that each official, irrespective of ranking, requires 

some degree of training in order to operate effectively and efficiently.2) 

In addition, South Africa is currently highly pressurised in terms of 

changes in institutions and practices of government. 3 ) As one of the 

largest employers, the municipal service collectively, is a logical focal 

point of the need for change, because local government activities directly 

affect the lives of all the inhabitants. South Africa not only has a 

diverse society, but the municipal service, like the central government, 

has to serve diverse aims. The ability, or lack thereof, to deal with the 

turbulence (~ic) in the South African society over a broad spectrum of 

activities, is dependent largely on the qual i ty of personnel and the 

development and application of their full potentialities. Such objectives 

can be attained only through training and retraining. 
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2. 

Before questions such as the need for and objectives of training are 

answered, consideration should be given to the question of why training 

is at all necessary. Training is, of course, required whether it is in 

preparation of the life of the human being or his particular job. The 

daily lives of the citizenry are influenced by continual additions of, 

int~ alia, new commodities on the market and new inventions to make life 

more relaxed and comfortable. In this regard, mention should be made of 

microwave ovens and videos as well as the continual new approaches to 

management which demand training, for example, robotics and computer 

auditing. However, in the final analysis Spice and Kopperl's statement 

on training should be pondered, vi~.: 

"We «ail!. people how ;1:.0 p~f-omn, we «ail!. i:.hem 
when ;1:.0 p~f-omn, we g).-ve i:.hem i:.he ;l:.oo-w i:.helj 
need, we fJlZ.ovide mceni:.iVeA ••• and i:.helj -1;f:.iJ..J.. 
don ';I:. do i:.heiA j06-1. WhIj?"5) 

Training becomes imperative in the wake of the merciless pressure of 

technology and the impact it has on the lives of citizens. One of the 

prerequisites of living in the second half of the 1980s is computer 

literacy. It is also fairly commonly known that computerisation did not 

necessarily lead to a decrease in the required labour force, or that it 

ousted lower-skilled workers from their jobs. 6 ) 

Another answer to the need for training, could be the personal and social 

value perceptions of people. People want to possess all the technological 
. 

inventions (luxuries and/or attachments) on the market. Through the retail 

value of their skills, knowledge and experience, they obtain a marketable 

level of economic viability and power. In trying to keep up with all these 
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t Ot O old 0 7) developments and to give effect to their compe 1 lve socla rlves, 

people buy these luxuries. The same people now require a skill not 

previously mastered to operate the new equipment. Although the training 

required to, amongst others, master the art of TV-games, new kitchen 

equipment or a IBM personal computer, may be basic and not job-directed, 

but it nevertheless prepa~es the person to think computers, and, therefore, 

contributes to broadening his base of general knowledge. 

The above exposition is simplistic and general, but is experienced by all 

people irrespective of the work they do, the schooling received or the 

objectives of their lieves. Thus, "people QIl.e the ~at.'? -1OW1.ce of--
ll.en.ewaJ..,,,8) whether they are working or not. It appears as if employees 

are pressurised to evoke and accept change, not only from within the job 

environment, but also at home in their private lives. This two-dimensional 

impact of change requires the employer to devise training programmes which 

the official will find compatable with the two levels on which he has to 

generate and accept change, vi~. work life and home life. When training 

is, therefore, offered in the job environment, the trainer carries some 

responsibility to ensure that through training the trainee does not find 

himself incapable of dealing with his home situation. Training, i.e. the 

material taught, should be relevant to all spheres of the trainee's life. 

If this equilibrium is maintained, vi~. that both personal - and work life 

training are more or less on a par, a sUbstantial extent of success will be 

obtained. Moreover, credit will be given to the belief that training and 

development go hand in hand.
g

) 

Should training concentrate on broadening the base of the trainee's work 

life only, he could find it difficult to cope with circumstances in his 
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personal life. People need to be able to relate new knowledge and 

information to their total life, as one cannot compartmentalise your 

life. Only in this way does training contribute to the development of the 

individual. Many of the social problems that South Africa experiences, stems 

from the migrant labour system, where Blacks were taken from their natural 

habitat to the cities and exposed to Western civilization. The natural 

habitat did not, however, develop at the same pace, and this has led to an 

unbalanced educational process, and re~ultant unbalanced training and 

° t k ° t t o 10) development process, even In he wor Sl ua lon. 

Although this study is primarily concerned with training and development 

for an improved work life, mention should be made that this objective is 

1 °thO h ° ° taken of "+-,..,;ned ;-+-/';nence".l1) on y Wl In reac once cognlsance lS ~L~" ~~~~ 

Intelligence is the general learning ability of the individual,12) and 

refers to the ability of the individual to understand instructions, to 

reason, to decide and to make judgements on issues, covering all aspects 

of his life. A person may be clever and mentally alert, but without 

training, his intelligence level becomes irrelevant when dealing with life 

in general. As A.N. Whitehead puts it: ''In condi..liofV1 of.. modVUl lit-e, the 

/LtUe .w ab-101td..e. The /Lace which dOe-1 noi:.. value / tA.ained i..n;te.-LLi..9-ence ', 

.w doomed. ,,13) Trained intelligeQ~~_prepares the individual to deal with 

his environment and to adapt to the vacissitudes of his work life and 

personal life. No wonder then that Piaget regarded intelligence as 

adaptation, in other words, adjusting to and dealing with the environment. 14) 

In the final analysis, training becomes essential when it is realised that 

untrained human resources, in other words, officials, can make a limited 

contribution only toward the achievement of municipal objectives. 15 ) 
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Acknowledging the increased demand for skilled personnel, and knowing 

that, presently South Africa has a serious shortage of appropriately 

equipped personnel,16) training at the local level of government can now 

be discussed, commencing with policy directives from Central Government. 

3. T'RAJNJNr; 7>OLJCY OF THe CEflT'RAL gJVC'RJVtrlEflT 

A review of the estimates of income and expenditure of most institutions, 

be it large private companies or municipalities, substantiates the 

hypothesis that personnel is the largest single item in the bUdget.
17

) 

This also supports the belief that officials are the institution's most 

18) 
valuable resources, and being that special, care should be taken to 

train and develop them not only to become better equipped officials, but 

also better adjusted citizens. In this way officials would be less change 

resistant and even be creative and prepared to initiate change. 

In order to understand the reasons for the need of training, it is necessary 

to give a brief overview of the training policy of the Central Government. 

The establishment of the Council to~ the Co-o~~ation ot Local r;ov~ent 

Att~~ and the resultant Local r;ov~ent T~ainin~ Act, 1985 (Act 41 of 

1985) are indicative of the seriousness with which the need for training 

and development on local level is viewed by the Government. 19) 

The need for training at the local level of government should not, however, 

be evaluated in isolation, because the ultimate objective of the Government, 
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i.e. to increase the general well-being of the community, runs like a 

golden threat through all the governmental services provided, irrespective -
of the particular tier of government. The Government's national training 

policy, therefore, forms the primary frame of reference for training at 

the central and local levels of government and should be pursued 

. . t t 20) vigorously by public admlnls ra ors. 

3.1 Nati.onaJ.. uai..nmf} poliCIJ 

It should be borne in mind that the national training policy differs from 

the policy applicable to the local level of government primarily for the 

following reasons: Although the nature of contact between local 

government and the citizenry is more personal than that with central 

government, local authorities do not, by virtue of its existence, carry 

the responsibility of providing basic training to the citizenry. However, 

local authorities should always endeavour to improve the q~ality of their 

services rendered and, therefore, ensure, that employees are adequately 

trained for efficient work performance. The policy of local government 

training is then more restricted to the improvement of performance levels 

21 ) 
of municipal officials and employees. The Central Government has an 

added responsibility, i.e. despite improving performance levels of the 

public servants, it has to provide training programmes across the board, be 

it vocational -, special -, ordinary schools and tertiary institutions. 

At the grass-roots, the training programmes on national level are more 

educational than performance oriented. This is especially true because 

national government has to curb illiteracy, unemployment and has the ultimate 
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f h . t ' 22) responsibility of improving the general well-being 0 t e Cl lzenry. 

Accordingly, the national training objectives of the Government which 

23) 
include the manpower training policy, can be summarised as follows: 

maintenance of an acceptable economic growth rate, 

provision of adequate job opportunities, . 

fair share in economic wealth in terms of social norms, 

geographical distribution of economic, social and cultural 

activities, 

economic stability fairly independent of external and political 

influences and in the final analysis, 

improvement in the total well-being of the community (whether social, 

political, economic) 

The national manpower policy aims at the optimum utilisation of all the 

citizens who could make an economic contribution to the productivity of any 

given job environment. The policy reads "di....e ontwik.k.e.1inf). van. man.n.ek.ll.af). 

.i..m.pweell. di....e de.wU..opende op VO ell. , ;to;t di....e hoogA;te moon-Uike vial<., van. di....e 

.i.ndi....v.w.uue aan.J..ef). en buan.gA;teJ..J...i.nf). en di....e 1uU.di....f).e en ;toek.ofT//.Jtif).e behoef.;t.VJ 

van. di....e 5cid-A/Ai.J?aOf7...,1e ek.onom.Le. 24) This devuopnen;t does not imply the 

provision of job opportunities only, but explicitly includes the provision 

of training and guidance. 

Furthermore, the national training policy is based on the beliefs and 

principles of the national manpower policy. The objectives of this 

t .. l' 25) ralnlng po lCY are: 
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the general training objective to develop the total manpower 

irrespective of race, colour, creed or sex, through continuous 

educ~on to the highest level meeting their skills, talents and 

other personality traits; 

individual freedom to sell one self on the labour market should 

only be determined by the per"son's ktlOwled'ge, competency and 

experience gained through free access to educ~on and tAcU.nin.[)-; 

self responsibility should cause the individual to decide which 

existing training facilities to utilise. Although the individual 

has the right to be trained and retrained, he also has the 

responsibility to meet the entrance qualifications required for 

t 
.. 26) ralnlng; 

all tAcU.nin.[)- should be planned and in line with the country's 

overall technological, economic and social objectives; 

training should be an integral part of manpower planning and should 

serve as basis for the proper placement and utilisation of personnel; 

and 

training should be based on verified learning principles. 

Although the individual employer has the freedom to devise his training 

programmes to meet his peculiar needs, the broad objectives of the 
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t · . d 27) national training policy should be kep 1n m1n . No particular 

prescriptions are given except that training programmes should be planned, 

goal-directed and in correlation with the given scholastic and educational 

abilities of the individual trainee. The guide-line laid down by the 

N . - J - •• B d 28) national training policy and, in effect, the atLon~ I~~~ o~ , 

can be summarised as follows. 
29) 

All institutions should use the national training policy as frame of 

reference when planning training programmes. In other words, the 

objectives of both the institution and the NatLonai T~ainin~ Bo~~O) 

should be on a par, though the nature and scope may vary. Irrespective 

of the place of training, whether it i s on-the-job or off-the-job, 

training should aim to increase the competency level of the trainee. 

Training should also prepare the trainee for a more responsible job, in 

other words, the trainee should be a more able person once training has 

been completed. Training should not be given for the sake of training 

p~ ~e, but should take cognisance of the training needs of ooth the 

institution AND the individual worker. All candidates should have an 

equal chance of receiving training. Training programmes should not 

differ in content and quality only because different race groups will be 

taught. Added to the quality of training programmes, is the quality of 

trainers. 

Training is not 'just anything' and should be provided by people with a 

thorough background and experience as trainers. Training and development 

should form part of the total manpower strategy of the institution. Training 

programmes should be evaluated to establish whether it still meets the 
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requirements of time and place. This evaluation should take into account 

the improvement and broadening of knowledge and skills and should be 

visible in the form of applicable and positive attitudes towards increased 

productivity of the institution. By implication, local authorities are 

included in the reference to all institutions and, therefore, the local 

training policy should be drafted with the above background in mind. 

Although the new constitutional dispensation on the one hand devolve 

more authority to local authorities, it does not, on the other hand 

exempt local authorities from training its officials. In fact, the 

~epublic ot South A~ca COnA~~on Act, 1983 (Act 110 of 1983) section 

14 and schedule 1 (6) affords authorities the added responsibility of 

preparing the Coloured and Indian communities for taking over and 

administering their own local affairs. As this is a new development, 

~ainin~ should be regarded as the cornerstone for the eventual successful 

establishment, administration and continued existence of own local 

authorities for own affairs. 31 ) 

Local authorities, through the relevant provincial ordinances and acts 

of Parliament, are restricted in deal i ng with personnel administration 

. I t I 32) ln a comp e e y autonomous way. Although the day-to-day incidental 

training at local government level and the individuality of specific 

local training needs are neither defined by law nor influenced by a 

higher authority, adherence to Central Government's intentions, is 

necessary. The reason for this is the renewed importance of local 
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government and administration in terms of the new constitutional 

dispensation. Central Government influence on local affairs, especially 

with regard to the training and development of personnel, was manifested 

with the promulgation of the Local ~ov~ent T~ainin9 Act, 1985 

(Act 41 of 1985). 

The passing by Parliament of the Local ~ov~ent T~ainin9 Act, 1985 

(Act 41 of 1985) is viewed as an important milestone in the history of 

local government. Accordingly the most important provisions on the 

training and development of local government personnel are discussed 

hereunder. 

3.2.1 Local ~ov~ent T~~~9 Act, 1985 (Act 41 of 1985) 

The aim of this Act is evident from the preamble thereof, v~J. "(T)o 

p~ov.i..de f..o~ ;the prtomolion of.. ;the tAainin9 of.. pM-10nnei f..o~ -Local 

9ov~ent bod.i..e-1 aJ1d f..o~ mCLttM-1 connected ;thMew.i..-t.h... ,,33) To reach 

this objective, the Act provides in section 2 for the establishment of 

a juristic person to be called the T~ainin9 Bo~d f..o~ Local ~ov~ent 

Bodi...e-1 34
) and who will have certain powers and exercise specific "functions . 

...- . - .. 

The T~ainin9 Bo~d will consist of 16 people, chaired by the Director

General of the Department of Constitutional Development and Planning. 35 ) 

In terms of the legally prescribed membership of the T~ainin9 Bo~d, 

all office-bearers are either senior officials in their respective 

departments (Director or Director-General) or they have "-1pecial 

know-Ledge of.. tAainin9 ~e9~dm9 -Local 90v~ent af..f..aiA.-1. ,,36) Members 

hold office at the pleasure of the Minister of Constitutional Development 
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and Planning37 ) for a period of four years, whereafter they may be 

. t d 38) reapp01.n e . Members other than public servants, may on recommendation 

of the Minister and after consultation with the Minister of Finance, be 

paid such remuneration and allowance as appropriated by Parliament. In 

addition to resignation, the Minister may revoke the appointment of any 

member should his estate be sequestrated, be detained as a mentally 

disable person or be absent from three consecutive meetings without 

39) 
leave, or on grounds of any other good reason. This proviso~ lends the 

T~ainin~ Bo~d an aura of expertise, an image of high-poweredness and in 

essence, an image of genuine and serious board members, who really would 

like to get to grips with the training problems of local authorities. 

The T~ainin~ Bo~d meets at least twice a year,40) whilst the executive 

commi ttee may meet at" -1uch :t.i.m.M (]ftd placM (Q-1) the chCLi.A.m.(]ft ••• may 

d --J. . ,,41) 
\::A..VlfTU.rt.e. 

The administrative work of the T~ainin~ Bo~d is undertaken by specially 

designated personnel of the Department of Constitutional Development and 

PI . 42) ann1.ng. 

Without funds no work can be done and, therefore, provision has been made 

for the introduction of a Loca-/.. YOVeAn1Tl.en.;t Bodi...e/.J T ~CLi..rU..n.~ FUI1.d. 43) The 

training levy, payable by local government bodies is one way of securing 

an income. The sole purpose of this levy is one of "~ai.AljI9 money f-o~ 

the :tA.ainin~ f.-UI1.d".44) Other sources of revenue are: 

"( c) money-1 ~ecei..ved by way of- ~epaymen.;t of- lOQn-1 
~cm;ted m :tMm-1 of- -1ection 8, 

(d) i..n.:tMM:t ~ecei..ved on -1uch lOQn-1 (]ftd i..n.:tMe/.J:t 
dMived ~om mVe/.J:tmen:t-1 of- moneY-1 -1:t(]ftclin..~ :to the 
~edi...:t of- the :tA.ainin~ f.-UI1.d, (]ftd 
(e) money-1 ac~ui..n.~ :to the :tA.CLi..rU..n.~ f.-UI1.d ~om (]fty 

othM -1o~ce. "45) 
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The T~ainin~ Fund will have its own bank account at the South African 

Reserve Bank, audited by the Auditor-General who has to table a full 

resport, detailing its financial and training activities in Parliament 

- 46 )--~ --
"no;t la;teA mClfl. -1i.x mo~ atteA me end of. me /.i-nClfl.Ual fje~". _ I.n t~is 

way the T~ainin~ Bo~d is called to account and is it ensured that it 

continues to work constructively towards the attainment of its primary 

objective: the promotion of the training of personnel for local 

t b d
- 47) governmen 0 les. 

Finally, how does the T~ainin~ Bo~d operate to achieve its objective? 

Money in the T~ainin~ Fund could be allocated as: 

"( a) ~~-.i.n.-cUd, dono.t..i...oM o~ lOan-1 ;to Clfl.fj peMon 
who o~ ~:ti.;tu;tion, M-10uo.t..i...on o~ body, .i.n.cJ.udi..n.~ 
a local ~OVeAnmen;t body, wlU.ch p~ovifle-1 uainin~ o~ 
wi..JA. p~o v ifle uainin~; 

( b) bWl.-1G.!U..e-1, bWl.-1~fj lOan-1 o~ /.i-nClfl.ual conbU...bui:.l.-oM 
;to PeMOM undeA~o.i.n.~ uainin~ o~ who wi..JA. undeA~o 
uainin~,· 

( c) /.unr:i1 f.o~ me /.i-nClfl.c.i.n.~ of. (i) me compiJ..in~ Clfl.d 
coilec;t.i.n.~ of. uainin~ COWl.-1e-1; (il) ~eneAal o~ comb.i.n.ed 
~e~uU:.iJz.~ ac:tioM f.o~ ob;tainin~ me -1eAvice-1 of. emplofjee-1 
f-o~ me local ~OVeAnmen;t -1ecto~. "48) 

The T~ainin~ Bo~d also, on such conditions as it may deem fit, approve 

49) training courses. The conditions may relate to the contents, nature, 

50) duration and standard of a course. 

approves, 

The T~ainin~ Bo~d, furthermore, 

"me -1;tand~d of. educo.t..i...on o~ p~ac:tical expVl..i...ence 
~eqpJ.Aed f.o~ a.clnz.VJ-1ion ;to a uainin~ COWl.-1e; me 
qpali/.l...co.t..i...oM Clfl.d expeAience ~eqp.i.Aed of. apeMan 
who p~ovifle-1 uainin~ .i.n. ;t~ of. a uainin~ COWl.-1e 
Clfl.d Clfl.fj OmeA ma;t;teA connected w.i..J:.h. me cOW1.-1e" . 51 ) 
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Local authorities should regard this Act as an envisaged furtherance of 

and real aid to their own training initiative. It should also be 

remembered that this Act should in no way be seen as to overrule the 

objectives and aims of the N~onal T~ainin~ ?olicy, but should rather 

be regarded as a substantial parallel contribution to promote the 

training of personnel. Furthermore, the Act only diverts the importance 

of training to another level of Government. It does not intend to 

diminish the responsibility of local authorities with regard to training 

and should also not be blamed for any l ack of initiative or motivation 

. t ft· · ·· d' . d 1 . . 1 52) ~n erms 0 ra~n~ng ~n ~n ~v~ ua mun~c~pa areas. 

The above is an exposition of what is currently envisaged by the Central 

Government, i.e. to inject some enthusiasm, stamina and impact in local 

government training. This thesis, is, however, more directed at determining 

how local government training is currently dealt with. Given the overriding 

need to be able to adapt to new constitutional changes and the cry for a 

better educated, trained and equipped citizenry, an investigation can now 

be made of why there is a need for training in local government administration. 

4. NeeD F(JR T'RAJNJN~ 

Man is one of the biggest initiators of change, and yet this very same 

man would shy away from implementing these changes. Psychologists 

maintain that people are afraid of the unknown and prefer to stay within 

well-known ways and means of achieving one's objectives in life. 53) The 

ability to change is imperative if one wishes to be successful in life, 

and it is essentially this ability to initiate and adapt to change that 
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54) 
forms the grass-roots of training and development. 

The need for training is highlighted when one realises that it is the 

tendency in South African municipalities to appoint 'freshers' or new= 

comers to the entry ranks, whilst senior positions are usually filled 

through promotion. Although it is fairly difficult to determine an 

ideal priority hierarchy on needs for training, it is assumed that this 

f 11 +- ,. bilk f· t 55) preparation or ~omo~ow ~ JO ~ ran s lrs. Training and development 

should, therefore, be directed at preparing municipal officials for the 

higher ranking positions with its concomitant needs for responsibility 

and maturity. To satisfy this need, training should not be limited 

to the acquisition of more and new knowledge regarding skills, but to be 

of value, training should also endeavour to train the mind. 56) 

When an examination into the training needs of municipal officials is then 

undertaken, it should be on the following two bases,57) v~~. 

1 - a preparation for the future ahead: ~~):.. to be able to carry 

the responsibilities of a more advanced post, whether the 

official remains with the initial employer or not; and 

2 - realising the dual purpose of training and development; 

programmes should be geared to train and develop inherent 

skills and the mind, simultaneously. 58) 

Although municipalities, in terms of the various municipal ordinances, 

are obliged to provide prescribed goods and services to their respective 
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communities, those very same ordinances do not prescribe levels of 

competency or quality of performance to be met by officials. 

Considering the extent of political change envisaged for South Africa 

and its gradual implementation, one would be shortsighted to regard 

political change as the o~ reason why there is a need for training. 

One would further assume that this need is one based on, amongst others, 

a change of attitude, one's Black counterpart and acceptance of new 

political porposals by Government. Although this need is an imporfant 

point of departure for any successful operation of a local authority, 

it should not blind one for the realities of other equally important 

d f t 
.. 59) nee s or ralnlng. 

Although there may be innumerable, diverse reasons why ~pecitLc training 

needs exist,60) some elementary, primary training to cope with demands 

of the job situation is, nevertheless, required by officials. For this 

reason training in the municipal service is amongst others necessitated 

by the following;61) 

newcomers have to adapt to the required behaviour pattern set 

by the job situation; 

no primary, secondary or tertiary educational institution can 

provide all the skills and knowledge required for a particular 

job in a particular environment; , 

due to the constant change of scope, nature and extent of municipal 

activities, training affords officials the ability to make the 

required adaptations; 

the theory and practice of nearly all positions such as, for 

example, accountants, doctors, nurses, typists, technicians are 

continually changing. Therefore, systematised training sessions 

are inevitable; 
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high morale and loyalty could be maintained through purposeful 

training, whereby the correct methods could be taught and 

necessary information be distributed; 

training sessions tend to created amongst officials an atmosphere 

of acceptance of changes; and 

a newcomer would, even without a formal training session, learn 

how to do the job or interpret procedures. Through proper 

training sessions, little room for misinterpretation and eventual 

poor performance will exist. 

Owing to technological developments, the extent and nature of tasks and 

equipment change which results in a need for training: for example, 

once upon a time a typist was using an ordinary manual typewriter which 

did not allow for high speed counts. Nowadays a typist has to b~ able 

to use electronic typewriters (with memories), word processors and 

dictaphones. Yet it often is accepted (and wrongly so) that if a typist 

can type, she can type, irrespective of the change of machine or the 

approach. At times when it seems as if all proven o~d~ ways of working 

are obsolete, a manager or high ranking official still prefers a typist 

who are fluent in plain, o~-t~hioned short-hand. 52) This situation is 

indicati~~of the anomalies experienced in any job, and training programmes 

should take cognisance thereof. There is a contunal appeal for more 

time-saving, cost-saving and manpower-saving devices to obtain the same 

and, preferably, a higher level of productivity in an institution. 53 ) 

Added to this is the quest for higher levels of effectiveness and goal-

orientation in the rendering of services. 

As officials enjoy the benefits of training programmes, they amongst 

themselves, start competing for more knowledge. 54) Not only do officials 
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compete to attend training courses, but municipalities (like business 

ventures) have to compete with private enterprises for the rendering 

of goods and services. Not withstanding the fact that the nature of the 

goods produced by municipalities are not easily matched by a private 

enterpreneur, the competition is more levelled at the provision and 

maintenance of personnel, negotiation of loans and getting the citizenry 

h t th - - lOt th t the best of ;ts ab;1;ty.65) to belief t a e munlClpa l y serves em 0 •• • 

The afore-mentioned exposition on the need for training is relevant to all 

levels of officials. In the light of especially the changing political 

environment and the quest for higher productivity, it seems as if the 

leading or managerial officials in the municipalities are under consider= 

able pressure to keep abreast of the turn of events. Added to this is 

the belief that municipalities should try to be as profitable as possible, 

-th t h - th 11 b - f th -t- 66) T b bl t Wl ou armlng e we - elng 0 e Cl lzenry. 0 e a e 0 

handle this volatile situation, management (leading official) development 

and training are regarded as prerequisites for long-term successful 

municipal government and administration. In addition, the leading 

officials need additional training, because their environment is ever-

changing. Leading officials should be sensitive to what transpires in 

the environment in which they live and work. The impact of changes should 

be evaluated in order to change their managerial practices accordingly. 

According to Watson, leading officials should take note of the following 

- t h - 67) enVlronmen c anges, v~J. 

";technoJ...og}-caJ.. chan.[jeA - w!U..ch .in.f.)..u.en.CeA the -1uateg}-eA, 
-1 UUct.WL eA , -1t.tjJ...eA an.d pll.aw..ceA of- the mli1U..ci..pa).j..t.1j an.d 
~ J...eadell.-1!U..p; 
chan.[jeA .in. the avaLlab.LLi..;t1j an.d -10WLCeA of- 1l.(]JJ) mateA.-i...al-1 -
w!U..ch could J...ead the J...ead.in.[j of-f.j..ci..al-1 ;to become J...e-1-1 

COn-1umell. Oil. mMR.et..in.[j oll..i..en.t.ed an.d mOll.e pll.oCWLemen.t. oll..i..en.t.ed; 
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chan.g.e1 in public aLt.i;tude1 an.d dema.n.ci1 - CA.eai:J..ng. a mOl/..e 
public oueiU:.ed man.ag.eII..; an.d 
chan.g.e1 in 0f-/.J-ci...a.J.4' vaJ..ue1, lif-e -1;tIjJ..e1 an.d eciJ..J.ca:ti...on 
J..ev~ - which caJ..J.. f-Ol/.. ~f-f-ell..eiU:. walj-1 of- J..eading. an.d 
molivai:J..ng. of-/.J-ci...a.J.4". 

With tertiary education being within the reach of almost all school-

leavers, there has been a remarkable increase in the student numbers for 

f . 1 . t . 1 . k t t d t d . 58 ) pro eSSlona POSl lons, l e accoun an s, oc ors an englneers. 

Upon qualification, these students have a sound theoretical basis, but 

still lack administrative experience. 59) Yet, these professionally 

qualified personnel are career-oriented people and would expect to ascent 

through the organisational hierarchy occupying supervisory and leading 

positions. The higher the position, the more the generic administrative 

functions are performed and the less technical and functional the job 

b . d . t d' f' 10 70) ecomes, as lS eplc e In 19ure . 

Grade Working hours 

Chief official 

Operational or 

production workers 

activities 

Generic 

Administrative 

Functions 

auxiliary 

functions 

Figure 10. WORI<JN[; HW7<5 OE.VOTcD TO DJFFc7<&VT FUNCTJON5 
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This assumption calls for appropriate preparation of such officials and 

the only way to achieve this objective is through training. Changing 

form doin~ to leadin~ (managing) is a difficult process, especially if 

one's initial training was geared only to improve some skill dexterity. 

Added to this, and in the light of the attitudenal demands that the new 

political dispensation and the creation of the regional services councils 

1 th . 1 . t 71) . t . t d th t wi I make on e manager1a enV1ronmen, 1 1S expec e a more 

supervisory and leading positions will be created. For these reasons, 

steps should be taken to develop and orientate young potential leading 

officials at an early stage of their careers. Reasons other than 

political that suggest a timeous identification and preparation of 

leading officials are: 

The apparent change in management philosophy, whereby it is 

realised that experience and age are not indicative of leading 

ability. In the United States of America there is, for example, 

a definite trend towards result-oriented management in private 

and public institutions. Leading officials are simply just not 

interested in a person's experience, but what he can produce, in 

other words, ability and competence are what is required to obtain 

72) 
results; 

young graduates leaving university and newcomers to the labour 

market can more appropriately be managed by other younger generation 

workers, as the latter is more conversant with new equipment, 

technology and especially the particular work language than older 

workers. 73 ) 
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According to Barth74 ) the boasting with years and years of experience 

has more emotional value than result - and performance value, because 

the years of experience possibly did not teach the person the 'new 

tricks of the trade'. One such an example is computer literacy. Children 

leaving school would soon all be able to operate, for example, a word 

processor, whilst currently, a small percentage leading officials know 

how to operate a typewriter, let alone a personal computer or word 

processor. It is in this vein that the 'Manpower 2000' campaign was 

ini tiated in an effort "t:.o OLeate g.eneA.aJ. awGAen01-1 of.. me cJvwrU..c -1ki....U... 

-1ho;z.;tag.e" and creating the atmosphere "mat. eVeA.!J-one had a /l.ole t:.o pla!J-

.i.Jt OVeA.coming. d.,,75) This substantiates the fact the word processors, for 

example, is something that every person should be able to operate and that 

it is an active tool in administration and not just 'another typewriter'. 

Through an evolutionary process it was also realised that professional 

management is required by all relatively large public institutions or 

municipalities. This awareness primarily arose from the dire need to 

increase the productivity in these institutions. Underlying the quest 

for increased productivity, is a need for training, which is funnelled 

by "advanc01 .i.Jt t:.echnolo[J-!J-, wo/l.k. p/l.oceci.uAe-1, .i.JtOLea-1ed knowledg.e and -1ki....U... 

of.. me wo/l.k. f..o/l..ce and capdaJ. .i.JtV01:tment:. .i.Jt b~eA. pl~ and equi;:ment:.. ,,76) 

As policy-makers are increasingly motivated by cost and labQuF savings 

and increased profit levels, it is expected that adequately trained, 

f / 77) pro essional leading officials will be heading the various departments. 

It is a truism that an official gets appointed on the basis of his 

knowledge and competency. From day one, the official has to ensure that 

he does not become obsolete before retirement. In other words, he should 

constantly endeavour to ward off any obsolescence i n his leading abilities, 
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skills, knowledge and general awareness of his environment. Training 

and development are the only ways of keeping this leading (managerial) 

obsolescence which Mahler defined as ".the f.ai.J.wz.e of. a once capable 

__ .J.l d I' L : _" 78) manag.eA :to acfU..eve /t~uJ.;t"j .that a/t.e Cl.UlA1al.A.A.1J expec:te 01-- fUJfl at bay. 

To conclude this section, it appears that the need for training and 

development is necessitated not only by the advances of technology, 

economy or social stratifications, but also because it should serve as 

a buffer against mental and skill obsolescence. 

The above exposition on the needs for training and development does not 

indicate whether there is a need for training specific skills and 

knowledge or whether the training need is levelled at the area of work 

environment. This identification calls for a continued and systematic 

appraisal of training needs, in the absence of which there is a "dang.eA 

of. ~:tabJ..i.AlU..n..g. Oil. -1UpPOIl.i:..i..n.g. a /teg.u).a.A. -1eAi...~ of. :t/t.a.iJU.n.g. fJIl.0[)-/t.(]JT/fIl~ 

.in. .the beJ..i..ef., O/t at leM:t .the hope, .that .thelJ wil..J.. be benef.J-ci...aL ,,79) 

The identification of training needs should be the point of departure for 

any training programme, otherwise one does not know what one would like to 

h
' 80) 

ac 1eve. Often this not-knowing-where-one-is-going-to, short-circuits 

the process "wd.h.. the vam hope of. p/tov.uu.n.g. :t/t.a.iJU.n.g. f.o/t a /teal, bu;t 

"- : ..J~~.J.,' I','ed need. ,,81) W~~&VL~ This implied ad hoc approach to training is, 

especially for local authorities, to costly and inefficient an approach. 

In local authorities, with their scarce financial resources, training should 

be to the point, alleviating training needs where it exist and in a manner 
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which is both cost-efficient and effective for the authority and the 

citizens. To meet these requirements, training needs should be determined 

in such a way that individual and collective needs are evident. It would 

perhaps be cost - and time-saving to identify training needs at the hand 

of a diagnostic model. In this way the real issues are addressed and no 

trial-and-error training programmes will be designed. One such 

diagnostic model was devised by Mager and Pipe and is illustrated as 

follows: 82 ) 
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Describe 
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Figure ll. A DJA9I05TJC MODeL FaR THE JD&vTJFJCATJON OF T'MJNJN~ AND 
DEVE~M&VT NEED5 
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JohnSon83 ) maintains that training needs should be determined for the 

following reasons: 

1 - so that people will be more productive in their present 

positions; 

2 - for the best institutional results, it is imperative that all 

officials perform at their optimum levels; and 

3 - the belief goes that 1IaJ.J.. Q-ood people, lleQ-G../LdJ..eA.-1 of- ollQ-ani.Aa.i:J...onaJ.. 

level, can do a Q-ood job, want ~o do a Q-ood job and wiJ..J.. do a Q-ood 

job - if- :the!! G../Le Q-iven a chance"84
) - because time, money and 

effort will go to waste if it is spent on irrelevant and surrogate 

training needs. 

The identification of training needs should be an ongoing process, i.e. the 

continued applicability of existing training programmes should be monitored 

regularly. It is only through this constant observation of training 

needs that the trainer would be able t o realise whether the needs are 

organisational-, skill- or attitude-directed. Knowing this, definite 

steps would be taken to classify the expressed training needs. 

4.2.1 

After trairiing needs have been identified and assessed, it may be 

classified in more than one way. Table 1 depicts the Siegel and Myrtle 

1 "f " t" 85) c aSSl lca lon. 
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Performance - based measures 

Efficiency/production records 
Management/functional audits 
Observation of performance 
Skill inventories 
Task analysis 

Assessment-centre results/ 
suggestions 

Critical incidents 
Observation of performance 
Performance-appraisal result 
Task analysis 

Opinion and judgement 
based measures 

Action research/organisation 
development designs 

Delphi/nominal group process 
Employee suggestions 
Questionnaires/surveys 
Problem-solving efforts 

Employee requests 

Interviews 
Self-assessments 

Supervisory/managerial 
recommendations 

Table 1. THe SJeg.L AND /r1YRTLe CLAS5JFJCATJON OF 
T'RAJNJNy NeeDS 

Training needs may also be classified as follows: 86 ) 

Type one: 
Training needs for leading officials 
Training needs for non-leading officials 

Type two: 
Training needs for involving skills 
Training needs for involving knowledge 
Training needs for involving attitudes 

Type three: 
Apparent training needs 
Non-apparent training needs 

Each position has performance standards that should be met 

and the extent to which these standards are no~ met will be 

indicative of the training needs. On the strength of this 

approach, Craig and Bittel classify training needs as those 

which: 87 ) 
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fTIJ.L-1t. be met. immedi...at.uy-; 
can be met. in. -the f.;.d:..W1.e; 
caJ.,L /-01/. /-01l..maJ.. t.II..ain.in.rJ adivit.ieA; 
caJ.,L /-01/. in./-01l..maJ.. t.II..ain.in.rJ adivit.ieA; 
caJ..J.. /-01/. on--the-job iJwt.ll..udion; 
caJ.,L /-01/. o/-/---the-job iJwt.ll..udion; 
-the iJw:ti.tu:ti..on can meet. beAt. wit.hin. d:.Ael/-; 
-the iJwt.it.ut.ion can meet. beAt. t.hII..ourJ-h oll.t4.i..de l/.eAOWl.CeA; 
an in.di...viduaJ.. can meet. in. concell..t. wi-th o-thVV1; 
an in.di...viduaJ.. can meet. only- by- h.i.rM u/-". 

In South Africa few newcomers join the municipal service fully equipped 

for the task ahead. 88 ) To aggravate this state of affairs the technology 

of positions and the municipal environment are continually changing. 

Having regard to this fact and in evaluating the reasons for training 

of municipal officials, the training need classification by Stahl 

would probably be suitable. According to Stahl training needs should 

be classified into three groups, though broad and sketchy, and should 

provide for all possible combinations of training needs, be it on the 

level of functional activity, specific occupational groups or leading 

officials, and even whether the needs are apparent or not. These three 

levels are: 89 ) 

1 - oll..ient.at.ion - whereby the newly appointed officials are exposed to 

the distinctive institutional environment, in other words, policy, 

operations, citizen approach, and the place of their specific 

duties in the total institution; 

2 - pell../-oll..mance hnpl/.ovement. - a constant inculcation of new skills, 

knowledge and information, whereby improved performance levels 

are obtained; and 
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3 - exten4ion of employee capacity, i.e. preparing them for tasks 

with more responsibilities and teaching them the ability to guide 

other officials and allowing the institution to build a "11.~VLvo.iA 

of- taJ..en;t" for the highest positions in the echelon. 

Each classification type has its advantages and disadvantages. The 

institution will have to apply the type that suits its specific needs 

best. In essence, the different types all wish to do the same, namely:-

to highlight the difference in training needs between leading 

officials and lower level functionaries as a result of the disparity 

in their operating environments. The needs of leading officials 

are primarily an attitudenal one, whilst that of lower level 

functionaries are normally skill and/or knowledge related; 

to clearly distinguish between training needs based on skills, 

knowledge and attitudes. Skill training wants to improve proficiency, 

reduce accidents and utilise time and money efficiency, whilst 

knowledge training is directed at "the iJn{Jlwvemen;t in an. indi..viduaJ..'-1 

k.nowJ..edg.e in Q/Z.eM nec~-1Q/Z.1J 0 11. WJe{.LU to fWn in PVLf-OIlJTUn.g. a tMk.. ,,90) 

Attitude training, which involves the betterment of the individual's 

perception of his environment or his job situation, is primarily 

geared to help the individuRl to be less change resistant and 

prepared to assimilate other points of view. 91 ) 

In the endeavour to determine training needs, a clear distinction should, 

in the light of the above exposition, be made between training relating 

to the organisational/job situation and training relating to the ability 

of the individual to perform, in other words, human resources improvement. 
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As this thesis concentrates on the training and development of the human 

element, the methods to determine the need for training will now be 

discussed. 

4.2.2 M_.LL -1. d . . . _-1. 92 ) 
(f(~LOU/.J to eteAf1UJ1.e Ua.uun.g. n.eav.J 

Within the broad spectrum of training needs, it could be established 

what is required in terms of training, by the individual p~ ~e, 

or all individuals collectively, according to their respective functional 

activities and/or occupational groups. The existence of a training need 

is determined by using a simple formula, v~~. 

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE - ACTUAL PERFORMANCE = NEED93 ) 

Before this formula is applied, however, some indication is required that 

there is in fact some degree of disparity between what ~ and what ~hou1d. 

This indication or evidence could be derived from: 94 ) 

new officials who need to learn the specific operating (~~c) 

equipment of the municipality involved; 

internally transferred or promoted officials should know all 

aspects of their jobs; 

officials whose professional registration, requires them to do 

an internship or clerkship; 

high occurrence of accidents, injuries, losses and damage to persons, 

equipment and production; 

high staff turnover and absenteeism; 

decisions to implement new stategies, technology or expansion 

of current operations; and 

frequent industrial disputes, strikes and boycotts. 
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The methods applied to determine training needs are diversified and, 

irrespective of the nature thereof, have to answer the following 

. 95) 
questlons: 

where are you (the institution) now? 
where do you want to go? 
how are you going to get there? 
what is inhibiting you? 
what can/should training do? 

for you? 
how? 
by when? 

The size of the municipality, the number of officials, the money and time 

on hand and the attitude of the municipal council towards training, 

are factors influencing not only the determination of training needs, but 

also the creation and existence of a training section, whether independent 

. d . th d t t' . f . . . 1 . t 96 ) or lncorporate lnto ano er epar men ln a specl lC munlclpa 1 y. 

The training officer, knowing that there are many ways of determining 

training needs, should not apply all of them in the municipality 

concerned. He should rather devise and apply methods that would best 

suit his specific circumstances, as it remains, in the final analysis, 

his aim to determine what addi Uonal ".-1k.~, k.rwwJ..ed[)-e Oil. wuiell..-1;tandi.n..[)-

an mdi..viduaJ. Oil. [)-Il.oup need.<! ;to be mOll.e pll.oduc:t.i.ve, effec:t.i.ve and 

ef4ci...en:t.". 9 7 ) 

The diagnostic methods applied, would be determined by the approach of 

identifying training needs, in other words, whether it is ll.eaGtive or 

pll.oac:t.i.ve. Reactive refers to "ac:t.i.n[)- m ll.e.-1pon.-1e ;to .-1ome.i:.lUn.[)- eviden:t. 

m :the OIl.[)-aniJ.a:t.i.on", whilst proactive means ";to an;ti.ci...pa;te wha;t need.<! 

:the oll.[)-aniJ.a:t.i.on wiJ..-L have, ;to i.n:t.eIl.PIl.e;t :the .-1i.;tua:t.i.on i.n:t.o which :the 

oll.[)-aniJ.a:t.i.on i..-1 movm[)- and :t.il.aiJL empJ..oy..ee.-1 ;to cope m :tha;t .-1uua:t.i.on. ,,98) 
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Most municipalities in South Africa that actively undertake training 

programmes, such as Port Elizabeth, Newcastle, Durban, Pietermaritzburg, 

Johannesburg, Cape Town, Bloemfontein, apply both approaches, depending 

on the functional level and individual circumstances requiring 

.. 99) 
tra1.n1.ng. 

Some of the methods used in determining training needs are the following: 

4.2.2.1 

Analysis is applied to determine whether any activity (job/operation), 

equipment, problems, behaviour or the institution it self, needs updating. 

Analysis of weaknesses in any of the above components of the institution 

will indicate that corrective steps should be taken. 

However, the analysis does not indicate what should be done to correct 

what is unacceptable, in other words, it is primarily just an endeavour 

to provide clues as to training needs. When analysing any field, 

contributions could be obtained from the supervisor, the official doing 

the work or handling the equipment and even the supplier of the equipment. 

As J ohnson says: "amonf}.the bvd. (anaJ..!j-1M) we /-i..nd OWl. -1-l.X f-a.l..J:.hf,.LU 

/A-i..end-1: what, wluj, who, when, whfVI.e and how. ,,100) To be effective, 

though, the analysing procedure should be simple, with only a few 

essential steps and directed at bringing about a better understanding 

between institution, man and machine. 
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4.2.2.2 rp vz.f-o/lJTlQftce app/l.av.,aJ.. 

101) . 
Being a municipal institution, the career personnel system 1S 

followed. In order to implement this career system to its full 

consequences, the behaviour and performance of people have to be 

evaluated. In every institution their fixed standards apply to what 

is expected of each official. The appraisal sets out to establish to 

what extent the official's performance meets the set standards. There 

is currently more than one interpretation and application of performance 

f . . . 1· t· 102) appraisal in South A r1can mun1c1pa 1 1es. As this specific issue 

falls outside the scope of this thesis, suffice it to say, that all 

municipalities at regular three, six or twelve monthly intervals report, 

according to prescribed p/l.O f-o/lJTla, on the ability of the official to 

meet the standard requirements of his position. In this manner, individual 

and collective training and development needs are assessed. 

4.2.2.3 

Brainstorming and buzzing methods are applied amongst homogenous groups, 

for example, finance clerks, housing clerks, building inspectors, traffic 

wardens. Brainstorming requires of participants to come up with ~eQ4 

within a given time limit. No discussion is allowed at this stage, 

as the objective is to think of problems as quickly as possible. After 

expiry of the time limit additional explanatory discussion is allowed. 

More or less the same applies during buzzing, which as a group-dynamic 

technique, is applied to stimulate the thinking of the group in such a 

way that they indicate their collective needs for training and to present 

solutions to common problems. 103 ) 
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4.2.2.4 

Committees, conferences surveys and tests bring together a number of 

experts to investigate and examine pronounced problem areas and to 

provide corrective recommendations. Al though the recommendations are 

more advisory than prescriptive, training needs are identified and 

corrective steps are highlighted. As the identification of training 

and development needs are lengthy, time-consuming and costly exercises, 

the above means have the advantage that it can be applied in constituent 

parts of the institution only. In this way, a thorough job can be made of 

correcting and the bringing in line of expected and actual performance 

and productions levels. Tests provide for quick, cheap and easy way of 

knowing exactly what the official does not know. Tests can expect a 

physical performance of the task, or request an oral or written response. 

Specific demarcated areas can be tested and being objective, the, gaps in 

knowledge in performing the task and how it, in fact ,- should be done, 

1 t . . d 104) equa s ralnlng nee s. 

Other methods of determining training needs, inclu~e card sorting, 

checklist, counselling, informal talks, interviews and incident patterns. 

All the methods which could be applied, could indicate both individual and 

group training needs, how far it is apart and/or how close it is 

105) together. 

The need to identify training needs is inseparable from knowing where 

the training is leading to~ in other words, what is to be achieved by the 

officials, individually and collectively as an institution serving the 

community. For this reason some attention should now be directed to the 

setting of training objectives. 
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5. 5ETTJNC; T'RAJNJNC; OBJECTJVE5 

Determining the needs for training makes one realise that training should 

be planned and goal-directed, in other words, it should endeavour to 

reach specified objectives. It is a truism that training aims to 

equipping the trainee to be more competent and knowledgeable. However, 

training is not the magic formula to correct grass-root weaknesses, 

whether it is poor recruitment and selection practices, inefficient 

. t · 1 t t 106) management or a badly designed organlsa lona s ruc ure. Whether 

. . . 107) training needs are determlned proactlvely or reactlvely, the result 

should be a visible improvement in performance levels. 

As and when the training needs are identified, the areas of training are 

highlighted. The next step would, therefore, be to draft a programme of 

action to satisfy these needs. This process, according to Petasis, is 

,,~++;~ .p +" .. b ' ~+; ,,108) called the ~~~Lg o~ ~L~g 0 ie~ve~ • Watson, again, regards 

an objective as "a ~:tatemen..;t :that d~CA..-i..b~ a d~iA.ed, f.u;t.Wl.e concLU:.i..on " , 109) 

that serves two purposes, vi~. a way of channeling efforts toward definite 

purposes and a basis ~hereby the effectiveness of these efforts can be 

110) 
evaluated. Training objectives can therefore be regarded as the 

direct or indirect targets the trainer is aiming for. 

What then are the characteristics of training objectives? Training 

objectives should be clearly stated and be subjected to continual evaluation 

to determine whether it still meets the requirements of time and place. 

Another characteristic is that acceptable levels of achievement should be 

known. 111) To these characteristics, Watson adds the importance of 

objectives being written, despite it being a laborious and difficult task. 112 ) 
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In this way, real training needs are identified and no room is left 

for assumptions or wrong interpretations. 

Whilst training is necessitated by the increased complexity of tasks, new 

tasks and techniques, increased producer competition and shortages of trained 

personnel, the objectives of training could be listed as efforts to obtain 

113) 
and prevent: 

abuse and waste of equipment; 
improved worker relations; 
improved work methods and procedures; 
higher levels of personal initiative; 
less labour turnover; 
less industrial accidents; 
shortened training periods; 
less supervision; 
less maintenance costs; and 

At the same time: 
increased morale; 
increased quality; 
increased communication; and 
improved market competitiveness of labour could serve as additional 
objectives of training. 

Setting training objectives is a means of prescribing those training 

requirements that would lead to improvements in the training approach of 

the municipality and the training programmes emanating therefrom. Training 

objectives should be specific about what is to be learnt, as well as how it 

is intended to measure what has been learnt. 114 ) Training objectives 

should also form the backbone in the design of training courses and the 

causal effect thereof is one of greater involvement and commitment of both 

officials and the municipal council as the direction and intentions are 

freely communicated. 115 ) 

In South Africa the objectives of training at municipal government level 

are closely related to the ~aiAOn4 d/~e of local authorities, v~J. 
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improvement of the general well-being of all citizens. Hanekom and Viljoen 

regard the following as the most important objectives of training in any 

. 116) local authorlty: 

1 - Manpower planning - through training, available manpower could 

become more 'utilisable' and any practices of und~- or mi4utilisation 

can be curtailed. South African municipalities, especially the 

smaller, less viable ones, are faced with the harsh reality that 

irrespective of available manpower, a number of indispensable 

community services have to be rendered. Through planned training, 

expected manpower shortages could be limited. It is especially 

in the process of prevention of manpower shortages that the 

importance of timely training is unQerlined. 

2 - Higher standards of community services - in the wake of economic 

growth and prosperity, follows a flood of higher expectations of 

the community. This demand for more and better services is also 

influenced by political developments, and especially in the light 

of the new constitutional dispensation. It follows that the 
• 

municipality could only render this increased quality (and quantity) 

services if there is a concomitant increase in standard and level 

of the training of officials. 

3 - Increased involvement in current affairs - added to the above, the 

new constitutional arrangements call for a drastic change of 

attitudes of all citizens with regards to daily life. The days 

have long gone by that one could turn a blind eye to, especially, 

political matters, as the latter seems to influence our well-being 
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more than anything else. As municipal officials have this dual 

role of being citizens and officials, it is imperative that their 

knowledge of and interest in current affairs be impeccable. This 

state of affairs can be achieved only through proper training 

programmes which do not overemphasise one aspect of current affairs, 

for example, poli~ics to the detriment of all other equally 

important aspects, such as, housing, pedestrian crossings or 

recreational facilities. 

From the above exposition it is clear that training and development p~ ~e 

become worthless, unless it is clear what is to be the outcome of such 

endeavours. For this reason, each municipality would have to survey its 

fields of activity and define exactly what it wants to achieve with 

training and development of its staff complement, in other words, clearly 

defined training and development objectives have to be set. 

6. 5U!rJ!rJA'RY 

Man is continually in search of excellence, be it in his work or ~is 

inventions. It is particularly this unstoppable search that causes him 

to get to know it. Training is the link between getting to know something 

old and something new; the link to explore a hitherto unknown commodity. 

South Africa has in no way escaped this continual innovative drive and, 
~ 

therefore, cannot, exonerate itself from the responsibility to train and . 

develop people in the n0V art of living and working. 
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Central Government, through its manpower training policies, tries to 

afford each citizen the right and access to training. Over and above 

being responsible for preparing all people for a good life, Central 

Government is also setting the pace of developments such as economic growth, 

socio-cultural awareness and constitutional change. Currently constitutional 

change in South Africa are being finalised and implemented piecemeal. 

Therefore, administrators of the Central Government and the sub-governmental 

institutions, such as local authorities, have to be fully aware of this impact 

and demands on the administrative infra-structures. Whilst one would err to 

regard political turbulences as the only reason for training and development 

of personnel, the importance of a thorough knowledge thereof, can never be 

overemphasised. 

Owing to the close proximity of local authorities to the everyday 

activities of the ordinary citizen, an extra burden rests on the shoulders 

of local government officials and employees to be informed, knowledgeable 

and competent. A survey of the underlying needs for training is most 

extensive and covers reasons from modern fly-fishing equipment to new ways 

of solid waste disposal. It is only through properly surveyed and planned 

investigations that training objectives can be determined, thus completing 

the cycle of why, where, when, how and with what these objectives should 

be achieved. This is the only way in which training and development could 

come within the reach of every municipal employee. However, after having 

determined all the training needs and setting all the objectives, these 

objectives have to be implemented and attained. For this reason, the next 

chapter endeavours to ascertain which methods of training and development 

exist and how each municipality, in the light of its distinctive charac= 

teristics, could put it to its best use in order to meet the set training 

objectives and eliminate the expressed and implied needs of training. 
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1. JNTROnuCTJON 

CHAPTER VI 

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES 

AND THE UTILISATION THEREOF 

With the aftermath of the new contstitutional dispensation in South 

Africa, comes the realisation that local government is faced with a 

lack of suitably trained personnel. Although the objectives of training 

could be determined in the light of the expressed need for training, 

it is no assurance that training will in effect, take place. Therefore, 

it is important to note that whereas the oc~ence of training is 

linked to the availability of facilities the ~ucc~~ of training is 

dependent on how these facilities are utilised. 1 ) John Poppleton's 

contention that "the WO/l.J..d of- ch.ang.e doe~ not. of-f-e/l. local.. g.OVVlf1ITlen:t 

any exemp~on ~om ~ /l.u1~", 2) underlines the necessity of local authori= 

ties to, ~~ alia, also train and develop their personnel in an effort 

to cope with modern-day challenges. 

In addition, the new political dispensation provides for the creation of 

'own' local authorities
3

) for the various population groups based on the 

viability of the particular community and the extent ion of functions at 

the local government level. Consequently, achievement of this objective 

exerts more pressure on the local authorities to provide for expertise 

and trained personnel.
4

) Although a Local.. ~OVe/l.nmen:t T/l.aining. BOQ/l.d and 

- Fund have been established in terms of the Local ~OVe/l.nmen:t T/l.ainin[J 
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Act, 1985 (Act 41 of 1985)5), this T~ainin~ Bo~d and T~ainin~ Fund 

are, not as yet, fully operational and individual municipalities are, 

therefore, still left to their own devices for the training and development 

. 6) of thelr personnel. Realising therefore, the need for training, 

as well as the importance of training-by-objectives, the facilities 

available in South Africa and its concomitant utilisation, can now be 

examined. 

2. n4J50N5 D'CT~c OF Tn4JNJNy FACJLJTJc5 

In Chapter V a study was made of the needs and objectives of training 

and development at municipal government level. Taking cognisance of the 

diversified extent and nature of the services rendered by local authorities, 

it is clear that improvement of employee performance is no easy task. 

It is also the case that especially the smaller towns do not justify 

the employment of specialists for single fields of activity and, therefore, 

it could be expected of an official to undertake a function for which he 

is usually not fully equipped. This situation is universal and no amount 

of academic reasoning would ever change this practice. The fact remains 

that training and development have to facilitate a new level of performance, 

in- othel?-~words, at the end of the day the ratio between input and output 

should be described as hnp~oved p~tomnance. 7) 

The Ox.to~d cn~h dJ..ction~!} defines tac.i..lLt!} as "an aid which mah.e-1 il eM!} 

:to do :t.hinf)-1", whilst tac.i..lLta:t.e is described as ":to mah.e eM!}; :to J..e-1-1en 

:the dJ..t4c.u.J.;f:.!} 0 t •.• ,,8) What then do local authorities do to overcome 

the difficulties experienced in training and development? It could be 
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assumed that one would like to ease the training and development burden 

through the introduction and utilisation of the most cost-beneficial 

facili ties. 

It seems to be a world-wide trend to regard trained and well-equipped 

personnel as a "/l.eAoW1.ce, me -1uppllj of- w!U...ch.. l..4 C/l.~caJ.. :to me -1W1.vivaJ.. 

d P.. d - I P . ~+.. ~+.. ,,9) an. f-U.;t.wz.e evlOt-opnerU:. 0,... an. O/l.[J.GfU...J.UAA.-on O/l. a nUAA.-on • This notion 

is carried even further with the contention that the differences between 

countries are not so much the result of strategic, minerals, economic 

growth rates or internationally acceptable policies, but rather one of 

their people being able to make the most of these commodities. 10 ) With 

this in mind and relating it to the objective of local government, v~J.' 

the improvement of the general well-being of the community, it becomes 

clear that training and development are in fact regarded to be the backbone 

of the continued objective of serving the community. 

11) 
As indicated before, no one individual is, by virtue of either his 

knowledge or experience, capable of an immediate productive contribution 

to the institution. Most officials have either the knowledge or the 

experience, but very seldom a balanced proportion of both to exclude 

them from training. It is primarily as a result of this imbalance, that 

in dealing with the training task, the training process is divided into 

two sections, viJ.. pre-entry and post-entry training. 

Pre-entry training is important in especially young countries faced with 
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a manpower problem, not so much because of l ow population figures, but 

12) 
due to a lack of trained and educated personnel. Currently, South 

Africa has the added problem of constitutional changes which, int~ a1ia~ 

also call for rapid extent ion of the government and administration of 

local affairs to the Coloured, Indian and Black communities, whilst it 

previously was the responsibility of mainly the White parent local 

authorities. The newcomers to l ocal government do not only have ' to be 

trained in the usual run-of-the-mill matters in the municipality, but 

also has to be taught at the outset how to create, implement and operate 

the administrative infra-structures. 13) 

Various facilities could be created to ease the need for trained personnel. 

For example, experts could undertake preliminary investigations to 

establish training priorities. In most of the smaller towns, and especially 

the newly created local authorities, whether in the Republic of South 

Africa or in the National States, there is a critical shortage of trained, 

14) technical and maintenance personnel. Although the proposed regional 

services councils will, hopefully take care of these matters, it is still 

imperative for each local authority to have at least one qualified 

technician. In the National States, for example, technical institutions 

could be established to provide this knowledge, as it would not only 

reduce unemployment, but would really contribute to the easing of critical 

staff shortages in these areas - thereby helping the community to help 

itself. 

In an effort to ease the shortage of trained personnel, there is a growing 

tendency to provide prospective and current municipal officials with 

bursaries and, in some cases, even with the retention of salaries, to study 
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full-time or part-time at higher educational institutions in courses 

especially needed in municipal service, for example, medicine, engineering, 

nursing, f
o 0 15) 
~nanc~ng. On completion, it is expected of the student to 

16) 
join the sponsoring municipality for a specific number of years. It is 

essentially this method of easing the trained manpower shortage which 

"ed.u 0 _ I 0 0 ,,17 ) 
Coetzee labels as c~on~ ~~~ . Educational training 

provides for the provision of suitably trained lower echelon officials 

who, after attending additional ~e job directed in-service training 

h 1 . °t o 18) 
programmes, could be prepared for higher ec e on pos~ ~ons. 

The necessity to provide training programmes also led to the establishment 

of public and/or municipal service training institutions in other African 

countries. A number of States, such as Egypt, Sudan, Upper-Volta and 

Liberia invested in pre-entry training centres and schools which have to be 

o 0 0 1 0 0 1 ff 0 0 1 19 ) attended by prospect~ve c~v~ or mun~c~pa 0 ~c~a s. In South Africa 

job-related institutes, such as the Institute for Town Clerks and Municipal 

Treasurers and Accountants, offer courses which contribute to the resale 

value of the official, but is not yet compulsory for promotion or continued 

occupancy of a post. These Institutes are, however, more directed at 

post-entry training. It was found through research that it is mostly 

the socially accepted professional positions in the municipality, VL~. 

doctors, accountants and engineers,20) whose subordinates enjoy pre-entry 

training. Most other courses offered by the Institutes, Technikon RSA and 

the University of South Africa are read by existing personnel and is, 

therefore, regarded as post-entry training, although the training may not 

necessarily be job-oriented. Furthermore, research showed that pre-entry 

qualifications related more to fragmented ~Ltu~onaJ.. training. For 

example, training prepares the employee in a general direction or a course 
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where legally prescribed training programmes have to be followed, whilst 

post-entry training is more specific, preparing the individual for the 

specific job he currently holds or is expecte d to hold-tomorrow. With 

the exception of occupations with legally prescribed apprenticeship or 

clerkship training, municipal officials are not expected t o be in possessi:pn 

. 1· f· t · 21) of any specific post matrlc qua l lca lons. 

For purposes of this thesis, post-entry training is divided into two 

main groupings, viJ.induction courses and in-service training, which 

again is divided into on-the-job and off-the-job training. The main 

reasoning behind this distinction, is the truism that theoretical 

knowledge is not (yet ) sufficient to provide competent officials and, 

22) 
therefore, post-entry or in-service training programmes are necessary. 

A further distinction between induction - and in-service training programmes 

is required, because the same officials, in addition to not having the 

immediate functional knowledge of the institution, may know nothing 

about the lines of action of the institution, other than the knowledge 

gathered through hear-say or advertisements. The objectives of post-entry 

training, are, therefore, int~ a1i~ to: 23 ) 

teach the official the functional activities of h~s- job; 

make the institution's needs and objectives known to him; 

provide him with greater knowledge of responsibilities and job 

contents to advance to supervisory positions; and 

bring about insight and concern for the interaction between public 

and private needs. 
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With due regard to these objectives, induction - and in-service training 

are explained hereunder. 

2.1.1 

. 1 . 24) .. l' t . t t· h tt t . t th As d~scussed ear ~er, mun~c~pa ~ns ~ u ~ons pay muc a en ~on 0 e 

recruitment and selection of personnel. Considerable care is also taken 

with the placement of the newly appointed official. No wonder then that 

whilst selection is "LMua.J.l.Jj ll.er;.aA.ded M a ner;.a:ti.ve pIl.OC01~, -<... e. 

Il.ejec:ti...on of- can.dU:La:t01 f-Oll. a po~~on, pJ..aceJneiU:. i.A (COMMeIl.edJ a 

po~~ve pIl.OC01~", 25) whereby positions are filled with suitably qualified 

1 . t d' d' . d 1 " ~ +ch d,,26) . th th . t f th app ~can s an ~n ~v~ ua s are m~ e w~ e requ~remen s 0 e 

. t· t t' 27) 
~ns ~ u ~on. This fusi0n process of matching was described by Bakke 

in 1953, as the institution's ~oC£alLJa:ti.on of the newcomer and the 

newcomer's pell.~onalL~r;. with the institution. 28 ) This could be obtained 

if the candidate has a clear and accurate knowledge of what he is supposed 

to do, possesses the minimum required skills and knows what levels of 

performance would be acceptable. 
29) 

0nce placed, steps should be taken 

to ensure that, by meeting the individual's needs and interests, the 

. 11 k th .. 1 . h . 30 ) newcomer w~ ma e e mun~c~pa serv~ce ~s career. 

31) 
Induction entails three stages, v~J. pre-announcement - announcement-

and continuation. 

2.1.1.1 

First favourable impressions of the institution are important in formulating 

the newcomer's eventual ideas of the municipal service. In Britain, for 
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example, the newcomer, before he actually reports for duty, is presented 

with a booklet,32) giving descriptions on the history, ~rad~~io~, goals 

and regulations of the public/municipal service and wishing him "g.ood J..u..ck. 

• ~ J.J.. 1_ I : " 33) f .i..n ••• (a) CQlLeeA .i..n -the -1eAv,{"ce 01-- -(./Le puu-u..c • Another way 0 

introducing the newcomer to his new environment, is by writing a letter, 

stating the expected date of commencement of duty, the time and place of 

arrival, as well as who shall be there to meet him. An impression of 

interest in the newcomer is created and could contribute to decrease 

first-day nervousness and create a feeling of interest by the employer 

in the new employee. 

2.1.1.2 Ilf1JWWl.cement. -1tag.e 

During the announcement stage, the newcomer should be acquainted with his 

total duty sheet and what is expected of him in terms of responsibility 

and performance. Should this be neglected, he could in future, refuse 

to undertake a duty, simply, because he was not originally introduced 

to it. 34 ) The announcement stage should be aimed at making the newcomer 

feel at home, comfortable and is met by a friendly, sympatheti~ and 

warm atmosphere. It should be remembered that a newcomer is also a person 

and should be honoured and respected for his individualism. If the 

newcomer's assimilation in the job environment is not smooth and swift, 

he could feel a nuisance, perform poorly and even resign. 35 ) Although 

the feeling of be.i..ng. wanted should preferably be created, the newcomer 

should not be smothered with questions on his life and objectives. In 
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making a newcomer part of the section or department, a clear distinction 

36) 
and balance between interest and inquisitiveness should be made and kept, 

otherwise he could be scared off. 

This ~ettin~-to-know stage should be the responsibility of the immediate 

supervisor. As this is a rather personal, delicate, formative process, 

it calls for a vigilant, understanding person, properly trained in 

dealing with newcomers. It is the supervisor who should prepare other 

officials for the newcomer's arrival, explaining his job and non-com= 

t OtO 37) d th f hO t pe l lveness an pave e way or lS accep ance. The supervisor should 

also see to it that the newcomer is introduced to everybody with whom he 

is to work within that department, from the town clerk to the office 

maintenance personnel. More important perhaps of any of the afore-

mentioned requirements, the newcomer mu4t know from whom he is to take 

instructions, to whom he should report and with whom he could discuss 

problem areas, in other words, the correct channels of communication 

should be explained. 38 ) 

2.1.1.3 

As soon as the initial introductory stage is completed, all available 

reading matter concerning the individual's job should be given to him, 

so that he at least knows where each task originates from. At the 

same time he is introduced to the various forms in use and the sequence 

of work flow in his office within the broad spectrum of the department. 

The supervisor should, however, guard against giving too much information 

at one meeting or confusing the newcomer. A possible solution to this 
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problem could be the introduction of units where induction is undertaken 

39) 
by specially trained staff, as Adu states: " .•. the nomnal technique 

lLeAOJU:.ed. to helLe, .i/.J that of- cLi.A.ected expvzJ..enc.e undeIL the c.J.o~e ~UpeIL= 

" ,P . ed..PI' .. 11 40) v.t./.l.<..on of-- an. expell..<..enc. 0f--f-A-c.eIL. Having a definite induction unit, 

could also, on the one hand, limit the possibility of leaving the 

particular function in the hands of people not suitably qualified, who 

might scare the newcomer off and, on the other hand, contribute in 

h b f d . b Y d 41 ) . reaching t e 0 jectives or in uctlon as stated y 0 er, v'<"3. : 

(a) establish favourable job impression and attitude; 

(b) create the feeling of belonging; 

(c) establish a basis for teamwork; 

(d) reduce labour turnover, especially amongst new appointees; 

(e) saving time and trouble for the supervisor and colleagues in 

terms of getting to know how the various tasks and activities 

get together; and 

(f) decrease grievances mainly based on ignorance of the job 

environment. 

Induction should not be mistaken as quasi-training42 ) programmes and 

should be restricted to introducing the job to the newcomer, acquainting 

him with the job terminology and indicating how the numerous activities 
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43) 
fit together in reaching the ultimate objective of local government. 

In the final analysis the foundations laid during induction will 

contribute to the willingness and motivation of the official to do his 

best in pursuit of institutional objectives, in other words the extent 

to which he could be trained and developed. 

2.1.2 

Having been exposed to the induction programmes, the newcomer is only 

introduced to his new work environment and has received little, if any, 

functional, job-directed training. It is essentially this gap between 

"-1e:U:.J.JJLf) down in. one '-1 new job and lZ.eaclU.n.f) one '-1 opi:.iJnwn plZ.oduc;ti..on 

level4", that is bridged by in-service training. 45 ) As indicated 

1 . 46) t .. . d d t th ff . . l' . 11 t 1 ear 1er, ra1n1ng 1S epen en on e 0 1C1a s W1 0 earn. 

Whilst learning can take place under a diversity of circumstances, it is 

fairly difficult to say where "CMuai chance i:A.aiJU..nf) le;&j o/.t and (whelZ.e) 

planned, pUlZ.po-1e/.u1 i:A.aiJU..nf) be~".47) For this reason in-service 

training has to be thoroughly planned, programmed and offered at fixed 

times and at fixed intervals. 

In-service training gets a further impetus when it is realised that the 

ultimate aim of local authorities is to have officials who are "capable 

o/. e/./.i.-cientl!J- -1~f.!I-in.f) :the communU!J- need-1 /.OIZ. :the vGA.i..OU-1 popuia:ti.on 

f)lZ.OUp-1".48) Whilst this requirement is expressed in the light of the 

new constitutional directives, it emphasises the belief that in-service 

training, as far as attitudes and personal relationships49) are concerned, 

is an ongoing, process. Over the years, numerous in-service training 
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d . d 50) methods have been eVlse . A careful selection should, however, 

be made of those methods which best suit the environment of municipal 

administration. Moreover, these methods should be refined further to 

suit the requirements of a particular municipality. It is in this vein 

".LL _.LL d .L b d.L.LL,'.L _.L,' ,,51) that Rabey maintains that A. .. !Le meA..JLO mJ../.4A". e f}eaAe A".O A. .. !Le -<l-<.A...UUA..A...on • 

The reason for this, being, int.~ alia, the different po~cal arenas 

in which municipalities operate; the particular atmosphere and circumstances 

prevailing in the particular areas; the primary objectives of the particular 

municipality and finally, due regard being had to the fact that the 

majority of municipal personnel are generalists in the work environment. 

Consequently, a number of training methods are directed at skill improvement 

in an endeavour to produce the needed specialists at municipal government 

level. 

In the light of the above exposition, training methods suitable for 

municipalities can now be discussed. 

3. T'RAJNJN[; fricTHOD5 

A student in training methods may find himself in a terminological 

labyrinth, as there are as many methods as there are authors on the subject, 

each trying to identify an individualism in dealing with the issue. Petasis, 

in his book P~actical ~aininf} mem.od-<! to~ 50u:th~ A~ca, wishes to 

distinguish between teacJU..n..f} mode-<! and teacJU..n..f} aJ..d..:J when he deals with 

the ways that could be employed to train officials. 52) Most authors do 

not draw this distinction, but prefer to differentiate between methods 

which would best suit off-the-job and on-the-job training programmes,53) 

or else distinguish between teaching methods and teaching strategies. 54) 
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55) 
Beach, for example, classify the methods as: 

1. on-the-job; 

2. vestibule; 

3. classroom methods: 
(a) lecture; 
(b) conference; 
(c) case-study; 
(d) role-playing; 
(e) programmed instruction; 
(f) computer-assisted instruction; 

4. other methods: 
(a) demonstration; 
(b) simulation of games. 

Sikula56 ) again, classify training methods as depicted in figure 12: 

1 
TRAINING METHODS I 

I On-the-job I1 Vestibule 11 Class room 11 Demonstration 
11 

Simulation I 

I I 
I j Apprenticeship j I Other 

I 
I Conference 11 Case-Study 11 Lecture 11 Roleplaying 

11 

I 
Programmed Instruction 

Figure 12. 5JKULA'5 CLA55JFJCATJON OF T'RAJNJN<; (r)tTHOD5 
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In addition to these classifications, Siegel and Myrtle have developed a 

"walj of- vi..Aua1,W.iJtg. :the w-Lde v<l/l.J..etlj of- me:t.hod.-:J" by classifying the 

t
. 57) 

methods by form of instruc lone The first group of methods is regarded 

as .iJtf-o~al p~e4entatLOn4, which include teaching strategies, such as 

lectures, seminars and recently, video tapes, tele-conferencing and 

computer-assisted instruction. The second group is based on current 

. . 1 .p _...J •• I... 1 . 58) p;u.nCA_P-<.e4 ot-- <1.C..l.I.iA.A. -<.eG..l7JUJlg.. These methods are based on the 

assumptions that (i) the trainee, in terms of self-concept, through 

training, moves away from being a dependent personality to being a self-

directing being; and (ii) that experience and readiness to learn are 

important resources for learning. The third group of teaching methods 

is ~~uctional ~echnique4 which refer to on-the-job strategies, 

apprenticeships and internships. These methods are regarded as being the 

oldest of all training and development strategies, and as a result, time 

has caused it to take on a developmental orientation. 59) 

Having regard to all these methods ·and reviewing the South African situation, 

a specific training pattern with given methods and strategies is not clear. 60 ) 

Despite the lack of an explicit traini ng method classification, it would 

appear as if the classification provided by Beach61 ) is widely applied in 

those South African municipalities wh i ch are in fact, actively involved 

in systematic and planned training and development projects. 

Before a closer examination of suitab l e training methods is embarked 

upon, it should once again be stressed that the specific ~c~~anc.e4 

of the municipality are of the utmost importance in the selection of 

62 ) 
a group of training methods. For example, it would be non-sensical 

for the municipality of Bergville to introduce an apprentice training 
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course if the one mechanic could easily attend a refresher course at 

Estcourt or if the Ladysmith municipality could provide a relief mechanic 

during a crisis. 63 } Added to this, the co~~ of a training method in terms 

of acquisition an.d application, should be a definite consideration in 

the decision. Other criteria that influence the decision on which 

training methods are most suitable, are: 

the kinds of (new) behaviour one wishes to provoke; 

trainee diversity, such as ethonolinguistic difference, cultural 

values, and physical ability; and 

the extent of incorporation and utilisation of the known learning 

. . 1 64) prlnclp es. 

In summary, the correct selection of the most suitable training methods, 

is essential in order to gain maximum advantage from training and 

development. 

3.1 On-the-job ~ainin~ 

The term on-the-job training is self-explanatory, meaning that an official 

is trained in the real work situation. 65 ) On-the-job training does not 

expect of the trainee to leave his work place, tools or equipment and he 

is shown and instructed in a familiar atmosphere how to use the ute~~ 

66} 
of his occupation or trade. In this way guidance is usually given by 

a more knowledgeable person who need not be the supervisor, but any other 

worker more experienced in the use of the information for instruction. 57 ) 

Petasis maintains that on-the-job training is used primarily to train 
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°t 68) b t Id dOff f th O 
non-managerial staff and new recrUl s , u one cou l er rom lS 

narrow view, as it has been observed that, irrespective of ranking, all 

newcomers to a particular position, need to be shown the know-how needed 

for the newly acquired post. 
o bOt 69) Most training is of the on-the-Jo varle y. 

Whether formal and systematic or informal and haphazard, a person still 

learns his job simply by watching others doing it and later on copying 

d b h 
0 70) 

these observe e aVlours. 

3.1.1 AdvarLtag.e4 

As the official need not be taken away from his desk, the most obvious 

advantages of on-the-job training is that it is cheap, fairly simple and 

it" eJ..l..trUn.cd.e4 the p'wbJ..em 01- UGfl./1I-vz. 01- J..eG./l.fLi.n..g. -1.utce the el-l-e0f:A 01-

ua.in.ing. can be demonAucd.ed on the job". 71) A further advantage of this 

training method is that it is most appropriate for teaching knowledge and 

skills which can be acquired in a relatively short time span or if a 

few officials have to be trained simultaneously for uniform positions. 

The most obvious advantage lies in it's most obvious application, vi~. 

the training of unskilled and semi-skilled workers, manual and clerical 

posi tions, and that it "peAIT1-i.t.-1 the ua.mee to J..ea/I.fL on the actual.. 

eguipnent and .ut the envi.A.onm.ent 01- h-W job". 72) On-the-job training is, 

therefore, easily accessible to everybody and brings training and 

development within the reach of especially the economic weaker, unskilled 

and semi-skilled worker who may not be able to pay for training in the 

labour market. 
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3.1.2 

The major disadvantages of on-the-job training could perhaps be obscured 

by its main advantage - easy and cheap and accessible. The reason being 

that this kind of training is given by a more experienced worker, albeit 

an equal ranker or a supervisor. It has been observed and scientifically 

verified that often it is this method that teaches the worker how no~ 

to do the job, in other words, the trainee learns the way the supervisor 

does the job. However, this way could be full of short-cuts, bad habits 

73) and danger zones. The more experienced one gets in doing a job, the 

more one tends to become over-confident. This is when the instructing-

agent (be it a supervisor or a more experienced colleague) should realise 

that it takes as specific skill to transfer knowledge and how-~o-do 

t 
. 74) 

o a nOVlce. 

A second disadvantage is that the supervisor's eagerness to get the 

newcomer productive could cause him to "-1ligAt me piU.n.ci..p-Le-1 an.d meOl7..1J 

(ot even me -1.unpfu~ ~CMk) m tavol1.ll. ot .iJnmedi...~e pl7..oduc:ti..on". 75) A 

third disadvantage lies in the fact that on-the-job training could be 

untidy, disorganised and haphazard,76) and finally, being new to the 

environment, the trainee may not be used to the customary noises, music, 

laughter and chatter and as a result of this, could, during the training 

process, easily loose concentration in the task. 77 ) 

According to Milkovich and Glueck, a disadvantage of on-the-job training 

may not necessarily be a disadvantage, should the risk involved be 

realised. In the aforementioned eagerness of productivity, the newcomer 
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may experience a degree of nervousness. In his eagerness to produce 

he may break or damage machinery, misfile information, approve invalid 

building plans, render low quality service and leave citizens dissatisfied 

and dismayed with their town's municipal service.
78

) These are calculable 

risks and in an effort to eliminate or, at least, reduce the negative 

results thereof, the municipal training officer could apply the job 

instruction training (JIT) methods. 79 ) In this way an atmosphere of 

increased productivity and no or little negative results could rapidly 

be created. 

3.1.3 

As is the case with on-the-job training, the term ott-the-job training 

tl h t "t " f the J"ob. 80 ) means exac y w a 1 says, VL~. away rom Off-the-job 

training refers to all those methods where the official is physically 

removed from his work environment, yet i t is expected of him to remain 

in contact mentally. It is when off-the-job methods are applied, that the 

relatedness and advantages of on-the-job training become clear. As off

the-job training takes place away form the task,81) but not necessarily 

the institution, it could happen that irrelevant information is given to 

the trainee. This is not as a result of any problem experienced by the 

trainer; it is mainly as a result of the fact that the trainer is, in the 

majority of cases, not the supervisor of that specific task. Together 

with this problem, is the lack of actual reinforcement in the actual job 

" t t" 82) h Sl ua 10n. T e ideal situation during all training sessions is that the 

trainee should be able to return to his task immediately on receipt of 

knowledge and apply it. In this way errors can be corrected immediately 
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and continual reinforcement as a result of incorrect applications are 

non-existent. It is especially this ideal situation which gave rise to 

the creation of related apprenticeship i nstruction (RAI),83) where 

on-the-job and off-the-job training lead to the advantage of the institution. 

The related apprenticeship instruction method is usually applied for 

clerkships (accountants), internships (doctors) and apprenticeships 

(technical personnel), i.e. positions which call for a reasonable amount 

of hand dexterity and/or manual work. However, it is, in effect indirectly 

extended to all fields of work, as every official needs a period of 

acquaintanceship in his job before optimum utilisation and performance 

84) levels are reached. 

In the light of this, it is clear that on-the-job training is an all-

embracing method as it is the o~ ~ethod that can be applied indiscrimi= 

nately to all grades, all types of jobs and all individuals. 

One dictionary defines the term 'vestibule' as being a lobby or entrance 

hall to a building,85) whilst another adds 1/ ••• a ~all hall O~ lobb~ 

/Aom wlU.ch dOOM open .uu:.o -the IIMioUA i...nn.M ~OOfTl,1I/. 86) Naturally this 

is what vestibule training sets out to do, i.e. to introduce the official 

to the institution ~ough IIMioUA doo~~. For example, as a training 

method, the vestibule technique comprises a school or workshop t o i ntroduce 

new workers into the work situation by means of a few weeks of practice 

Of 0 0 b 87) on a spec1 1C JO . V t o bIt 0 0 0 88) es 1 u e ra1n1ng 1S, therefore, a simulation, 

in other words, it is an attempt to duplicate, as closely as possible, the 

eventual work place of the official. 89 ) This type of training is known to 
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the layman as a training method of pilots and submarine operators, but 

it could just as effectively be used to train municipal machine operators, 

bus inspectors, artisans, abattoir operators, typists and even clerks. 

3.2.1 Advanta~e1 

As a simulation, vestibule training represents the same equipment, 

machinery and conditions under which the official would in real life, do 

his job, and as a result, the official is less nervous and accident-prone 

when he returns to the real work situation.
90

) In this way the negative 

effects of transfer from training environment to operating environment are 

greatly reduced. In addition, when semi-skilled and clerical personnel 

have to be trained, the classroom setting could be used, thereby reducing 

cost and effort. Vestibule training has the further advantage, that 

both theory and practice receive attention during training sessions and 

training is done by well-trained instructors. 91 ) This form of training 

is also most suitable when a number of people who eventually would all 

do the same kind of work, has to be tra i ned simultaneously.92) 

3.2.2 DiAadvanta~e1 

A serious disadvantage of vestibule training is that exact duplication 

of a job environment is a costly process. 93 ) In addition, as a large 

number of people could be taught at the same time, care should be taken 

not to overlook individual weaknesses and the ability to understand. 

Should this happen, the individual will still learn to do wrong, as is 

the case with on-the-job t raining. 94) A further disadvantage, though 
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it has positive qualities as well, is that whilst the main emphasis is 

95) 
on learning, production may suffer. 

3.2.3 

Vestibule training has much in common with the customary on-the-job 

training methods, in that it also deals with the real tools, equipment 

and circumstances to be encountered in the actual work environment. The 

one advantage of vestibule training, which is also the main difference 

between the two methods, is, however, that the vestibule training method 

removes the official from the actual work situation and this helps to 

'calm the nerves' and to eliminate the distraction caused by the 

f . 1 ., f th . t 96 ) un am~ ~ar~ty 0 e new env~ronmen . The other difference is that 

theory, which is inherent in most skilled and semi-skilled positions, 

are more easily learnt by using the vestibule method than the on-the-job 

97) 
training method. 

From the above it is clear that most authors regard vestibule and on-the-job 

training as synonyms and that the main difference is to be found only in 

th f t .. 98) F . f t' e venue 0 ra~n~ng. rom ~n orma ~on on training methods obtained 

from 22 participatingrnunicipalities, no mention was made of vestibule 

training. This causes one to wonder whether the method is not applied as 

a result of municipalities not knowing about it; whether it is regarded 

as unapplicable, or whether it is regarded to be similar to on-the-job 

training and, therefore, does not justi f y identification as a separate 

training method. 
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3.3 Cl~~~oom metho~ 

Sikula refers to classroom methods of training as "conventional ~eachin~ 

methodolog)-~, oecCl1.V1e c~ai..n. ~pecM of- all joo~ ~e mo~e e~.JJ; 

_ I ... l.. ... l.. 0 I." 99) 
le~ed .i..n. -the 0<.~~~oom A../Lan on A../Le j-ou • Classroom methods of 

training are primarily used to instill certain values, concepts, attitudes, 

o 100) 
theories and decision-making skills in the tralnees. It is, furthermore, 

felt that specific aspects of all positions could be learnt best in a 

o 101) 
classroom settlng. Knowing that through classroom methods a 

considerable depth of knowledge on any given job could be obtained, and in 

the light of the fact that most South African municipalities use these 

methods in their training programmes, it could now be discussed in more 

d t 01 102) e al . 

3.3.1 LedWl..~ 

The lecture is the oldest form of instruction to convey new knowledge to 

t o 103) d th th d tl dOS th Af 0 0 0 l Ot 0 104) ralnees, an e me 0 mos y use ln ou rlcan munlclpa 1 les. 

Sikula defines a lecture as "a c:Li.AcoWl..~e deLi..vMed aloud. f-o~ ~«uct.i..onal 

pWl..PO~~". 105) The lecture is further accepted as the standard mode of 

instruction at universities, technikons and other educational institutions. 106 ) 

Although lectures are used so often and indiscriminately, it, nevertheless, 

remains an art to use this method as "an ef-f-ect.i..ve me~ ~o ~each. ~ome-one 

~ome-th..i..n.f} he dU:i. no~ know p~ev.i..oM.l!J". 107) The lecturer should not only 

have a thorough knowledge of the lectured material, but he should also 

have the flair and the skill to grasp and keep the attention of trainees 

by presenting the new information in an interesting and knowledgeable 

manner. 
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As a mode of training, the lecture is suitable when a fair to large 

. 108) 
number of trainees have to be tralned. Watson maintains that 

lecturing is the appropriate way of training high ranking officials 

and increases "wheAe the level of- i..n;teJ.h...g,en.ce M g,en.eAwlJ lU.g,heA 

an.d the a..u.di...en.ce M mO/l.e aCCLvd .. omed to veAbaJ. p/l.~en.ta:tJ....OfVj of- conceptA 

an.d f-act4".109) Conversely, Milkovich and Glueck, feel that lecturing 

should neither be used in addressing audiences with a relatively low 

intelligence nor when training objectives involve the application of 

skills or conveyance of information related to changing attitudes and 

. 110) 
behaviour on the Job. 

Although the lecture is so widely used, the method is not without its 

advantages and disadvantages. Trainers should take special care when 

opting for this method, i.e. they should not adopt this method because 

it is the "eaAlJ walJ out." and "eveAlJbody.. lectWl..~", but rather select it 

after all the advantages and disadvantages have been taken into consideration. 

3.3.1.1 

Little can be debated on the economy of this method, because considerable 

amounts of information can, during one lecture, be conveyed to a large 

number of people and this causes the cost per trainee to be low. 111) 

Another advantage is that the lecturer could control the learning 

situation as he can ensure that only relevant and/or specific information 

is conveyed, thus acquainting people, during a short period of time, 

with new concepts and facts. In this way, the general knowledge of 

officials is also increased1l2 ) and they could learn more from the actual 
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lecture, rather than to consult relevant literature and in this way, 

sacrifice valuable time. The lecture is especially advantageous when, 

due to financial constraints, the institution cannot afford to buy 

. 1 t th l ' 113) reading material, films and other aids to stlmu a e e earnlng process. 

3.3.1.2 

A review of literature on lectures indicates increased criticism against 

this method as a mode of instruction. In fact, the disadvantages far exceed 

114) the advantages. The disadvantages could be divided into two main 

categories, each with other derived or indirect disadvantages. The first 

field of criticism is the passiveness of trainees. 115 ) As one-way 

communication is most often the normal format of lecturing, creative 

thinking is not stimulated in any way and too much emphasis is placed on 

the accumulation of information. For this reason, feedback is virtually 

non-existent and in this way, little, if any, application of knowledge is 

116) 
stressed. The recipients of information sit quietly in a l~rge hall, 

not doing any work nor practising to master a skill and, therefore, it is 

felt that the principle of 'learning by doing' is, in fact, violated. 117 ) 

This passiveness could, according to Nigro and Nigro, be found in the 

group-relatedness of the lecture method. 118 ) 

The lecture as a means of conveying information as quickly and cheaply as 

possible, do not provide for the individual ability of each trainee. In 

addition, little effort is made to recognise each trainee's interests and 

motives for attending the training course. 119 ) This disadvantage leads to 

the second field of criticism, viJ. the lecturer. 
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Lecturers and trainees, by virtue of their respective positions, differ 

in terms of knowledge on the lecture material and, therefore, their 

approaches to the lecture could be in conflict.
120

) Whilst the lecture 

does not necessarily expect any preparation from the trainee, preparation 

and presentation is, in fact, ";the -1me qua non of- all g.ood ~:.tAu~on". 121) 

The disadvantage then, is the tendency of lecturers to be dogmatic and 

">to >teach pll..in.ci...pJ..~ Oil. 1l.uJ..~ of- conduct w!U.ch ;the fu>tenell. lA expected >to 

+- : +- L .. +- +- .. 0 ,,122 ) 
accep~ W~LO~ qu~~o~g. . Some lecturers may also refuse question 

times and problems could, in this way, remain unsolved. The down-fall of 

any lecture remains, however, the constant criticism that lectures are 

o 123) borlng. This could be attributed to the truism that lecturing 

o f 0 d f k 0 b 01 0 t 124) d th f 1 requlres a alr egree 0 spea lng all y, an, 0 ere ore specia 

care should be taken in the selection of a lecturer. 

In an effort to eliminate the disadvantages and still retain the essence 

of lecturing, it could, as a training method, be combined with other 

styles of teaching, such as a combined lecture-discussion. The lecturer 

could also employ other measures, such as formal reading assignments, 

films, presentations and the use of video's and overhead projectors125 ) 

to make the lecture more interesting and less cirticism-prone as a method 

of training. 
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3.3.2 
, 126) 

Conf-vz.eJtce 

127) 
Louis Lerda defines a conference as a: 

"pooJ..iJl.r;- of- expw..eJtce/.J an.d 0 p.uu...OM amonr;- a [JIl-oup 
of- people who have all had expw..eJtce /l.uated t.o 
t.he P/l.oblem, 0/1. amonr;- people who Q/l.e capable of
an.allj/1mr;- t.he p/l.oblem f-/l.om mf-o/l.ma;U.on p/l.ovi...ded 
blj t.he conf-vz.eJtce leadvz.". 

This implies that although there is always a conference chairman or 

f ° f to 128) leader, the conference aims to be a mutual exchange 0 ~n orma ~on. 

Conferences are gatherings of people seeking to develop knowledge and 

~+: 1 to ° to 129) understanding through a~ve ora par ~c~pa ~on. Through this active 

oral participation and interaction between members, learning is brought 

about. In addition, conferences tend to emphasise small group discussions, 

d t Ot ° ° t ° 1 t 130) organised subject matter an ac ~ve par ~c~pan ~nvo vemen . 

According to Beach, there are three kinds of conferences - v~~. the 

° 131) 
d~rected conference ,the consultative conference and the problem-

132) 
solving conference. It is primarily the directed conference which is 

used in the training of municipal officials. Attending officials have to, 

through assigned readings, prepare for discussions as the success of any 

conference is dependent on the active participation of all those attending. 

But to be orderly and generate such active participation, the conference 

"-1hould be well-planned, not. a f-/l.ee wheeliJLr;- -1e-1-1.i..on, t.hat t.U/l.M .i..nt.o a 

convvz.-1a;U.onal boat /l.i...de on unchQ/l.t.ed -1 ea-1 t.o an. unknown P0/l.t.". 133) It is 

with this objective in mind, that the conference leader should take 
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special care in preparing and conducting the conference, as he is the 

one to stimulate the thought processes of the trainees and, through 

d
" " 134) positive guidance, restrict them to the point under lSCUSSlon. 

3.3.2.1 

As conferences aim to be participative methods of training, trainees 

get to know one another through the expression of ideas and the sharing 

" 135) of experlences. In this way one becomes more sensitive to the 

problems, fears and emotions experienced by one's colleague. By 

allowing questions and thereby creating a two-way communication process, 

misinformation and misunderstanding are corrected and trainees are 

provided the opportunity to improve their verbal skills. As directed 

conferences are usually restricted to 20 trainees, 136) this method 

teaches them to effectively work together as a team and to produce useful 

solutions to true, identified problems. 137 ) 

3.3.2.2 

The major disadvantage of the conference method is that it requires much 

time to plan and organise; that it is limited to a small group; and that 

irrelevant issues always tend to prevail. 138 ) In addition to these 

apparent disadvantages, is the non-apparent disadvantage of the novice 

instructor. Care should be taken that the conference chairman is well 

versed in the application of this method to ensure that the discussions 

remain relevant and to prevent the development of a lecturing atmosphere. 139 ) 

It could easily happen that the most outspoken trainee may dominate the 
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scene, thereby distracting from the idea to get the more shy participant 

.. . 140) 
to participate ln dlScusslon. 

3.3.3 

According to Watson, a case-study is "a deAC/I..i.ption O/l. h.i.A-tO/l.f.j of- a 

To provide a student 

with examples whilst he is learning, is by no means a new approach. 

Since the earliest times (Aesop 620-560 BC) real life experiences or 

" .. .J.l.." . • . t d t 142) -t./l.~w were used ln tralnlng s u en s. The case-study method 

provides the student with the opportunity to use his own knowledge to 

provide solutions to a stated problem. Pigors refers to this method as 

case methods and distinguishes between the Harvard method, the Henley 

143) Syndicate method and the Wharton School method. 

Case-studies which are used extensively and are popular in marketing, 

1 b 1 t · d d t' t t . . 144) Id b d a our re a lons an pro uc lon managemen ralnlng, cou e use 

in one of two ways, It can either be used in addition to formal theory 

explanations, or it can be expected of students to provide oral discussions 

and/or written analyses on the issue without prior explanation of 

d 1 · th . 145) un er ylng eorles. 

Because case-studies are done in a conference atmosphere, it is 

excellent for "devuop.i..ng. anaJJjticaJ.. :t.JUnk..i..ng. and f-0-1-tM.i..ng. p/l.obJ..em

-1oJ..v.i..ng. ab~f.j".146) Narrowmindedness is reduced, because trainees 

often have to defend their opinions in the wake of their colleague's 
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"t"" 147) crl lClsm. As the participants are dealing with concrete situations, 

and individual thinking is generated, trainees soon realise that there 

is no defininte right or wrong solutions and, therefore, develop maturity 

in that they do not feel rejected, but receive the opportunity to develop 

_ +... ,,148) aLA..A...on • Properly administered case-studies have the added value 

that through analysis and discussion, it discourages "black.-and-w/U..;te, 

" } : "+.: d d - +... +.t.. .. ~ t.. " ,,149) All th " t " t ~~p~~c an ogm~c ~~u<Ln9 • ese POSl lve aspec s are 

primarily brought about, because case-studies, by bringing realism into 

the classroom, allow a sharing of exper i ence, exposure to questions and 

an ability to accept, without repercuss i on, critical comments from other 

trainees. These advantages are indispensable in the preparation of 

150) 
especially middle level administrators and municipal heads of departments. 

Case-study methods may also include business games, "buzz-groups" and incident 

" 151) studles, but these are not usually applied in the South African 

municipalities. 

3.3.3.2 D-wadvan;ta9~ 

Pigors maintains that even the best case-studies have disadvantages, 

because no case, however realistic it may be, can be identical to real 

l "f 152) 
1 e. As workability of the solution is not a critical factor,153) 

trainees may be biased and selective in their approach. Case-studies 

are, furthermore, difficult and time-consuming. 154 ) Not all trainees 

are able to accept any form of uncertainty and the absense of "one 

co~ect ~w~" may cause some frustration155 ) and, eventual hypocritical 

participation. The biggest disadvantage could be the fact that case-

studies represent a slow way of training, and is, therefore, time-consuming 
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and limited to a small superior group of employees. In addition, few 

new ideas and concepts are taught during anyone session and consequently, 

the case-study method could cause boredom and lead to superficial levels 

.. 156) 
of tralnlng. 

3.3.4 
. 157) 

RoJ..e pJ..a!fUI-f} 

Whilst a case-study is a discussion of a case, role playing is the 

actual playing of the case as close to reality as possible. Two or more 

. 158) 
trainees are assigned parts to play In front of the rest of the class. 

A typical case represents a human relations problem between a supervisor 

and a subordinate. The oral or written description of the situation is 

given to the players and some time is allowed to prepare themselves, 

although there are no lines to memorise or to rehearse. The 'audience' 

then critically watch the performance and make notes of what has 

happened. Thereafter a discussion under the guidance of a leader takes 

place. Sometimes the case is repeated so that all participants get a 

chance of playing a role. 

3.3.4.1 

Being a practical method, trainees receive the opportunity to actually 

put into practice all the theory they learnt from textbooks, lectures 

and conferences. This situation has the value that "/l..oJ..e pJ..ay.ifl..f} expe/l..J...ence 

-1oon dem.on-1i:A.ai:.e-1 :tfle f}ap between ':tALnk.Lnf} , and 'doLnf}''', 159) in other 

words, learning by doing is emphasised. Trainees also become aware of 

how their behaviour affects others and this helps them to accept other 

points of view when roles are reversed and to improve levels of interaction. 160 ) 
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A further advantage is that knowledge of results is immediate and thereby 

h o h 161 ) 
the interest and involvement of trainees are 19. Added to this, 

is the fact that mistakes are functional and do not cost the institution 

anything, therefore, it is an inexpensive mode of training. 

3.3.4.2 

The disadvantages of role playing centre mainly around the concept of 

understanding. For example, it takes quite some time to teach one 

concept and it requires the direction of a highly competent instructor. 

Should the players not grasp the technique, they may be silly and regard 

is as childish play-acting. If not interpreted correctly, role playing 

could be hurtful to sensitive people. 162
) As role playing is a simulation 

of reality, trainees may not approach this method with the necessary 

seriousness. Thus it becomes difficult to grasp the principles underlying 

the success of role play, V~~. involvement, a feeling of comfort and a 

climate of mutual trust. 163 ) 

The investigation into the training methods applied by South African 

municipalities, revealed that the methods discussed in this chapter 

°1 tOt 164) preval mos promlnen. However, there are other equally suitable 

methods, but their application may not be cost-beneficial, as it can only 

train limited numbers of trainees at anyone time. Furthermore, these 

methods entail specialised and expensive equipment and require the services 

of specialist instructors. 

Although the classification of training methods according to Beach165 ) 

has been adopted as suitable for the South African municipal training arena, 
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classroom methods, such as programmed instruction and computer-assisted 

instruction, are included under oth~ meihoaA, mainly because it appears 

, l ' d t 166) as if these methods are not actlvely app le as ye . 

3.3.5 

As there are so many exponents of training and development, it is virtually 

impossible to duscuss all devised training methods within the confines of 

this thesis. Currently, the methods described above form the crux of 

training and development activities prevailing at South African municipalities. 

The following methods could, however, also be used to a greater or lesser 

extent. 

3.3.5.1 

The contention of Hawley that: 168 ) 

1/ p/l.o[)Aammed -i.J?AtAuct.i...on CQJl p/l.VJ ~ ve mQJly 01- the 
advcm:t.ag.VJ 01- a IuunQJl tld.O/l. QJld, by lVJe 01- the pll.-i..n.;ted 
pag.e, bei.J!.g. economi..cal QJld eG/1i..JJj aclmi.rU.At~ed 
pIl.VJentation 01- .i.n.l-o/l.mation, 1/ 

indicates that this method of training, integrates man and machine 

in the process of transmitting information to a trainee. Programmed 

instruction can be carried out through a book, manual or teaching 

h ' 169) 170) mac lne. The features of this training method are: 

1 - students learn at their own pace; 

2 - instructors are not the crux of learning; 

3 - the material involved is dissected into small parts; 
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4 - each step is the logical response to the previous step; 

5 - trainees get immediate knowledge of results; and 

6 - the trainee actively participates in each step in the programme. 

The immediateness of the reinforcement increases the effect of the 

learning process and contributes to the effectiveness of the method. 

Therefore, the so-called Stimulus-Response-Reinforcement-Feedback network 

. 171) 
is an integral part of thls method. In addition, the effect of 

programmed instruction depends to a "J..Cl./Lg..e exten:t. on the tact. that the 

mateA.i...aJ.. dem.andA a~ve Il.e/.JPOn/.Je/.J /-Il.om the J..eall.nell.". 172
) For this 

reason, programmed instruction involves breaking information down into 

meaningful subunits and then arranging the segments in an orderly way, 

thus forming a logical and sequential learning package . 173 ) 

As man and machine are integrated in this metho~Pressey thought of 

programmed instruction as a means to relieve the teacher from routine 

. . 174) 
tasks and thereby paving the way for automated teachlng. This can 

be achieved by using slides, films, tangible rewards in conjuction 

with orally lectured material. On the strength of this idea, three 

methods of programmed instruction have been devised, v~J' the Pressey 

method, the Skinner method and the Crowder method. 175 ) In this regard 

compare figure 13. 
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No Go=:J Immediate 
Wrong knowledge 

Choice ~ choice ---7) of result---7' 
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Right knowledge Go Ahead 
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~(------------------------------ , 
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try again=:,.] 

Information---» Question~Choice ---7 knowledge ~ On to next 

~ of result information 
~ (Right choice) 

Choice ~ Immediate --'7 Branches C 
knowledge to remedial~Info~Q~ C 
of result step C 

(Wrong choice) 

C7<GJ)DC7< McTHOD 

Figure 13. McTHOD5 OF 'P7<~~McD JN5T7<UCTJON 
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Whilst the first two methods require that the trainee correctly respond 

to each step of the programme before proceeding to the next one, the 

latter model does not require errorless performance. The choice made 

176) 
by the student controls and determines the material to be seen next. 

It is this distinction that causes the Skinner and PressSy methods to be 

referred to as cOn4~ucted ~e4pon4e or )ine~ programming and the Crowder 

method as the ~~c or b~anchin~ method. 

Although this method does allow for programmes to be devised on the basis 

of individual ability of each trainee, the cost of creating such a 

, 1 'h' h 177) slng e programme 1S very 19. The use of programmed instruction 

is primarily restricted to the teaching of factual knowledge, for 

example, language and job routines. However, it is not used to develop 

problem-solving skills and philosophical concepts. 178 ) 

3.3.5.2 

The computer-assisted instruction method of training is based on the same 

principles as expounded in programmed instruction, in other words, as 

one respond correctly toa stimulus, the next part of information becomes 

available. 179 ) As this method of training is an expensive and slow way 

of training trainees, it is primarily used as an aid for learning well 

structured material, such as grammar and reading. This method, could, 

however, be used in addition to other methods, such as lectures and 

conferences, to develop problem-solving skills and to improve productivity.180) 
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3.3.5.3 In-b~ket method 

The in-basket method derives it's name from the nature of the exercise. 

1 1 d . . 1 t· 181 ) It is a combination of a case-study and a ro e p ay an ~s a s~mu a ~on. 

There is only one role player and he is confronted with, for example, 

memoranda, notes, letters, problems and policy statements in his in-b~ket. 

After having obtained some background history on the institution, he 

scans through the in-basket for the first time. Then, within a specified 

period of time, he is required to arrange the problems in order of priority 

and to provide answers. In this way the trainees get an opportunity to 

think and to act promptly. The whole action is critically observed by 

f . d t ' d t ' . d 182) an instructor, who a terwards prov~ e correc ~ve an suppor ~ve gu~ ance. 

By applying this method, matters such as policy-making, decision-making, 

use of time, establishment of priorities, delegation and coordination are 

dealt with under pressure and in a short space of time. At the same time, 

the trainees are made aware of where time is wasted, they learn about 

themselves and their behaviour. In this way, i.e. through self-realisation, 

• the trainee is motivated to improve himself. 183 ) This method of training 

is especially suitable for training middle-level and top-level public 

administrators. 

3.3.5.4 

A demonstration does what the term means, v~J. to show some-one how to do 

something. A demonstration could be combined with a lecture, because it 

primarily teaches know-how. Therefore, the principles and theory of 

any subject have to be taught by some other method. 184 ) 
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3.3.5.5 

Games are built on models representing the complex interactions of all 

factors influencing, for example, municipal administration. The models 

are formed into equations which in turn are used by the instructor to 

. d .. 185) evaluate the outcome of, for example, student eClSlons. Decisions 

are then fed into the model and the resultant feedback is used as the basis 

for another series of decisions. Through this interactive process the 

trainees develop a feel for the realities of business and are able to 

increase the effectiveness of their decisions. Games allow for quick 

. 1 1·· 1 . k . t 186) trla -and-error earnlng In a ow rlS enVlronmen. 

3.3.5.6 
187) 

BUJ-J- rJAOUp-1 

The intention of buzz groups and activities are to study, analyse, discuss 

and solve problems and wishes to provide the trainees with experiential 

learning. As an informal training method, buzz groups wish to develop 

a variety of approaches to solving a problem. Trainees are given the 

problem and requested to present ideas in search for solutions. No 

discussion of ideas takes place at this stage, but after the time lapse, 

further expansion of ideas and opinions may take place, though no new 

ideas may be added. 

3.3.5.7 rln - : -1_~ +- 188) 
J. LA...C..L\;;IV<.. P/l..OCe.d-1 

The incident process method is a variant of traditional case-studies. The 

instructor gives the class a ba/l..e-bone description of a critical incident 

from a case-study. Questions are then invited from the trainees, who seek 
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more information as they proceed in finding a solution to the problem. 

The instructor does not expand on information, he merely provides answers 

to the direct questions put to him. The incident process sets out to 

achieve the objectives, vi3. to teach management concepts and contingent 

principles and to teach problem-analysis and problem-solving skills.
139

) 

3.3.5.8 

As a training method, reading could be used supplementary to any of the 

above-mentioned training methods. 190 ) Reading is regarded an indispensable 

method to increase knowle~e, improve ~ki114 and to change attitud~ and, 

h f · f 1 . h' d - I . 191) t ere ore, it ~s seen as a way 0 earn~ng, c ang~ng and ev~op~~. 

Whether reading is assigned or not, the importance thereof can never be 

overemphasised. Assigned reading could include all instructional and 

policy documents, handbooks, procedure manuals or institutional bulletins 

192) 
and newsletters. Reading could also be regarded as a preamble to 

training, thereby strengthening the background . and general knowledge of 

the trainee. 193 ) 

In addition to these training methods, other methods have been labelled 

development metho~ and will be reviewe& br±~rly, here under. 

3.3.5 DCVcLUPMUVT McTHODS 

194) 
Rhea and Bruskotter regard development methods as the 

"~:tA.uc.;Li..onaJ.. p/?.o c~~ mat. u:UJ.J...3~ a ~!J.~;temai:.ic 
and o/?.~ani3ed p/?.ocedu/l..e o!J. which. mana~e/l..iaJ.. 
pM~Or7J1.el lea/l..n ao~:tA.ac;t concep~ and meo/?.e:ticaJ.. 
knowled~e to/?. .£on~-/?.un ~enMaJ.. educa:tionaJ.. pU/l..pO~ ~ ". 
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Whilst the arena of training and development of municipal personnel does 

not expliticly differentiate between training and development methods 

and also because the discussed training methods all contain elements 

of eventual development, the differentiation may be regarded as purely 

academic. It, nevertheless, for purposes of this thesis is necessary 

to highlight these methods in view of the fact that its primary objective 

is development and preparation of the employee for a more responsible 

position. 

3.3.6.1 

An understudy, according to Sikula, is a person "p/l.epQ/1.ed :to pMf-O/l.ffl 

the WO/l.k. O/l. f.i.J.J- the pO-1.i..;ti..on of- (]JlOthM".195) This preparedness, whilst 

normally meaning wi11in~ to do it, implies a ~eadine-1-1 brought about 

through experience and maturity. The intention of an understudy is not 

only a manpower planning one, v~~. that a fully qualified person will 

be available to take over, but it also provides the lesser qualified 

person with an opportunity to develop. In municipal administration, 

practical application of the understudy concept finds expression in the 

appointment of assistant or deputy t own clerks or treasurers. 

A th d t d · . . 196 ) . . s e un ers u y lS an In-servlce, on-the-Job tralning method the 

trainee frequently has to supervise a committee or task force in order to 

experiment and to establish a certain leadership style and philosophy.197) 

The understudy is delegated specific assignments and duties in an effort 

to accustom him with the responsibili t ies and expectations of the higher 

position. Delegation should therefore be of a high degree as it serves 

as a developmental tool.
198

) Whilst the understudy method could lead to 

in-breeding and favouritism, it has the advantage of allowing long-term 
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. db' 199) manpower planning on a systematic and coordlnate aS1S. 

3.3.6.2 Job ~o~ation 

The idea behind job rotation is to allow the trainee experience in all 

spheres of activity, in that it allows him to gain conceptual experience 

by seeing the total institution, its personnel procedures, roles and 

. 200) 
policles at work. 

Being a job experience technique, which could be formal or informal, 

it assigns the trainee to selected (higher) positions for a period of time. 

The trainee then carries full responsibility for all the functions pertaining 

to that one position. In this way, the trainee can exhibit his abilities and 

shortcomings and top management gets the opportunity to determine training 

and development needs. Whilst this method sets out to, ~~ alia, broaden 

experience, promote co-operation and to indicate and stimulate new ways of 

doing a job, it also is an inexpensive way of detecting incorrigible behaviour 

201) 
patterns. 

Development methods also include methods such as coaching-coun$elling 

and sensitivity training. Coaching is a procedure by which a superior 

teaches job knowledge and skills to a subordinate, whilst counselling 

involves a discussion between an official and an organisational 

superior on matters pertaining to, ~~ alia, the former's personal 

hopes, fears, emotions and aspirations.
202

) Sensitivity training, whilst 

there is no academic/theoretical consensus on what it actually means, 

could, on a very general basis, be r egarded as a phras e , descriptive 
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of any training or development technique that attempts to increase or 

203) 
improve human sensitivity and awareness. 

The two methods discussed, v~J. understudy and job rotation, are 

apparently the two explicit development methods applied in South African 

" " lOt" 204) munlclpa 1 les. From research done amongst 45 municipalities, it was 

found that only 12 have a explicit training policy. Most councils do, 

however, support the training drive, but cite lack of funds and expertise 

as the main reasons for the absence of such an explicit policy. It was, 

furthermore, evident that those who do actively engaged in training 

concentrate primarily on management training in the form of productivity 

courses, labour relations courses and management communication, -

motivation, - functions and principles, - problem-solving and - teamwork 

courses which vary from a few weeks to hour-long discussions. There is 

no parity though, with regard to the type of management and other training 

courses followed. Some municipalities such as Newcastle and East London 

have a preference for commercially designed and marketed courses such as 

the Louis AlIen Managerial courses, whilst municipalities such as Port 

Elizabeth and Johannesburg prefer to devise its own training material. 205 ) 

Many of the training and development methods discussed, are trial-and-error 

processes, but, trial and error have meaning only once the incorrected is 

206) 
corrected. Good training methods provide some kind of feedback that 

allows for the assessment of performance and in that way stimulates the 

t " 207) 
ralnee. Irrespective of the method applied, the ultimate objective 

should remain one of improving the competency of the trainee by training 

him at the hand of a method that best suits his individual ability to learn. 
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4. Tn4JNJN~ AJDS20S
) 

The best devised training and development methods will not generate the 

expected results in the absence of befitting training aids. In other 

words, a well prepared lecture would not have the desired effect if offered 

in a dark, stuffy room, as opposed to it being delivered in an acoustic-

controlled, lighted and ventilated room. Training aids could, therefore, 

be regarded as the back-up system of training methods. 

Petasis prefer to choose and evaluate the applicability of training aids 

" • .J.L.. I .J.L..' " 209) Th ' on grounds of the .unpact -I .. /Lelj l.ave on -t./Le VG.IU.Ol1/.J -1er1Ae..1 • lS 

implies that the eyes and ears play an important role in the reinforcement 

of the training process. Although many kinds of aids are available, it is not 

necessary to have them all. What is important though, is that the training 

aids required by the training methods to be used, are available in a 

working order and accessible to all trainees. The adopted training methods 

vary in accordance with the desired type of training. 210 ) 

Added to this, one should remember that the physical atmosphere and 

environment in which training is to be conducted "w.i...lJ.. have a -1Vz.on9-

.i..m.pact. on f:.he leG.llfl...i.Jl9- f:.ha:t OCCU/l..-1 and, hence, .i...:t./.J 0 VeAaJ..J.. -1UCCe..1-1". 211 ) 

As this thesis cannot provide for the invidual aid requirements of each of 

the multiplicity of training methods, the review will be restricted to 

those aids most frequently required and suitable under most circumstances. 

The location, setting and layout of the training area, whether a hall, 
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classroom or workship, should be convefiiently placed for t~e majority of 

trainees. This is so, mainly, because the cost of travelling could not 

be met by the trainees and, secondly because the idea is to get down to 

. 212) business as quickly as posslble. These provisions are essentially 

important when off-the-job training sessions are applied as some trainees 

may use the slightest inconvenience to withdraw from the training session. 

Once the locality has been determined, the actual place in which training 

will take place has to be prepared. Such an area should be clean, free of 

noise, distractions and irritations, and should be light, comfortable and 

d . t 1 . 213) It . . t t ·1 con UClve 0 earnlng. s proxlml y 0 tOl ets, rest rooms, canteens 

and recreational facilities is also important. After the training venue 

as been prepared and furnished with the required tables, chairs, aircondi= 

tioning and stationary, the actual training aids should be added. These 

aids as classifie~_ in table 2 ; include chalkboards, flannel boards, models, 

audiovisual equipment such as dia-graphs, opague - and overhead projectors, 

slides, films exhibits, tape recorders and a public address system. 214 ) 

Audi..o 

Tape recorder 
Radio 
Record player 
Cassette 
Dictaphone 
Microphone 
Public address system 
Recorder 

Electron machines 
Transparency makers 
Visual makers 
Laminators 
Printing machines 
Photostat machines 
Guillotines 

V iAucU 

Projector 
Slides 
Flannel Board 
Epidiascope 
Episcope 
Dj a-scope 
Overhead projector 
Chalk board 
Magnetic board 
Flip chart 
Charts 
Computer 
Video 

Lecterns 
Tables 
Chairs 
Desks 

Table 2. 7JtTA5J5'5 CLA55JFJCATJON OF T7<AJNJN[; AJD5 
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A review of the training aids available to South African municipalities, 

indicate that in the majority of cases, separate physical training 

facilities exist, either by way of a specially built complex or a 

d f t O O 1 215) I room in the municipal complex reserve or ra~n~ng on y. n 

addition, the larger municipalities, such as Port Elizabeth, Durban 

and Johannesburg have video equipment, computers, recorder and 

editing facilities and are in a position to produce permanent training 

f Ol d od 216) 
~ ms an v~ eos. 

Whilst all the municipalities actively involved in training have at 

least the bare essentials, such as the venues, tables and overhead 

projectors, the tendency does exist to send municipal officials to the 

closest large city to join in their training sessions. The smaller 

municipalities in all four provinces may send officials to cities 

like Pretoria, Johannesburg, Rustenburg, Bloemfontein, Kroonstad, 

Port Elizabeth, Durban, Pietermaritzburg and Cape Town to attend courses, 

though these courses need not specially be designed to meet the individual 

or collective needs of each small town. 217 ) 

For purposes of this study, the training budget of local authorities 

is regarded as an aid in the provision of training. The reason being that 
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money is the point of departure in an effort to acquire other training 

aids, be it trainers, equipment or facilites. Realising that, currently, 

there are 540 local authorities and that with the formation of new local 

authorities in a new dispensation for the different race groups the 

creation of a further 380 can be expected, it is clear that sufficient 

. 218) 
money is a must in the quest for tralned personnel. 

The role of money as an aid in training is further highlighted by the 

truism that a vast number of local authorities are not in a position to 

219) 
embark on a training project as they have no money to budget therefor. 

One has to realise that the ability to budget for training is determined 

primarily by the surplus (~ic) on the budget after provision has been made 

for the rendering of essential goods and services, such as water, electricity, 

waste removal and clinics. Having regard to the fact that of the existing 

540 local authorities, 146 have a population of between 50 and 1000, and 

161 have a population of less than 500, it is clear that there is barely 

enough funds to render essential services, let alone providing training 

220) 
programmes. It is essentially in the light of this reality on the one 

hand, and the dire need for training on the other hand, that caused the 

Government to provide R250 000,00 in the 1985/86 financial year for the 

launching of the statutory Local ~ov~~ T~ainin~ Fund. 221) By this 

action it intends enabling all local authorities to acquire the basic 

training aids and facilities. Despite this stimulus, training remains 

an expensive function. For example during the 1984/85 financial year the 

Port Elizabeth City Council spent no less than R243 730,00 on training. 222 ) 

From the above exposition it is clear that sufficient funds forms the pivot 
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of a municipality's ability to provide training. The very existence of training 

methods is directly linked to the availability of funds. One could always 

make do with a smaller room, less lighting, modest equipment and outdated 

photocopiers, but should funds be unavailable to provide even these bare 

essentials, the municipality has no hope to provide even basic training 

programmes. 

5. SUMMA~Y 

In the light of the new constitutional dispensation and the resultant 

devolution of power to local authorities, substantial pressure is 

exerted on these authorities to cope with the expected developments . . To 

cope in this sense, does not only mean the ability to work harder and 

produce more, but it also requires a mental readjustment of attitudes 

and feelings. This 'ideal' situation could only be brought about through 

the meticulous application of training and development methods. Through 

these methods, it will be endeavoured to provide municipal officials with 

the skill and competency required to meet constitutional - and socio

economic demands. 

Whether methods such as lectures, conferences, programmed-instruction 

and in-basket techniques are used individually or in combination, the 

objective should still be to extend the level of knowledge of the official. 

Training and development methods should further be selected on the basis 

of suitability for the explicit environment and circumstances of the 

individual municipality. Whilst in-service training programmes are 
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directed at employed individuals and is a visible investment in long-term 

service, pre-entry programmes provide the municipality with the opportunity 

to appoint outsiders with new ideas. 

Although training and development programmes are introduced with the 

objective of improving competency needs, it should not be regarded as 

the panacea in preparing municipal officials to give their utmost. The 

success of training and development methods will, however, be witnessed 

in the evaluation process of personnel and also in determining to what 

extent stated training needs were solved by the "application of these 

training programmes. Training and development remain important activities 

and municipal councils should ensure that these activities are carried 

out on a proper basis by providing the needed funds and concomitant 

facilities. 
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CHAPTER VII 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The purpose of this study was to investigate what is being done to 

improve the training and development of municipal personnel in South 

Africa. In the wake of the many approaches to this issue, the approach 

followed in this thesis was to examine the training needs prevailing 

in all the categories of municipal positions and to highlight the most 

suitable training methods for specific local government circumstances. 

Furthermore, to this end, an enquiry was undertaken into the underlying 

needs for and objectives of training; what is being done to train and 

develop available municipal personnel and how, through the careful 

selection of the most suitable training and development methods, even those 

municipalities lacking funds to appoint a training specialist can also 

actively become involved in training and development programmes. 

Public administration has as basic objective the improvement of the 

general well-being of the total citizenry. As public administration 

refers to the specific type of administration performed in government 

oriented institutions, it differs, in application and interpretation 

from the type of administration applied in private enterprises. 

Therefore, in Chapt~ JJ the compo~ition of pub~c ~~ation and 

~ ~tinctive env~onment ~e explained. To the layman public 

administration becomes a reality in the form of a related, specialist 
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field of activity, v~~. municipal administration. Municipal 

administration is the closest form of contact between, on the one hand 

the citizen and on the other hand, the policies, structures and procedures 

of local government and administration. Municipal administration 

originated primarily from the search for protection and friendship that, 

for example, since 1652 caused people in South Africa to live in close 

proximity to one another. As the years went by, the promise of employment, 

improved facilities and opportunities became the obvious reasons why 

municipalities were established. Whilst trying to make a living and 

improving their well-being, the inhabitants became increasingly aware 

of the necessity to determine a framework and guide-lines for action 

in order to obtain the services of a group of people to render goods and 

services on their behalf. 

In order to reconcile the potential of manpower with the · expectations 

of municipal government and administration, it is necessary to know how 

the existance of and the need for personnel administration fit into the 

spectrum of municipal administration. Consequently, an analy4~ at the 

c:LW:t.Utcti.ve Mea at pVL40nneJ.. a~VtaU.on M a 4pecia.J..J..4ed f.l-eJ..d 

at 4:tudy, the, .i.JU:.VLdependence at the 4:tUd.!J Mea and the -1uoj.ec:t M a 

who~e, ~ po~Vtayed in Chap:tVL 111. It was further explained that as 

a sub-governmental institution, the nature and extent of autonomy of 

local authorities over personnel matters, are in identified instances, 

restricted by acts of Parliament and provincial ordinances. The eventual 

continued survival and viability of the municipality are dependent on the 

extent to which the career -, financial - and other needs of officials 

are met. Therefore, a position structure and compensation policy should 
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be determined, which, simultaneously would draw the interest of the 

best qualified personnel and create an acceptable image of municipal 

positions and promotion potential. In order to have easy access to 

manpower potential in terms of appointments and promotions, the maintenance 

of personnel records should receive high priority. Records should be kept 

in an office accessible to the officer responsible for the safe keeping 

thereof. Specific attention was also given to the means used to recruit 

personnel whose physical and mental abilities suit the position best. 

Research indicated that as a result of financial restrictions, some smaller 

municipalities lack recruitment and selection policies and procedures. 

It appeared as though candidates were selected and appointed on a ~~~ 

come ~~~ ~e~ve basis, without checking whether appointment requirements 

for a specific position were met. This situation is further aggravated 

by the fact that as municipalities sometimes fail in promoting career 

prospects they have to do with who ·ever is prepared to accept a mediocre 

remuneration. 

The ciUJc..t..v1~ion of- ~e pe/lAonneJ. f.un.diOM co~u~ in Chap~M JV whMe 

~pecif-ic atienlion ~ paid ~o ~e ~eo.rU~ and pl/..incipJ..~ undMJ..!Jing. 

uammg. and deveJ.orm~ of- municipal.. of-f-ici~ and empJ..olje~. In this 

chapter training is regarded as the generic factor that enables people to 

initiate, adapt to and accept changes in the environment in which they live 

and work. Training is also regarded as being job-directed and is an extention 

of a process, called education, which starts at infancy and continues ad 

in/-initum. The realisation that education is an ongoing, life-long process 

replaces the contention that education is restricted to formalised instruction 
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sessions in school-like environments. Education is recognised as the 

p~e~ation-to~-lLte process, whilst training is regarded to be the 

p~e~ation-to~-wo~k process. Generic in both and a prerequisite for 

effective education and training is an intellectual ability, vi~. 

learning. It was found that should there be no will to learn, learning 

could, in effect, not take place. It is essentially the responsibility 

of the education - and training instructors to provide an atmosphere 

conducive to learning and one which is laden with the correct principles 

and approaches required by the learning process. Research has shown that 

whilst the academic distinction between education and training was not 

always fully understood, the presence of the will to learn was accepted 

as the principle prerequisite for effective and efficient training of 

personnel. Development is the outcome of both education and training and 

refers to the ability to deal with the vicissitudes of life in a mature 

and controlled manner. Whereas promotion and career expansion are 

specifically linked to the maturity of the individual, education_and 

training should be regarded as the prerequisite stimuli for development. 

Municipal personnel should not view their employment as j~z anoZh~ joo. 

Manning a municipal office could be regarded as a noble task and all 

endeavour should be made to promote the well-being of the total 

population. The extent to which this ideal could be realised, depends 

on the extent to which municipal officials ~ trained to do their job. 

The need to~ and ooje~v~ ot ~ainin~ ~e deZemnined in Chapz~ v. 
The necessity of bringing training within the reach of the total 

community is evident from the National T~ainin~ ~olLcy and is manifested 

on the local level in the T~ainin~ Bo~d to~ Local ~ov~enZ Bodi~. 

South Africa, being in the fortunate position to have a large number of 
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universities, technikons and other educational institutions in municipal 

areas, should do much more to utilise the inestimable source of knowledge 

provided by these institutions towards expanding the knowledge of municipal 

personnel. Although it was found that the University of South Africa and 

the Technikon RSA offer municipal designed correspondence courses, thereby 

bringing training within the reach of everybody, these training programmes 

could be marketed more forcefully. 

The provision of educational and training opportunities should motivate 

municipal personnel to work in the common interest of the citizenry. 

Therefore, positive steps should be taken to direct the activities of 

municipal personnel in a predetermined direction. In Chapt~ VJ a 

c:Li../JCl.Vj-1i...on i...-1 heJ..d. on the availabilil!J and tMJ..J..i...-1ati...on of- tA.ai...ni...nf} and 

development f-aci...li...ti...e-1. In discussing the selection and application of 

training and development facilities, it is important to know what kind of 

training is involved. Distinction is made between induction -, pre-entry _ 

and post-entry training. Entering a new job environment could be a 

nerve-racking experience and, therefore, pains should be taken in introducing 

the newcomer to his job, colleagues and supervisors. It appears as if this 

area ranks low on the list of priorities at the initial appointment stage. 

The majority of large municipalities regarded one or two lectures and a 

short tour of the municipal building as ample measures for the introduction 

of the newcomer to his new job, whilst the smaller municipalities regard 

an informal discussion over tea as sufficient. Induction training is a 

prerequisite for eventual maintenance of a well-trained personnel force, 

irrespective of whether they have received formalised pre-entry training 

or whether they will be subjected to post-entry training at a future date. 
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Research has indicated that post-entry training dominates the arena of 

municipal training, as pre-entry training is restricted primarily to and 

required for those positions legally committed thereto. Though post-entry 

training is divisible into on-the-job and off-the-job categories, it was 

found that with the exception of some categories of technical positions, 

the majority of training takes place on the job. In addition, allowing 

an official to attend a training session off-the-job, should be done on 

a cost-benefit basis. It was found that some courses are attended just 

because the socialising was inviting or it was a tew day~ awa~ ~om home. 

Furthermore, a selection was made of the commonly applied methods of 

training, such as lectures, conferences, case studies and the major 

advantages and disadvantages of each are highlighted.' Through research 

it appeared as if those responsible for training tend to describe these 

methods as soft-options and the easiest to apply. For this reason a 

number of seemingly unfamiliar methods are also introduced, such as 

incident process, in-basket techniques and buzz-groups. Care should be 

taken that the selection of a training method is not influenced by its 

being familiar or cheap against less known methods that are equally 

cheap and possibly more effective in its long-term results. It was, 

furthermore, realised that hardly any municipality made a definite 

distinction between training methods and development methods. Whilst 

the eventual result of training, irrespective of the method, does have 

development qualities, there are circumstances where the need is 

explicitly for development methods to be applied. The selection, application 

and evaluation of a training and/or development method and its results 

should be viewed in the light of the expressed training and development 

objectives of any particular municipality. Adherence to this principle 
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is imperative and stems from the tendency of smaller municipalities to 

follow training examples set by larger - or neighbouring municipalities, 

thereby totally disregarding the peculiarities of own personnel abilities, 

financial stringencies and community needs. 

2. 'Recommen.datl..ofV1 

During the past three years, development in the field of training and 

development of municipal personnel has taken place at an exceptionally 

fast pace. Although the Central Government has committed itself to the 

extensive task of training and development of local government personnel 

by providing a legal framework for such activities, this study reveals 

that much could also be done by individual local authorities and other 

public institutions, to improve the level of training and development 

of municipal personnel. Accordingly the following recommendations are 

made: 

'Recommen.datl..on one 

A.,j a f.j.A.,j;t poliClj di..A.ecV..ve .,jcJwoL1 .,jhouJ..d, tivwugh public 

.,j;tudi~, ~od.uce fTll..Lll-i...ci...paJ.. (]J1d en.vi.Aorunen.:taJ.. p/l..09Aamm~ 

/l..eA..at.lltf) ;to, .iJt;te/l.. alia, de v eA..opnen.:t, M.,j~ (]J1d f-u;tU/l..e 

nee~ of- 50u:th Af-;U..ca, (]J1d ~peci...aL/..!I- :the Natl..onaJ.. 5;ta:t~. 
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It is necessary to realise that eventual happiness and success in life 

depend on the quality of upbringing since childhood. In developing 

countries such as South Africa and the National States, schools could, 

through public studies, introduce the country to the children in terms 

of, amongst other, development, assets and future needs. Whilst this is, 

to a limited extent, the case in South African schools, the programmes 

should specifically be extended to schools in the National States. 

Individual schools could also introduce the children to their specific 

municipal environment during a weekly env~onmental p~od presented to 

the school as a whole. Already at this stage, children should become 

aware of the importance of each individual's contribution to the growth 

and development of the country. After this foundation has been laid, 

children have to prepare themselves to do a job and earn a living. For 

those who would seek appointment in a central or local government 

institution, training in public/municipal administration and public affairs 

is imperative. The role of schools in preparing prospective publici 

municipal officials and employees for public office should not be under: 

estimated. 

Recommendation two 

11-1 a -1econd poliCiJ di.Aecti..ve -1:tep-1 -1hoiUd be :tah..en by rTl.1.ifU..cJ.paJ.. 

cudJwll.-ihe-1 :to .irL:tA.oduce local fjOVVlJ7Jnent and ~Vz.ation 

:theoll.Y and pll.acti..ce (no:t paIl.:ty po.Li..ti..C-1) :to :the citi3-enIl.y :t.hIl.oufjh 

:the medi....wn 01. bll.ochull.e-1, public lec:t.UIl.e-1 andJ Oil. 1J)01l.R.-1ko p-1. 

The execution of municipal activities should not be seen as routine 

tasks which provide job opportunities to the unemployed. The dynamics 
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of municipal administration should be used in pursuit of civilization 

and, therefore, steps should be taken to introduce local government 

and administration theory and practice (not party politics) to the 

citizenry through the medium of brochures, public lectures and/or 

workshops. 

~ecommendation ~ee 

The OIl.[J-Clf1J..A ationaJ.. -1Vl.uc:t:.wr.e 0 t e-1 peci.aJ..J..y. .the me.di..wn GJ1d lGA.[J-e 

-1i.. J.e muni..ci.pa).ihe-1 -1hould PII.O v we tOll. a Vl.ai..ni..n[J- di.. v i..-1i..on. 

Training and development is such an indispensable component in ensuring 

a well-equipped municipal personnel force, that it cannot be dealt 

with on an ad hoc basis. To this end, it is necessary that training 

and development be dealt with in an independent manner by establishing 

a specific department for this purpose. If the training and development 

functions are regarded as part of an auxiliary department, no guarantees 

exist that it will be dealt with in a professional manner or that it 

will receive the priority rating that it requires. For this reason, 

especially the medium and large size municipalities should provide for 

an independent training division. 
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~ecommendation to~ 

A fTl.U.J'Li...ci.pal tA.ai.JUn.g. colleg.e O/l. a .-1ch.ool ot fTl.U.J'Li...ci....pal 

g.ovvznmen;t an.d ~tA.ation .-1hould. be e.-1:tabfuhed .i..n 

:the CO/l.e CU:.y ot each. .-1peci...f.J-ed /l.eg,i-on dem<1./l.ca:ted .u? 

:tel/lM ot :the P/l.ov.i.-1.i..On.-1 ot :the ~eg,i-onal 5e/l.v.i..ce.-1 

Cou.n.~ Ad, 1985 (Ad 109 ot 1985). 

As an extention to an earlier recommendation and as expounded by earlier 

researchers, attention should be paid to the establishment of a municipal 

training college or a school of municipal government and administration. 

On completion of the prescribed courses, recognised diplomas or 

certificates should be issued. Although the Local ~ovvznmen;t T/l.ai.JUn.g. 

Ad, 1985 (Act 41 of 1985) provides for a Local T/l.ai.JUn.g. BO<1./l.d, to 

co-ordinate anticipated future training and development requirements 

of local authorities, the provisions appear not to go far enough. This 

Act, when implemented fully, still does not force local authorities, and 

especially local personnel, to participate in training and development 

programmes. Whilst attendance of the college could cause practical 

problems, it is not altogether unfeasible should employees know it is a 

prerequisite for employment in the same way as doctors need a year 

internship before practicing medicine. Should attendance be impossible, 

correspondence courses, ' subject to attendance of prescribed short courses, 

could be offered. The fact remains that graduation form this municipal 

course should be imperative for career promotion, especially to senior 

positions. 
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Recommendation tive 

leadi..ng.. 5:tate, ll.effi-onaJ.. and fTlLIfL-i...cipaJ.. of-tici.aL1, CZ/.l well 

CZ/.l o:thell. .i..n:tell.e1:ted fX1AUe1 -'1h.ould be CIl.eated .i..n. each 

COll.e C.U:.IJ :to de:te/7.Ini.ne and adap:t :tIl.a.i..n..i..n.g.. pll.og..ll.amme1 f-Oll. 

ef-tici.en:t and ef-f-ective Il.endell..i..n.g.. of- fTlLIfL-i...ci.pa.J.. -'1e1l.v-i..Ce1. 

It is recommended that a think-tank consisting of academics, local 

civic leaders, leading State, regional and municipal officials, as well 

as other interested parties should be created in each Core City to 

determine and adapt training programmes for efficient and effective 

rendering of municipal services. At this juncture it could be 

stressed that the determination of training needs should be done in 

a scientific manner and properly trained instructors should determine 

the methods of training and development. Although cost is a factor, 

the cost of training should be weighed against the cost of the absence 

of training. Training for the sake of training should conversely be 

avoided at all costs as the end results would be window-dressing and 

not addressing the real training and development problems. 

Recommendation -'1ix 
c; 

trJu.n..i...ci.pal-i..tie1 -'1nou.J...d dev-i..-'1e a u.ru..qpe appll.oach :to 

:tIl.a.i..n..i..n.g.. and developnen:t me:thoM. 
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When municipalities decide on training and development methods, the 

approach should be irrespective of how the academic classification 

of training methods may differ or coincide with the training needs of 

individual municipalities. This is the only way to ensure reasonable 

return on costs spent on training and in this way it could also be 

ensured that the training policy at the same time becomes the ~owth 

policy of the municipality. 

~ecommendation ~even 

need1 of- the pGAticifJ<1f1M. 

The new constitutional dispensation creates a whole new forum for 

inter-group relations and cultural awareness amongst races. Training 

sessions should take note of cultural and other differences of 

participants and be amended to cater therefor. However, under no 

circumstances should race groups be separated during training sessions . 
for uniform positions as this could cause friction and frustration. 

~ecommendation eiglvt 

A~ a co~o~ me~~e an annu~ ~epo~z ~ho~d De pUD~hed 

Dy the Loc~ T ~aiJU..nr; BOGAd -uuii...catinr; the n~e and exzenZ 

of- uaiJU..nr; mdi...v.iduaily and collectivuy undMzaAen Dy 

~eadi...nr; South A/..Ucan munLcipaLU:A.~. 
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Training and development information should receive more attention in 

the annual reports of municipal councils. On scrutinising the available 

literature on current training and development activities, it became 

evident that in many local authorities these matters received the 

minimum of attention, if any. In the same vein it was found that in 

correspondence with and on visits to municipalities, some were very 

secretive, whilst others did not even bother to reply to requests. In 

order to provoke orderly future planning and to derive any benefit from 

academic research into training and development, information has to be 

freely available to researchers. It therefore, is recommended that 

as a control measure and in addition to the Parliamentary report issued 

by the Local T~ainin~ Bo~d, an annual publication be published on the 

nature and extent of training, individually and collectively, undertaken 

by leading South African municipalities. 

5uf-f-i-uerU:. f..un.c://.J -1houJ..d be p~ovi..d.ed f-o~ me Vz.ainin~ t.Mk., 

me aU...oca:U..on of- w!U.ch -1houJ..d ~e~~llj be evcUuat.ed .i..n 

t.emn-1 0 f- me a:UCLi..nm.erU:. 0 f- -1 et. 0 bj. ec;U. v e-1. 

Although the Local ~ov~erU:. T~ainin~ Fund will receive substantial 

amounts for the promotion of training activities on local level, 

individual municipalities still carry the basic responsibility for 

undertaking training programmes. For this reason, the annual estimates 

of income and expenditure of each and every municipality, irrespective of 
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size, should be revised and adapted regularly to provide for essential 

increases. 

~ecommendation ~en 

The f'rJl1J7.1.ci.paJ.. Coun.cU -1hould /l.eg;.UCV1.hj /l.ev..L-1e ~e concLi.J:.J..oM 

of- -1MVLCe of- pM-10nne1 i.n ~e lir;JU:. of- chanf}e-1 and of-f-M-1 

i.n ~e /l.e-1~ of- ~e public -1edo/l., Q.-1 weLl.. Q.-1 ~e p/l.i.vate 

-1 edo/l., i.n an ef-f-o/l.~ ~o CLUl.b pM-10nne1 10-1-1 e-1. 

As personnel is one of the costliest items on the budget of any institution, 

every step possible should be taken to retain it. In addition, a 

substantial amount of money is annually spent on the training and 

development of the personnel force. In the light of the ever-changing 

socio-economic conditions in the country, people tend to sell their 

skills to the highest bidder. For this reason, municipalities run the 

risk of losing their trained personnel. The importance of the continual 

revision of conditions of service of municipal personnel in order to 

ensure that their remuneration package still meets the requirements 

of time ·and place cannot be overemphasised. 
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~ecommendation eleven 

5peuaMJj deAi..gn.ed and we1J...-eqpJ...pped technJ...cal i:A..ai.JU..Rg. 

f-a~eA -1houJ..d be {J/I-ovi..ded at aJ.J.. the rnu.rU.upa)..i;ti..eA 

i..AAeApecti..ve of- -1i..3e. 

Although computer-assisted training will within a few years be the 

order of the day, nothing stops the smaller, less affluent local 

authorities from providing other basic training facilities such as 

overhead projectors and to utilise the advantages of other training 

methods, rather than to acquire expensive physical equipment. 

Municipalities should not be blinded by computers, and use the 

absence thereof as an excuse to refrain from training. Smaller 

municipalities have to accept that they cannot compare themselves 

with the larger municipalities and, therefore, they should try to 

make the best of what they have. 
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~ecommendation twelve 

~eAOUll.CeA CerU:.A.eA 017. /Leadi..n.[} /LOO!Tl/.j _.-1 ho uJ...d " be p/Lov.i..d.ed 

:1:.0 put. pe.;U.odi....caJ../J, j.OWLnaJ../J cmd /Lelevan:t neJ1MpapM 

OA.ucJ...eA at :the r:ii.APO.-1aJ.. of- aJ..J. :the fTIl.Jft.i..ci...paJ.. empl..oyeeA. 

In this way information is within easy reach of the individual and 

no costs have to be incurred to extend one's knowledge. This 

recommendation has exceptional value in the light of continual 

community outcries for higher quality people to administer public 

affairs at the lowest possible cost. 

Collectively, these recommendations should not be regarded as a panacea 

for solving the practical and other problems pertaining to the training 

and development of local government personnel. It, nevertheless, is 

hoped that the recommendations would cause some municipalities to 

enthusiastically embark on uniquely designed training programmes however 

small, thereby affording each member of staff to enjoy the benefits of 

training and development. 
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APPENDIX 2 

PROPOSED STRUCTURES FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
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APPENDIX 3 

CURRENT STRUCTURES FOR PROVINCIAL AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
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Parliament 

House of 
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Provincial 
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APPENDIX 4 

PROPOSED STRUCTURES FOR PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT 
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APPENDIX 6 

Job Instruction Training (JIT) Methods 

First, here's what you must do to get ready to teach a job: 

1. Decide what the learner must be taught in order to do the job 

efficiently, safely, economically, and intelligently. 

2. Have the right tools, equipment, supplies, and material ready. 

3. Have the workplace properly arranged, just as the worker 

will be expected to keep it. 

Then, you should instruct the learner by the following four basic 

steps: 

Step I Preparation (of the learner) 

1. Put the learner at ease. 

2. Find out what is already known about the job. 

3. Get the learner interested and desirous of learning the job. 

Step 11 Presentation (of the operations and knowledge) 

1. Tell, show, illustrate, and question in order to put over the 

new knowledge and operations. 

2. Instruct slowly, clearly, completely, and patiently, one point 

at a time. 

3. Check, question, and repeat. 

4. Make sure the learner really knows. 

Step III Performance try-out 

1. Test by having the learner perform the job. 

2. Ask questions beginning with why, how, when or where. 

3. Observe performance, correct errors, and repeat instructions if 

necessary. 

4. Continue until you know the learner knows. 

Step IV Follow-up 

1. Check frequently to be sure instructions are being followed. 

2. Taper off extra supervision and close follow-up until the learner 

is qualified to work with normal supervision. 

Remember - If the learner hasn't learned, the teacher hasn't taught. 

Milkovich, G.T. & W. F. Glueck: Personnel / Human resources management: A 

diagnostic approach (Plana : Business Publications 1985) 342 , ,p. . 
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